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MULTIPLE PERSPECTIVES ON LANGUAGE AND MATHEMATICS: INTRODUCTION AND POST-SCRIPT Candia Morgan, Institute of Education, University of London Konstantinos Tatsis, University of the Aegean Hana Moraová, Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Philosophy & Arts Jarmila Novotná, Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Education Margarida César, Universidade de Lisboa, Centro de Investigação em Educação FCUL Birgit Brandt, Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität, Frankfurt a. Main Elmar Cohors-Fresenborg & Christa Kaune, Institut für Kognitive Mathematik, Universität Osnabrück, D-49069 Osnabrück



INTRODUCTION Candia Morgan The papers presented and the discussions of the Working Group on Language and Mathematics at CERME5 were marked by, on the one hand, diversity in the orientations and research foci of the various participants and, on the other hand, an interest in establishing dialogue and engaging with each other’s questions, data and analyses. A concrete outcome of the opportunity to meet provided by the conference was an agreement to do some ‘homework’ resulting in new analyses, from several perspectives, of data presented in two of the conference papers. This introduction to the papers of the Working Group starts with an overview of the major themes emerging from the papers and from our discussions. It then presents the outcomes of the ‘homework’. In recent years, there has been increased recognition of the importance of language, not just as a means of communication but as a means by which we make sense of, or even construct, the world. This has led to a widening of the community of those within mathematics education who see language as a significant focus for their research and a consequent widening of the orientations of those choosing to participate in the Working Group on Language and Mathematics. Two main research orientations can be identified: study of the nature of language and its use in doing and learning mathematics and study of other issues, using language as a tool for addressing them. Within these two broad orientations there is also considerable diversity. For example, in studying the nature of language used in mathematics, choices must be made about the level of granularity at which the language is to be studied. The focus may vary from the nature and functioning of individual signs or small sets of signs, as seen in the work of, among others, Steinbring & Nührenbörger, Bloch and Farrugia, to consideration at a much more holistic level of the nature and function of writing in mathematical practices, as in Misfeldt’s study of professional mathematicians or Stamou & Chronaki’s analysis of the discourse of a magazine for
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school students. In between these two may be found studies of the functioning of language within spoken or written discourse and its contribution to the construction of mathematical meaning (e.g. Boero & Consogno). Where language is studied as a vehicle to address other issues of primary interest, there is perhaps even more space for diversity. Among the papers presented here, we encounter studies of student attitudes and beliefs (Perkkila & Aarnos), of the development of socio-mathematical norms (Edwards) and their influence on problem solving (Tatsis), and of assessment (Björklund Boistrup). A concern with the nature of learning environments that may facilitate learning is apparent in studies of linguistic activity and interaction in classrooms (e.g. Fetzer, Brandt) and in Ascione & Mellone’s experimental study. The development of methodological approaches to the analysis of linguistic data were also offered in the papers by Koichu (for studying cognitive processes in problem solving) and Cohors-Fresenborg & Kaune (for identifying and categorising metacognitive activities). The important role that linguistic activity (and that involving other sign systems) plays in the construction of mathematical meaning is widely recognised and many of the contributing authors present analyses of written texts and verbal interactions that contribute to our understanding of aspects of this. The social and collaborative aspect is of particular interest as we focus on interactions and learning that takes place in ‘natural’ classrooms rather than in laboratory or interview settings. At the same time, it must be recognised that participants in interactions do not always successfully collaborate to construct coherent meanings. Several contributions identify problems in communication that may constitute ‘obstacles’ to learning (Petrová & Novotná, Roubí‚ek, Slezáková & Swoboda), while Farrugia identifies ‘clarity’ in teacher’s speech as one of the keys to student learning and attempts an analysis of its characteristics. Students’ acquisition of mathematical language is clearly an important aspect of communication that may support learning, yet, as Meaney demonstrates in her analysis of the role of authority in communications between children, teachers and parents, developing competence in use of the mathematics register itself raises difficult issues. The relationship between linguistic activity, linguistic competence and mathematical learning and competence is complex and as yet unresolved. When we consider students’ mathematical competence, to what extent is their linguistic competence a part of this? And conversely, when we analyse interaction in a classroom or in an interview, how is this interaction affected by the mathematical aspects of the context? An interesting development in the past few years has been the increasing attention to alternative, non-linguistic sign systems. We noted in the introduction to the proceedings of the Working Group at CERME4 (Morgan, Ferrari, Johnsen Høines, Duval, 2006) the importance of recognising and analysing the nature and roles of algebraic notation and geometric diagrams as well as ‘natural’ language. While work on these aspects continues, several contributions to CERME5 go further to consider other non-verbal sign systems such as gesture, body language and gaze. Björklund
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Boistrup, in particular, develops a multi-modal approach to study interactions between students and teachers, taking all of these into account in addition to spoken language. As researchers develop this work with multi-modal data, the tools that are available for analysing the various modes need to be integrated and coordinated to ensure theoretical consistency. Multi-modality is of increasing interest within mathematics education and elsewhere, especially in the context of new technologies that provide new types of signs and ways of interacting with them. It is perhaps surprising that none of the present contributions address this aspect of language, as influenced by new technology, though the papers by Back & Pratt and Pimm, Beatty & Moss consider the nature of interactions in text-based on-line environments. It may be that the multi-modal opportunities offered by technological developments are currently considered of specific interest to those concerned with the use of new technologies. As the field matures, providing more developed tools for analysis of multi-modal discourse, and as new technologies become more fully integrated into mathematical teaching and learning situations as well as into our everyday lives, it will become increasingly difficult to restrict our research focus to the more conventional and familiar mathematical sign systems. Among other methodological issues discussed, the selection, status and treatment of data seemed particularly significant and in need of explicit clarification. Many of the papers present ‘episodes’ of data from classroom interactions. ‘Episode’, however, may be simply a fragment, perhaps chosen to illustrate a point, or it may be more ‘logically’ defined by its content, its interactional features or its crucial significance. The nature of episodes presented in papers is not always made explicit to the reader, yet must make a difference to the way in which the results of their analysis may be understood: as raising issues or hypotheses; as ‘slices’ of a developmental process that has been studied more extensively; as representative broader phenomena. It was suggested that there may be a case for complementing the use of detailed fine grained analysis of ‘episodes’ with larger scale quantitative approaches. The fine grained analysis in many cases makes use of transcriptions, yet transcriptions do not necessarily provide a good representation of an episode of semiotic activity, often neglecting prosodic features as well as the coordination of linguistic with visual or physical modes. Researchers need to consider the rigour and scope of their methods of transcription. There are several well-developed sets of conventions employed by linguists for transcription. Some of these may help us to be more rigorous in representing speech but it is important to ensure that any conventions adopted are adequate to capture those features of speech considered to be significant and that the methods and conventions used match the theoretical assumptions of the research. When other modes of communication are also to be considered, the task of representing them is further complicated. Another role of technology discussed in the Working Group may provide one way of beginning to address this problem by making research tools available to us that enable us to have a
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fuller view of an episode and, indeed, to ask new questions. For example, digitised video technology allows us to gather and examine more complex multi-modal data and allow us to analyse both temporal and spatial relationships between gestures, visual representations and speech. The work of Bjuland, Cestari & Borgersen begins to make use of such technology to analyse student reasoning during problem solving, as expressed through gesture and spoken language. Perhaps as a consequence of the diversity of our backgrounds (both cultural and disciplinary), discussions were marked by simultaneous interest in the substantive research questions and findings reported by the presenters and in the methodological and theoretical issues raised. Thus, in considering the use of signs and language in meaning making, it was important to ask not only how students use signs in order to make mathematical meanings but also what linguistic and semiotic knowledge is useful to us as researchers in interpreting meaning making. By making use of different sets of theoretical constructs, different insights emerge. A shared interest in exploring these theoretical and methodological differences led to an agreement to continue working on this issue after the conference by preparing complementary analyses from different perspectives of some of the data presented. Episodes originally analysed and presented in the papers by Cohors-Fresenburg & Kaune and by Boero & Consogno were chosen for this treatment. The following sections of this paper include four brief complementary analyses by Tatsis, Moraová & Novotná, Margarida César and Birgit Brandt of an episode presented in the paper by CohorsFresenborg & Kaune. (For convenience, the episode in question is reproduced as an annex to this paper.) This is followed by a complementary analysis by CohorsFresenborg & Kaune of data from Boero & Consogno.



USING POLITENESS DISCUSSION



THEORY



TO



ANALYSE



A



CLASSROOM



Konstantinos Tatsis The linguistic analysis of classroom interactions can be used as a tool to better comprehend these interactions and then better organise the didactic approach. Cohors-Fresenborg & Kaune’s analytic approach addresses the important question set by Candia Morgan during the Language and Mathematics Working Group meeting: When we analyse interaction in a classroom or in an interview, how is this interaction affected by the mathematical aspects of the context? In order to better comprehend the interactions involved in any setting (including classrooms) one needs to consider all aspects that influence in one way or another what is said and what is done. The most important aspect that affects people’s behaviour is “face”, i.e. “the positive social value a person effectively claims for himself by the line others assume he has taken during a particular contact” (Goffman, 1972, p. 5). Face is further categorised into positive and negative: positive face is related to a person’s need for social approval, whereas negative face is related to a person’s need for freedom of action.
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Each person does not only have these wants her/himself, but recognises that others have them too; moreover, s/he recognises that the satisfaction of her/his own face wants is, in part, achieved by the acknowledgement of those of others. Indeed, the nature of positive face wants is such that they can only be satisfied by the attitudes of others. These views are in the core of “politeness theory” as expressed by Brown and Levinson (1987) and used by Rowland (2000) and will be the theoretical base for the analysis that follows. Each verbal act can be categorised according to its effect on the speaker or the hearer’s face. Some acts (“face threatening acts”, or FTAs) intrinsically threaten the hearer’s face. Orders and requests, for example, threaten negative face, whereas criticism and disagreement threaten positive face. Each person must avoid such acts altogether (which may be impossible for a host of reasons, including concern for her/his own face) or find ways of performing them whilst mitigating their FTA effect, i.e. making them less of a threat. Imagine, for example, that a student says something that the teacher believes to be factually incorrect; the teacher would like to correct him/her. Such an act would threaten the student’s positive face; thus, the teacher has to employ a particular strategy in order to minimise the potential FTA effect. The discussion contained in Cohors-Fresenborg & Kaune’s paper is very interesting because it contains many instances of potential FTA acts, which are successfully resolved by the speakers. In 5-6 Mona supports her claim about the existence of a particular figure and the teacher, knowing that this figure does not really exists, asks for a numerical representation of it; she begins her request with the modal form “Could you please” in order to minimise the threat to Mona’s negative face. Mona initially admits that it is not possible, but tries to support her view in two ways: she uses “you” on an attempt to make her claim impersonal (i.e. it is not her own inability, but a general one); then she utters that “logically it would be possible”, which suggests that her claim is logical and reasonable (this utterance can refer to a possible sociomathematical norm established in the particular classroom, i.e. that a mathematical proposition is expected to be logical in order to be acceptable). In 1213 the teacher tries to raise the others students’ interest in Mona’s claim; this is a FTA to Mona, that is why she immediately replies (although not asked) by using once again the impersonal “you” (14) in order to assign a general character to her claim. Suse (17-21) only repeats Mona’s claim and the teacher utters “Yes” not as a sign of acceptance, but as a way to encourage more students to participate in the discussion; that is why she uses the first plural person (“let’s”) in her prompt. Suse (24-31) refers to Peter’s and Mona’s claims by using many times the impersonal “you” in order to distance herself from both of them; this is done in order to minimise the threat to her own positive face, in case they prove faulty. Mona eventually realises that her initial claim is not grounded; she begins by using the shield “Well” and gradually she admits this fact. It is interesting to observe that Mona was led to withdraw her initial claim without any interference on behalf of the teacher; this is a sign of a student who observes the sociomathematical norm of justification (for a more detailed discussion
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on social and sociomathematical norms see Tatsis, this volume), which is important for a fruitful mathematical discussion. What the above analysis demonstrates is an alternative way to look into mathematical discussions; students and teachers always adopt particular strategies to save their (or their hearer’s) face. Moreover, we can use such an analysis to examine the teachers’ and the students’ attempts to generalise and to justify but with the minimum effect towards their own and the others’ face. The educator who is aware of these strategies can better organise the discussions, and particularly his/her own verbal strategies towards smooth and productive mathematical interactions.



DISCOURSE ANALYSIS USING PRAGMATICS Hana Moraová & Jarmila Novotná Pragmatics is one of the three divisions of semiotics (together with semantics and syntax). It studies language from the point of view of the user, especially of the choices he/she makes, the constraints he/she encounters in using the language in social interaction, and the effects his/her use of language has on the participants of an act of communication. It focuses on language in use and relatively changing features of conversation. It studies continuous wholes (for more information see Leech 1983). We believe that this approach is suitable for analyses of teaching episodes as it enables us to see why the participants of the communication behave in a particular manner and what the possible sources of misunderstanding may be or why individual contributions may seem “clumsy”, illogical or confusing. At the core of the analysis are major principles and their maxims, which in normal speech situation are expected not to be violated by the participants. If they are violated, it brings confusion or misunderstanding. Also, the different principles may be in opposition to each other which can cause that if one of the principles is obeyed the other violated. (E.g. the politeness principle is often in conflict with the cooperative principle – namely the quality and quantity maxims.) In this contribution we only refer to those principles and maxims that are relevant to the particular transcript. Analysis of the episode Cooperative principle (for more information see Grice 1975) - Quality maxim (try to make your contribution one that is true, do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence) is often violated; however this is not surprising as the conversation is from a lesson where students are expected to reason, deduce, search and will say things without having sufficient evidence for it; it happens that only after some time they realize their original assumption was wrong (Mona’s assumption that a number between 0,99… and 1 exists is untrue, but progressive in the course of the lesson - l. 5).
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- Quantity maxim (make your contribution as informative as required for the purposes of the exchange, do not make it more informative than is required): Mona’s only “valuable” contribution is on line 5-6, then she keeps repeating the same idea: “logically you can imagine but you cannot write it down” (l. 8, 10, 31, 33) and thus brings no new information into the exchange. - Relevance maxim (make your contribution relevant): Again, Mona’s later contributions become more or less irrelevant as they are not informative and do not move the communication forward. Also Juli’s turn (l. 36-37) is irrelevant to the course of the communication as a whole. However, she reacts to the teacher’s question which springs out from the non-verbal reality of the teaching episode. - Maxim of manner (be perspicuous and specifically avoid obscurity, ambiguity, be brief, be orderly): The teacher thinks that Mona on l. 5-6 is violating this maxim and therefore she asks her to write what she means on the board to explain the ambiguity/unclearness. There is no doubt that Suse is violating this maxim. Her turns are very long, she needs many words to express one idea, and there are repetitions and it takes her a long time before she gets to the point. (l. 17-30) What she basically says in her 14 lines is: “Peter’s solution is right because it works with different numbers and Mona’s number cannot be recorded and therefore doesn’t exist.” However, her turns always move the conversation forward. (Implicature, i.e. what is inferred as additional meaning but not worded): Suse is in the position of an “arbiter”; she evaluates Peter’s and Mona’s ideas, says who means what and why this or that should be correct; in a way she seems to be stepping in for the teacher, as if the teacher could not understand. Politeness principle: - Tact maxim (minimize cost to others): A typical example in speech is the teacher’s use of questions (l. 7, 34-35) and indirect questions (l. 12-13) rather than imperatives. These statements are obviously meant as commands. - Agreement maxim (minimize disagreement, agree at least in part): Suse often obeys these principles at the cost of cooperative principles. One of her turns begins “This is what I wanted to say …” (l. 17) as if she agreed with Mona but ends “you cannot write it down” (l. 21) … “Thus a figure doesn’t really exist.” (l. 29) Also on l. 30 she says “…this could be right” although she basically means “this is right”. The conditional is used here not to hurt Mona. - Sympathy maxim (minimize antipathy between self and others) is manifested by Mona, e.g “I only meant” (l. 31).
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ANALYSIS OF CLASSROOM DISCUSSIONS Margarida César The first thing that strikes us is that these students are already used to participate in this type of general discussions. This is illuminated by the way they react to their peers’ interventions, trying to (re)interpret them, or complete and/or clarify what they stated, and also by the few times the teacher chose to make her interventions. This discussion shows part of the didactic contract of this class. This teacher is giving the students time and space to participate as legitimate participants (Lave & Wenger, 1991) and she is trying to develop a learning community. But this general discussion also illuminates the existence of an intersubjectivity that was developed between this teacher and her students (e.g., they all talk about the figures inbetween, and they know what they are referring to). In this discussion there are two groups of argumentations: (1) the ones who argue that 0.9(9) = 1 is true (Peter, Suse, Jens); and (2) those who argue that this should not be true (Mona). But the point of this discussion was not merely finding a solution to this mathematical task. If that was what this teacher had in mind, students would not be used to this kind of general discussion. What this teacher wanted to do was to explore students argumentations and to facilitate students’ appropriation of mathematical knowledge through discussion, i.e., through the diverse argumentations and confrontations that were elaborated by the students. This is, in our interpretation, why there are no evaluative comments on her talks. Even when she is trying to control Juli and Judith’s behaviour (Lines 34 and 35), she does not produce an evaluative comment, and she does not use an imperative verbal form. She just tells them that everyone needs to be able to hear them, which is a particular way of interacting with students and making them pay attention and participate. This general discussion illuminates different levels of cognitive development and also different levels of mathematical argumentation. Although most students use formal reasoning in their statements, Mona is probably at an interface between concrete and formal reasoning. This is probably why she believes there is another figure between 0.9(9) and 1, but also why she needs to go back to a more concrete description of that figure (“many many zeros”, instead of “zero point infinite zero and then one”), but also why she needs to make the distinction between what can be said/thought (the figure she imagined) and what can be written down/drawn (Lines 8 to 11). And for her there are mathematical (logical) entities that can be imagined, that exist logically, but which can not be written down. According to her Talk 6 (Lines 14 to 16) she does not seem to have recognised any error in her previous statements. Probably the laughter (Line 10) is more a nervous sign than the recognition of a mistake. She seems to be trapped because she can imagine that figure – and the figure is very clear to her, mentally – but she is not able to write it down and she knows the rules of their game: if a figure cannot be written, then it does not exist. But for her, that figure could have a logical explanation, and according to her argumentation logic should be
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accepted in Mathematics. This is why we interpret her laughter as confusion, disappointment, and not as the recognition of a mistake. Even after Suse’s intervention in Talk 8 (Lines 23-30) Mona still thinks that figure exists logically, it just cannot be written down, and that is why it would not work. But she never claims that the figure she imagined would not be a periodic continued one. Thus, Mona seems so taken by imagining the figure that would confirm her hypothesis that she forgot what is a periodic continued. She seems to be moving from concrete reasoning into formal one. As she is making an effort to imagine the figure between 0.9(9) and 1, she forgets the notion of periodic continued, that should be taken into consideration. But this way of reasoning – concentrating on one feature and not taking into consideration the others – is also very typical of concrete reasoning. It cannot be taken simply as a mathematical error, or lack of mathematical knowledge. Suse is clearly using formal reasoning in her argumentations. She is able to make transitions between her own way of reasoning and Mona’s argumentation; she is able to use Mona’s language and then transforms it into more accurate mathematical language (Lines 23 to 30) and she is also able to use other examples to make her point clearer (Lines 24 to 26). She is also the one who explains to Mona that if we have a periodic continued, suddenly there is not a one in the middle of the zeros (Lines 39 to 41). Thus, she is the one who is able to argue in such a way that Mona will understand her point. And although Jens had also used a similar argumentation in his talks (Lines 1 to 4; and 38), he used his own argumentation and he did not relate directly to Mona’s doubts/ difficulties. Thus, it was through Suse’s interventions that Mona could be aware of some weaker arguments she used and replace them by more robust ones. Just taking in consideration this small piece of interaction, I would say, if we wanted to use it for teacher evaluation, that her way of acting is very consistent and that she is able to develop students’ participation, level of argumentation, respect towards each others’ argumentations and autonomy. And these are competencies students need in order to succeed in evaluations (namely the most formal ones, like tests and exams) and also in their professional life. Moreover, she is able to facilitate students’ mathematical development, as they do not merely repeat answers or rules they do not interpret, but they are developing their relational knowledge (Skemp, 1978).



THE PRODUCTION DESIGN OF “A FIGURE IN-BETWEEN” Birgit Brandt In Brandt (this volume) I outlined our concept of participation in mathematical classrooms (Krummheuer and Brandt 2001), which traces back to Goffman and Levinson. With respect to the interactional theory of learning mathematics, the main focus of our approach is the emerging process of ‘taken as shared’ meanings, which
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includes the alternating of the active speakers and the interweaved emerging of the subject matter. Applying the production design to the transcript of Cohors-Fresenborg & Kaune, I will point out this interweaving for the interactive argumentation by the formulation “a figure in-between”. In the beginning, Jens refers to Peter, but he does not address him as a dialog partner – Peter is only one recipient of the broad listenership. Jens’ contribution can be seen as a recapitulation and appreciation of Peters statements, but due to the presented extract it is not possible to decide about the production design of his utterance in detail. The argumentative ideas of Jens utterance are 



Between two digital numbers must be at least one figure.







There is no figure between 0.9 … and 1.







Therefore 0.9 =1 is logical.



In the ongoing interaction, these ideas are linked to Peter (e.g. [24]). So, Jens is surely not an author of all aspects of his utterance, but probably for the evaluation of this argument as logical. In contrast to Jens, who stresses his conformity to Peter, Mona emphasizes her autonomy. She explicitly refers to her responsibility (I do think), but she links her utterance to Jens’s formulation that there always has to be a figure in-between [2]. She takes this part as a ghostee (that here is a figure [5]), and as an author she supplements a figure in-between 0.9 and 1, that doesn’t exist [9, 16]. With her construction zero point infinite zero and then a one, some time or other [6] (and [16] as a spokesman of herself) she describes her certain idea of “a figure inbetween”, which she makes more explicit later as a spokesman of herself “I meant the figure that you would need in order to make zero point periodic continued nine a one” [14]. This idea of “a figure in-between” refers to the conception of real numbers as length of lines. Summarizing her several statements, these are the ideas of her argumentation: 



There must be a figure in-between in the sense of 0.9 +x=1.







The (not existing) figure zero point infinite zero and then a one (at the end of the unlimited figure) can be thought as this figure in-between 0.9 and 1.



At first, Suse is a spokesman of Monas ideas [17]. Subsequently, she continues with an additional example for a number in-between (three is in-between two and five in [24]). This can be seen as an application of Monas idea as mentioned above, but as a ghostee she uses this for an extension of Peters argumentation: There is no number in-between 0.9 and 1 in this sense, because Mona figure doesn’t exist [30] (this is amplified in [36-44]). First of all, Jens uses the formulation “a figure in-between” for his summery of Peters argument, but without clarifying his concept of in-between. Taking this formulation for a counter-argument, Mona explains more and more precise her idea of inbetween. At the end, Suse ties up to Monas idea as a backing for Peters argument.
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This interweaving is retraced by the reciprocal referring as spokesmen and ghosthees. Overall, the interaction process features the criteria of an “Interaktionale Verdichtung” (Krummheuer and Brandt 2001; “condensed period of interaction” Krummheuer 2007) – hence this interaction process provides optimized conditions for the possibility of mathematical learning.



REMARKS ON BOERO & CONSOGNO Elmar Cohors-Fresenborg & Christa Kaune Boero & Consogno (this volume) show how increasing mathematical knowledge can be constructed by social interactions. The mechanisms described by them are especially promoted in a discursive teaching culture. Activities like monitoring and reflection play a particular role. It is therefore obvious to analyse their transcripts also by means of the category system, which has been developed by Cohors-Fresenborg & Kaune (this volume) for the analysis of discursive and metacognitive activities. The connections of differing theoretical frameworks is meant to show exemplarily how scientific development in mathematics education can be promoted by international co-operation. The categorisation of the two following transcript extracts are visually supported by colours, i.e. discursive activities are green, monitoring activities red and reflective activities ochre. Statements which do not match any of the categories remain black.



The meaning of discursive activities for the social construction of knowledge can primarily be recognised in our analysis by a high share of green colour of the pupils statements, especially because it is solely sub-categories of DS2 that appears. This points to an “embedding of discursive contributions”. The only intervention by the
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teacher (line 4) is to be considered as an educational action, i.e. the invitation to a discourse (DT1a). The red colour, which is the only other colour apart from green, shows that all other pupils’ contributions are monitoring activities, i.e. careful supervision of their own (MS8) or other argumentations (MS4). The high share in founded metacognitive activities - marked by a prefixed r (reasoning) - is striking. In the second transcript as well, most of the assigned categories belong to discursive activities. The sub-categories are spread similarly to the first transcript extract. The monitoring activities often contain reasons. A reflecting evaluation of a proceeding (RS6a) is new (lines 9-12).



REFERENCES Goffman, E.: 1972, Interaction ritual: Essays on face-to-face behaviour. Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin University Books. Grice, H.P.: 1975, ‘Logic and conversation’, in Cole, P. and Morgan, J. (eds.) Syntax and semantics, vol. 3. New York: Academic Press. Krummheuer, G. and Brandt, B.: 2001, Paraphrase und Traduktion, Beltz, Weinheim. Krummheuer, G.: 2007, 'Argumentation and participation in the primary mathematics classroom.' Journal of Mathematical Behaviour, (in print).
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DRIVING SPONTANEOUS PROCESSES IN MATHEMATICAL TASKS Rossella Ascione and Maria Mellone Dipartimento di Matematica e Applicazioni – Università Federico II di Napoli (Italy) In a linguistic perspective for mathematics learning, we illustrate how the Theory of Relevance, formulated by Sperber and Wilson in the ambit of cognitive linguistics and supported by new insights from neuroscience, can be useful both to interpret students’ cognitive behaviours and to devise an effective didactical mediation. During the PDTR project we carried out an experimentation in an algebraic context in order to explore the impact of the planned didactical mediation on the spontaneous processes. Introduction and theoretical framework Sfard (2003) claims that “the culturally tinged, but essentially universal, need for meaning, and the need to understand ourselves and the world around us, came to be widely recognized as the basic driving force behind all our intellectual activities.” (p. 356).



The research of meaning and understanding within culture seems to be the very cause of the scientific development, the force driving behind intellectual human action. This is the starting point of Arcavi (2005), where the author through some examples infers: “the developing the habit of sense making may be strongly related to the classroom culture that supports or suppresses it and is not merely an issue of -innate mathematical ability-” (p. 45).



One of these examples, in particular, is about a mathematically able student and how, about a year after he finished the school, he solved a problem driven by the habits he had developed in his classroom. This habit seems to be very deep rooted; this is a habit of having a well-designed plan, including symbolic procedures to follow, without sense-making, which is invoked only if absolutely necessary. Therefore, the classroom culture has a central role in behaviour or habit of the learners and this has important implications for the didactical practice. Arcavi gives some advice in what direction the didactical practice could move, he suggests “to develop the habit not to jump to symbols right away, but to make sense of the problem, to draw a graph or a picture, to encourage them to describe what they see and to reason about it.”(Arcavi, 2005, p. 45)
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New insights from neuroscience research frame the problem of sense-making in a different prospective: in our brain the absence of meaning doesn’t exist. According to Rizzolatti (2006), Changeux (2002) and many others 1 the way our brain works is subjected to an automatic and sometimes unconscious dynamic of search for meaning led by the target. An explicatory example of this spontaneous need for sense-making is given by the famous problem of the captain’s age, let us take the Dehaene’s version (1997): “On a boat there are 13 sheep and 12 rams. How old is the captain?” (p. 153). This problem is really given in different primary classes where many children had diligently done the sum in order to answer: “the captain is 25 years old”. Many studies have been carried out about this problem. We have carried it out, too. In some classes, to the request to motivate the answer, the pupils have given the following answers: “I have done the sum because the captain receives an animal for each birthday” or “I know the teacher wants the sum”. These answers show that there is always a search for meaning and how this search is different among different persons. In the linguistic and cognitive field, Sperber and Wilson use this brain’s spontaneous aptitude for the search of meaning to build a more general cognitive and communicative theory. Sperber and Wilson (1998) think the search for a meaning is led by the relevance theory: “…that is based on a fundamental assumption about human cognition: human cognition is relevance-oriented; we pay attention to the inputs that seems relevant to us” (p. 8). The inputs are not just considered relevant or irrelevant; when relevant, they are more or less so, so relevance is a matter of degree, a relatively high degree of relevance is what makes some inputs worth processing, i.e. such inputs yield comparatively higher cognitive effects: “The greater the cognitive effects, the greater the relevance will be. Cognitive effects, however, do not come free: it’s necessary some mental efforts to derive them, and the greater the effort needed to derive them, the lower the relevance will be” (Sperber &



Wilson, 1998, p. 7). In this way relevance is characterized in terms of cognitive effects and mental efforts. Summing up, “the Relevance-guided comprehension procedure”, employed to a cognitive and a linguistic level, consists in: “ a. To follow a path of least effort in constructing and testing interpretive hypotheses (regarding disambiguation, reference resolutions, implicatures, etc.). b. To stop when your expectations of relevance are satisfied ” (Sperber & Van der



Henst, 2004, p. 235) The “comprehension procedure” provides for the existence of an effortless data processing driven by survival 2 , we name them spontaneous processes. Also the new



1



See for instance Gallese and Lakoff (Gallese & Lakoff, 2005).



2



We mean by survival not only the one of the species, but also the survival of individual in a context.
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insights from neuroscience show that there is a strategy that our brain has developed during centuries to allow those immediate decisions that have supported and support the survival of individual and species 3 . In the context of the problem of the captain’s age we can see this kind of dynamic in the answer “I know the teacher wants the sum”, while in the Arcavi’s example mentioned above the dynamic is recognizable in the algorithmic way in which the student solved the problem. These ways of reasoning are usually considered meaningless, on the contrary they are spontaneous processes. The teacher should always pay attention to these natural and spontaneous ways of thinking. He should make the student move from these spontaneous processes to a direction of higher cognitive effects even if this requires higher mental efforts: how could the teacher support this shift? According to the Theory of Relevance these spontaneous processes take place if there is no alternative target recognisable as cognitively relevant. Above all, a way in which this shift becomes possible is to make the object of study relevant for the learners. The learners should feel the strong relevance of the cognitive target in order to make stronger mental efforts. Classroom culture has a central role in these dynamics, as underlined by Arcavi (2005), but in the light of these theoretical outlines, it can’t suppress the brain’s spontaneous aptitude to the search of meaning but it can influence the way in which this search takes place. We hypothesize it is possible to create a classroom culture that supports the shift, a meaning-oriented classroom culture. We believe there could be guidelines to describe this meaning oriented classroom culture. A good method could be the use of problems selected in order not to appear too trivial (so that the students can expect positive cognitive effects), but at the same time not too difficult, so that they will accept the challenge to solve them (this will give cognitive advantages to the efforts). During the solution of the problems it is important to give the learners the opportunity to be free to communicate their doubts, to express their thoughts and to give their own solutions. The perception of the relevance of the input is different from student to student and for this reason in some situations the teacher should reinforce the students’ selfesteem and encourage them to experiment and to explore a field trying to put it in order, even if not all is clear at the beginning. The teacher should always convey supposition of relevance to the task. For these reasons the learners should trust the teacher and should believe that he is proposing something interesting and within their reach, even if at the beginning it appears strange or difficult 4 .



3



See Damasio (1994).



4



Mediator in accordance with L. S. Vygotskij
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Methodology We have carried out an experimentation, during the academic year 2005-2006, on two different sample groups of university students enrolled in the degree course of education, in order to explore the impact of the meaning-oriented classroom culture on the spontaneous processes. The first sample is made up of 115 students who are going to attend the annual course of mathematical education, while the second sample is made up of 96 students who have just attended the same course. Both samples share the fact that they were exposed to a traditional classroom culture 5 ; furthermore, the second sample, during the above-mentioned course, had been exposed to a kind of meaning-oriented didactics. We have engaged them in the following problematic situation: Consider 4 consecutive numbers. Multiply the two middle numbers, then the two extreme ones and observe if any regularity occurs. If you find such a regularity, try to prove it by using a suitable language. This particular task is supported by the following reasons: x



natural numbers are a privileged context for exploration because of their content of innate knowledge;



x



the use of algebraic language is not univocal, but it is determined by the individual target;



x



using algebraic language, the learners can activate spontaneous process;



x



the need for a proof should represent the target to support and guide the effort to achieve the shift;



x



this kind of problem is not trivial for our students, but at the some time is not so difficult.



Before facing the problem, students are encouraged to write down on a valuable “data collection” instrument: the board diary of this math experience. In order to fulfill this task, students are asked to note down the thinking process involved in making hypothesis, trying to answer the question proposed. For this reason, the board diary becomes a valuable instrument to collect data and to explore in detail the different reasoning approaches of the students. Furthermore the board diary works together with the sense-oriented classroom culture. Despite the incidence of spontaneous processes, we predicted that the influence of meaning-oriented classroom culture on the second sample would substantially reduce the spontaneous processes. 5



It is the one in which the teacher just passes instructions to the students about contents.
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The collected data made us go on with our research; we interviewed two girls belonging to the second sample group in order to understand the dynamics that lead to a conscious control of spontaneous processes. Experimental data From the analysis of the board diary, we have drawn out the following approach to the problem: in both the sample groups, in a first phase, all the students tried to understand what kind of regularity could be hidden by four consecutive numbers. After discovering it, many of them tested the regularity revealed with other sets of four consecutive numbers, and finally they expressed it in natural language. Someone tried to verify the regularity by using rational numbers, focusing the attention on the meaning of consecutive numbers. The problem of communicating the regularity with a suitable language arose in a second phase. The students looked for a “formal language”, i.e. for suitable symbols by which to express the rule. In the following table we have singled out three different types of solution to the problem. The analyzed types are listed together with the number of the answers and the corresponding percentage of those who have employed them to solve the task. Table 1 Types of solutions



1



2



3



If a,b,c,d are consecutive letters/numbe rs, it happens that



Utilizing four letters a, b, c, d to represent the numbers, they put



Starting from a, (a + 1), (a + 2), (a + 3) the expression of general consecutive numbers,



(b – a) = 1



the regularity can be expressed by



m = product of the extremes,



(c – b) = 1



(a + 1)•(a + 2) > a•(a + 3)



n = product of the middles



and after they wrote (a + 1)•(a + 2) – a•(a + 3) = 2 the rule b c > a b



(a•d) = m



(b • c) – (a • b) = 2



(d – c) = 1



(b•c) = n n!m with/without n-m=2
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Percentage of answers for the first sample



80 answers



30 answers



5 answers



69,6%



26%



4,4%



Percentage of answers for the second sample



49 answers



20 answers



27 answers



51%



20,9%



28,1%



In the first approach, we can detect a spontaneous way of processing data. It’s a kind of writing that merely “translates” information from natural language. This last aspect is underlined by the absence of translation “into letters” the property that the numbers are consecutive. These behaviours are driven by the spontaneous processes. Moreover, in many board diaries that present this type, the students believe to prove the regularity by simply verifying it by using a congruous number of examples. In the second sample group the percentage of these answers is smaller than the corresponding percentage in the first group. However, it was not as huge as we expected. In fact, although we were convinced that some spontaneous processes would prevail, we did not expect that they would affect in such a way also those students who had been subjected for one year to meaning-oriented classroom culture. The second type is similar to the first one even if there is an attempt to write the property of consecutive numbers using the algebraic language. Once more, the link with natural language is very strong. The expression b•c > a•b shows how students express the regularity with the natural language, that is to say “the product of the mean terms is bigger than the product of the extremes one by two”, they feel the communicative target relevant, because the target of proving is too far to grasp. Perceiving the relevance of the input of proving, other students try to prove the property, but they assert that the formulation they carried over was “too hard to be solved”. They note down in their board diaries, “I have tried to find an unknown quantity to substitute in the general expression… but I don’t succeed, there are always a lot of variables”. Also in this case, the percentage of answers of the second sample group is a little bit smaller than the corresponding percentage of the first group. This type of solution may be seen as a bridge between the other two types of solutions; in fact, it contains both those who have the target of proving and those who have a communicative one. The third type of solution shows that the students who employ it have grasped the aim of the proof. The aim of the proof is evident in both sample groups where there is a certain number of students (4,1 % in the first one, 19,1% in the second one) who have rejected solutions of the first or the second type, in order to chose the third type CERME 5 (2007)
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of solution in the name of the relevance task of proving. Moreover, it’s worth noticing that only 2.6% of the first group and 15.6% of the second one achieve a formal proof. Once the students found the right language to prove, they forget the necessity to prove the regularity. Although we did not expect a huge increase in percentages between the two sample groups, once more it is worth noticing that between the first and the second group the difference for the third prototype is not very large. After a year of course characterized by meaning-oriented classroom culture, many students still retain some spontaneous processes and they decided to invest few efforts in solving the problem (71.5% of the answers of the first and of the second kind). In order to understand better the reasons that allow the shift, we interviewed two girls belonging to the second sample group. M employed the third prototype of solutions, while N employed the first one. M has been chosen because she did not carry out the task of proving, even if she showed the will to prove the regularity in her board diary. N, instead, has been chosen because of the complete absence of an attempt to prove in her diary. The interviewer asks some questions in order to comment on their solutions. Table 2 (interview with M) 06 I: Why did you stop? 07 M.P.: I stopped because… it could be expanded, anyway. Well, usually when I deal with such things I get discouraged.



08 I: Don’t you want to try? 09 M: Ok… [makes calculations]. Ah, it’s an identity. 10 I.: Why did you choose this kind of algebraic formulation? 11 M: At the beginning I was perplexed to write a+2 and a+3 because it seemed to me a little bit stupid, something very simple…for little children, but however it had sense so I used it, I have also thought to an alternative way to write the rule, maybe using a, b, c, d to indicate the consecutive numbers, but it seemed very laborious. I thought I could never use them because a, b, c, d didn’t have any relationship at all. But I have adopted a, a+1, a+2, a+3 because it has only one unknown quantity, in some way there is all in that formulation… it seemed very useful since I wanted to use it to prove the regularity. I wanted to go on. Apart from translating the property of consecutive numbers, I had to demonstrate the regularity, so I have looked for a suitable language for my task.
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Although M has chosen a solution of the third type, she forgets, like others students, the final task of proving the regularity and the interviewer has to help her in achieving the proof. Even if the words of the interviewer in line 8 are quite trivial, he plays a fundamental role: he gives confidence to the student supporting her in the effort of making calculations. M is characterized by a strong metacognition that allows her to self-regulate her own thoughts. For instance, in line 11, she is perplexed by the use of a formulation so simple, but she understands that it is the best way to reach her declared aim of proving the regularity, so she uses it. She also declares that her first thought was to use the solution like the prototype 1-2, however she excluded it because it seemed too laborious to her: being equal the cognitive effects of the task, she chooses to follow a path of least effort. Table 3 (interview with N) 07



I: Why did you use a, b, c, d as representation?



08



N: I though of letters written in a sequence.



09



I: How did you use this language to prove the regularity you found?



10



N: No, actually I didn’t use it to prove because in this way I cannot multiply them, I wouldn’t manage to see the rule, how do I know that b•c is bigger than a•d by 2? To know that I should transform them in numbers.



11



I: But in this way you go back to the starting point, you go back and verify it for each number. If we want to prove it we eventually have to use algebraic language. Can’t you find another way?



12



N: [thinks for a few minutes] So I could do a, a+1, while c should be a +1+1, and the other should be a+1+1+1. Ok, now I found the letters so the product of “a times a+1+1” is bigger by 2 than “ a+1 times a+1+1”, [in the meantime she writes a•(a+1+1+1)>2, and stops] but, how do I write “than”?



13



I: What do you mean when you say that a number is bigger than another number by 2?



14



N: It means that the number equals to the other one plus 2. [after a while she writes a•(a+1+1+1)=(a+1)•(a+1+1)+2]



15



I: This is the rule you were talking about, are you sure it’s true? How can we be sure it works?



16



N: I have the letters, I want to demonstrate it’s true, so I make the calculations and verify that the quantities are the same. [expands and verify it is an identity]
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17



I: Is it so difficult to change your point of view?



18



N: Yes, for me it’s spontaneous to answer in that way, because when I deal with a mathematical problem I feel the urge to answer quickly, in spite, during the course the teacher told us more than one time to reflect and reason upon it.



In the above interview things are clearly more complicated. The interviewer led the interview in a more articulate way, assuming a stronger role of didactical mediator. He led N to think (lines 07, 08, 09, 10) about the inadequacy of the algebraic language she used and he invites her to look for a more useful language (line 11). N promptly reacts to the solicitations of the interviewer, just as if she has all the right answers locked in a drawer whose key is the question proposed by the interviewer. Sometimes the spontaneous processes get stronger again, as when N has problem in translating into algebraic language “bigger by 2 than”(line 12). In such moments the interviewer has to guide her with his speech (lines 13, 14). Anyway N cannot clearly see the final aim, and it is the interviewer, giving relevance to the task proposed, who direct her towards the proof. In line 17 the interviewer asks a strategic question stimulating a metacognitive process in N; as a result she claims, in line 18, to be victim of strong spontaneous processes. Conclusions The spontaneous processes of some mathematical behaviours, in particular algebraic one, are activated by survival in absence of other relevant input. Under this interpretation they sometimes represent a source of strength, but we think it is necessary to learn how to control and regulate them. Our data clearly show that even in a meaning-oriented classroom culture situation the spontaneous processes are still present, and surprisingly, in a high percentage. Probably this last factor could mean that a single year of a similar type of didactics is not enough to regulate spontaneous processes. It is also important to notice that one year of meaning-oriented classroom culture supported N, as seen in line 18, to become aware that other ways of reasoning - different from the spontaneous one exist. This awareness represents the first step towards the metacognitive capability that allows the shift. On the contrary we observed in M’s interview that the metacognitive capability allows her to see as relevant a target that had not been recognized as such at the beginning, and not worth to invest an apparently useless effort. In this way the metacognitive capability helps to regulate spontaneous processes. Moreover we saw that in N’s interview, where the metacognitive capability was weak, the expert supported the relevance of the target giving her the confidence that
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her further actions, even if not totally clear at the beginning, would give her positive cognitive effects. In this way the expert trains N to intellectual patience and helps her to acquire the necessary self-regulation to develop an autonomous metacognitive capability. This should be the teacher’s precise role. REFERENCES Arcavi, A.: 2005, ‘Developing and using symbol sense in mathematics’, For the learning mathematics 25, 2, pp.42-47. Changeux, J.-P.: 2002, L’Homme de Verité. Éditions Odile Jacob, Paris Damasio, A. R.: 1994. Descartes’ Error. Emotions, Reason and the Human Brain. Putnam, New York. Dehaene, S.: 1997, La Bosse des Maths. Éditions Odile Jacob, Paris. Gallese, V. and Lakoff, G.: 2005, The brain’s concepts: the role of the sensory-motor system in conceptual knowledge. Cognitive Neuropsychology, 22 (3/4), 455-479. Iannece, D. and Mellone, M. and Tortora, R.: 2006, ‘New insights into learning process from some neuroscience issues’, Proceedings of PME 30, Vol. 3, pp321328. Freudenthal, H.: 1983, Didactical Phenomenology of Mathematical Structures, Mathematics Education Library, D. Reidel Publishing Company, Dordrecht/ Boston/ Lancaster. Rizzolatti, G. and Sinigaglia C.: 2006, So quel che fai. Il cervello che agisce e i neuroni specchio, Collana Scienze e idee, Cortina Raffaello editore. Sfard, A.: 2000, ‘Steering (Dis)Course between metaphors and Rigor: Using Focal Analysis to Investigate an emergent of Mathematical Objects’, Journal for Research in Mathematics Education, Vol. 31, No.3, pp.296-327. Sfard, A.: 2003, ‘Balancing the unbalanceable: the NCTM Standards in the light of theories of learning mathematics’, in Kilpatrick, J., Martin, G. and Schifter, D. (eds), A research companion for NCTM standards, Reston, VA, National Council for Teachers Mathematics, pp.353-392. Sperber, D. and Van der Henst J. B.: 2004, ‘Testing the cognitive and communicative principles of relevance’, Noveck, I. & Sperber, D. (eds) Experimental pragmatics, Palgrave, pp. 229-280. Sperber, D.,Wilson, D.: 1998, ‘Pragamatics and time’, in R. Carston & S. Uchida (eds) Relevance Theory: Applications and Implications. John Benjamins: 1-22.
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COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE IN ONLINE MATHEMATICS DISCUSSION BOARDS: UNPICKING THREADS. Jenni Back, Middlesex University and Nick Pratt, University of Plymouth This paper uses the perspective of communities of practice to examine some data taken from the NRICH website discussion boards (www.nrich.maths.org.uk). It suggests that examining the interaction on the discussion boards in terms of different interpretations of communities of practice sheds some light on the nature of the mathematical learning that may be possible. Different sections of the same exchange are characterised by different interaction patterns and one seems to be closer to patterns of interaction that are typical of classrooms than the other. The contrasting section seems to reflect some aspects of collaborative problem solving. We suggest that it might be possible to encourage participants to make more contributions that are tentative and collaborative with support from the website. INTRODUCTION The increase in the use of the internet has been reflected in the burgeoning number of resources aimed at supporting learning, including online discussion. One such resource is the NRICH website (www.nrich.maths.org), set up in 1997 with the aim of offering school students the opportunity to engage in challenging mathematical activities. As well as accessing problems designed to ‘enrich’ the students’ mathematical diet, students are able to post questions for others to comment on in discussion ‘threads’. The threads that develop are also monitored by moderators, ‘expert’ (usually undergraduate) mathematicians who support the thread and are also responsible for vetting postings. Whilst both authors of this paper would support the use of new technologies in educational settings, and indeed are enthusiastic about doing so, we share Latchem’s concern (2005) that more needs to discovered about how they are being used. In this paper we take a socio-cultural approach based on Wenger (1998) in order to address our research question, namely: what kinds of practices are afforded by online mathematical discussion boards? Our collaboration arose as the result of meeting at a conference where Jenni submitted a paper based on Wenger’s (ibid.) theoretical framework of communities of practice that started to explore what she saw at that time as the community of practice of users of the NRICH website discussion boards. Nick felt that the perspective of a community of practice was too limited and did not tell the story as it was; in his view the participants were engaged in more than one community of practice. To explore this, we decided to take some sections of data from the discussions and code them independently to see what our differing perspectives brought to the analysis. Our initial analyses revealed similarities and differences: Nick seeing the ascendance of teacher-like strategies on the part of those acting as mentors and Jenni inclined to
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analyse the use of mathematical and social skills and to view the setting as a mathematically collaborative one. We could each accept the validity of the other’s view but our lenses were colouring our interpretation so we decided to try to unpick the threads of our analyses and bring them together into a coherent story. THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE Whilst the NRICH website lies outside formal education in the sense that it is an open resource for both teachers and students, one of its stated aims is ‘to foster a community where students can be involved and supported in their own learning and where effort and achievement is celebrated’ (http://nrich.maths.org/public/viewer.php?obj_id=2712). Our interest, therefore, lies in how this ‘community’ is constituted; how students’ involvement works and how it supports their learning. To explore these questions we have adopted a theoretical perspective based on Wenger’s (1998 and also Lave & Wenger, 1991) notion of communities of practice (CoP). There is currently a good deal of interest in how this perspective can be used in educational research and in trying to understand learning situations in terms of the communities they represent. Yet in discussing the notion of community, Wenger is unclear as to whether the term is meant to represent an essential entity, (a thing that exists) or a way of understanding a situation (a construction that allows a new insight in some way). In writing that ‘we belong to several communities of practice at any one time’ and that ‘communities of practice are everywhere’ (Wenger, 1998, p. 6), the implication is that a community resides somewhere as an entity. On the other hand one of Wenger’s central points is the ‘double-edged’ nature of reification which both affords and constrains practice, giving for example, ‘differences and similarities a concreteness they do not actually possess’ (ibid., p. 61). Applying this idea to the notion of community itself, one can become tangled up in questions about the existence, or otherwise, of particular communities, about whether individuals are ‘in’ them or not and what their boundaries are. For example, in relation to the NRICH discussion threads one might ask whether or not these are communities of mathematicians, communities of learners and teachers/mentors, or communities of social agents; and who belongs to which community. To avoid this difficulty, we take a different approach by asking what viewing the discussion thread in terms of a community can tell us about it. This means we are not interested in whether the discussion thread is, or is not, legitimately identifiable as a community of practice but in how using the ‘lens’ of communities of practice offers fresh insights into the situation. We therefore see the CoP as being imposed by us on the situation; not constituted in any real sense by the situation. Rather than just one lens though, we have tried to understand the discussion threads through the use of two lenses in the form of different, idealised communities of practice which act only as a vehicle for making comparisons (Pratt & Kelly, 2007).
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The idealised communities we have chosen to construct are those of ‘school mathematics’ and ‘research mathematics’. Such a distinction between two different forms of mathematical knowledge is founded in an understanding that people come to know things through the working practices of the context in which they learn (Boaler, 1997; 2002). Thus, school pupils come to know mathematics through the practices of schooling which tend to be focused on the ‘educational discourse’ of classroom interaction rather than the ‘educated discourse’ of the subject (Mercer, 1995). This educational discourse of school mathematics is characterised by social norms which focus participants on teacher authority, on learning rather than doing mathematics and on goals that are to do with those particular aspects of the subject which are rewarded by the assessment regime (for example Doyle, 1986; Mercer, 1995; Pollard, Triggs, Broadfoot, McNess, & Osborn, 2000; Pratt, 2006; Schoenfeld, 1996). In schooling, pupils therefore develop very different forms of mathematical knowledge than, say, a professional research mathematician working collaboratively with colleagues. Whilst such a ‘research’ community might take many forms, we characterise it here in an idealised form as focusing on mathematical activity in which participants are all seeking ‘a particular kind of knowledge [in which] “answers” are not generally known in advance’, (Schoenfeld, 1996, p. 16). In this idealised community, ‘the real authority is not the Professor – it’s a communally accepted standard for the quality of explanations, and [a shared] sense of what’s right’ (ibid.). Lampert (1990, p. 33-34) has characterised this form of activity as follows: [participants] are courageous and modest in making and evaluating their own assertions and those of others, and in arguing about what is mathematically true; they move around in their thinking from observations to generalizations and back to observations to refute their own ideas and those of their classmates … they put themselves in the position of authors of ideas and arguments; in their talk about mathematics, reasoning and mathematical argument – not the teacher or the textbook – are the primary source of an idea’s legitimacy.



Note that we do not hold up either of these models as ‘ideal’ in the sense of best. Rather, they are ‘idealised’; abstractions which best represent some particular aspect of practice. In the case of research mathematics, we wish to focus attention especially on the joint enterprise of solving problems unfamiliar to the participants, where the answer is achieved together through joint negotiation. We contrast this with the ‘school’ situation where pupils are often required to find particular answers to questions posed, and already understood by the teacher. Other features of each idealised community are shown in figure 1. By means of comparison with the chosen ideals we are able to comment on participants’ practices in terms of the theoretical dimensions of ‘community’ that Wenger identifies. In particular, we use: x the way in which participants identify themselves with certain practices, and as particular kinds of people;
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x the notion of belonging and its three strands of engagement with and alignment to practices and imagination of possibilities; x the criteria Wenger proposes for communities of practice: mutual engagement in a joint enterprise, making use of a shared repertoire of practices and experience. Communities



Mathematics Classroom (Pupil)



Mathematics Classroom (Teacher)



Community of Research Mathematicians



Ways of knowing mathematics



- As a pupil.



-



As a teacher.



-



As a researcher.



Implicit and explicit goals of participants



- Individual pupil



-



Successful learning by pupils. Successful completion of tasks and achievement of grades in assessments. Identification as expert teacher.



-



Doing mathematics. Sharing knowledge publicly through conferences. Creating new knowledge together, gaining publication, gaining esteem of peers etc. Identification as expert mathematician.



Successful in teaching maths Successful at supporting children to complete tasks and facilitating learning. Able to model practices associated with expertise in teaching. Dominated by need to manage classroom environment. Mix of ‘child’ and ‘adult’ discourses. Mainly ‘educational discourse’.



-



Successful in doing maths. Successful in working with leading researchers in department and visiting researchers in substantive theory building; publishing work.



-



Dominated by exploratory talk. Other forms through a range of media (email, e-community, journals etc.). Mainly ‘educated discourse’ (Mercer, 1995).



-



-



Model of expertise



-



Forms of discourse



learning. Recalling knowledge and performing on school tasks, achieving grades, gaining praise from teacher. Identification as expert pupil. Successful in learning maths. Successful participant in classroom practices. Successful in assessment regime; able to work quickly; able to recall methods effectively.



- Dominated by teacher



-



-



-



-



-



control with requirement to respond to teachers’ direct questioning. - Mainly ‘educational discourse’ (Mercer, 1995).



-



-



-



-



Figure 1 – Features of two idealised mathematical communities DATA AND ANALYSIS The data are drawn from two discussion threads that addressed problems of finding the nth term in a given series of numbers. This scenario is a common one in school mathematics from the end of Key Stage 2 onwards. As is usually the case, the thread is initiated by a student who poses a problem that is puzzling her: Mary:



can somebody tell me the nth term of 8,11,17,26,38 thankyou



The person who is posting is a novice poster: this is the first time she has put a message up on the discussion boards. She asks politely, which is typical of the messages that occur here, and she asks the question very late at night: 11.53pm,
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despite which someone answers her within a quarter of an hour. The exchange takes place in August, meaning that the problem that Mary is considering is fairly unlikely to have been instigated by a teacher in a school setting. The polite request is certainly part of the shared repertoire of the community of practice. The response to Mary comes from Peter (see below). He offers some hints followed by some more after a break of 12 minutes. ‘Hint offering’ by someone adopting the teacher/mentor role can be seen as part of the shared repertoire. Mary fails to reply and the next day Peter asks why but again gets no response. All this raises some questions about the way in which the participants here drop in and out of the communities of practice in which they are engaging. The setting is characterised by fluidity and a degree of potential for participation and non-participation that would not be viable in face to face contexts. However the responses of Peter to Mary’s question are typical of those found here: Peter:



5



10



15



20



Do you notice that the second term is 3 more than the first? And that the third is 6 more than the second? And each successive increase follows this pattern: 3, 6, 9, 12. So you would expect that the 6th term would be 15 larger than 5th, right? Have you ever noticed that the sequence of squares follows a similar pattern? Look at this sequence: 1, 4, 9, 16, 25 This sequence has successive differences of 3, 5, 7, 9, ... So your sequence is very similar to a sequence of squares, except that it seems to be "expanded" by a factor of 1.5, so that instead of increasing by two's, the successive differences of your sequence seem to be increasing by three's. Is this a good hint to help you get started? (12 minute break) If that doesn't help, consider this: subtract 8 from each element of your sequence. This gives you 0, 3, 9, 18, 30 Now, divide each element of the sequence by 3, giving you 0, 1, 3, 6, 10 Does this look familiar? These are the "triangle numbers", which are the number of, say, bowling pins you can arrange in triangles of different sizes: 0, X,



25



X XX, X XX XXX, X
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XX XXX XXXX, etc. The formula for the number of bowling pins in a triangle with n pins along one edge is well known. If you know it, then you almost have your answer.



30



35



In this part of the exchange, Peter’s posts can be read as setting himself up as an expert teacher. He assumes the role of the teacher adopting patterns of behaviour that are well established in teaching such as asking rhetorical questions (line 1, 2, 4, 5 etc.), outlining routines and procedures (lines 5-8, 4-19), offering hints (lines 9-12), comparing to analogous situations (lines 6-8), allowing time for pupil responses and following these up with further more explicit hints (line 13). The development of increasingly detailed hints so that the learner’s solution is supported more and more is a typical teacher strategy (Mercer, 1987; Back, 2004). Mary adopts the stance of a mathematical learner in asking her question so this initial exchange is best represented by a community of practice of teachers and learners of mathematics. In this community of practice the joint enterprise involves solving mathematical problems through the teacher/mentor using strategies, such as those described above, to support the pupil in doing so. There is no pressure on anyone in this context for mutual engagement with the possible exception of the University student mentors and members of the NRICH team who are expected to monitor the discussion boards regularly. This contrasts with a school setting in which pupils and teachers are obliged to engage with each other to a greater or lesser extent. Later on in the section of transcript that we considered there was much more evidence of collaborative problem solving in which all the participants seem to be working within a community of practice focused on mathematics: the community of research mathematicians described above. In this later part of the sequence participants offer suggestions as well as ask questions. Some of the questions that are asked are left in the air for long periods of time before they are picked up again and some are just dropped without being followed up. The following excerpt illustrates this:



5



Andrew:



.... for the sequence of n2, 1,4,9,16,25,36,49,64,81... the second level of sucessive difference is 2. But how can explain (sic.) why does this correspond to the formula n2??



Jeremy:



They correspond to different powers e.g, the first level is linear, the second quadratic, third cubic etc. Although for n3 the third successive difference is 6, and I can't think how it
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corresponds (except to that the second level is 2, adn 2x3 (i.e. because it is cubed) =6) Yes, fourth level has a common difference of 24, which is 6x4, so I think that's right.



10 Andrew:



Jeremy, I think you misunderstood me... for eg, 1,4,9,16,25,36,49,64,81... the first level is linear, that is, 3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17... 2n+1 the second level is somehow like this: (2(n-1)+1)+(2(n-2)+1)+(2(n-3)+1)+(2(n-4)+1)+...+(2(n-n)+1), which = n2 However, why??? How do you derive it from that??



Jeremy:



Woops! I’ll have a think… I’d guess that we’d need to take it further to derive an answer How about the third level in terms of n?



15



20



In this sequence there is an interesting contrast with the earlier transcript in that both participants make suggestions and also ask questions. Andrew’s intervention is his first into this exchange but from his comments he seems to have been ‘lurking’ and watching what was going on. The sequence is fairly quick, being completed in less than an hour. Significantly, it seems to be an example of two people, neither of whom knows the answer to a question, puzzling it out together. The use of ‘we’ in Jeremy’ final sentence seems to indicate a coming together as ‘researchers’ of this mathematical problem. The use of language here is much more tentative (lines 7, 20) with ‘hedges’ being used by both participants (lines 10, 20) and neither participant taking the lead. Each participant voices his own ideas using ‘I’ but also moves to using ‘you’ in a move to collaborate with the other. We would like to suggest that the discussion being undertaken here reflects far more a community of practice of research mathematicians than that of a school mathematics classroom. CONCLUSIONS Our research question explores the kinds of mathematical practices that are offered by on-line environments. Our findings suggest that the interaction on the discussion boards can be seen in terms of a number of different communities of practice and that the participants are able to shift between adopting roles of expertise in relation to mathematics as well as to its teaching and learning that are different to those in mathematics classrooms. Rather than declaring the discussion threads to be a community of practice and then trying to define its parameters, we have found it enlightening to compare the online environment to two idealised CoPs. Making use of Wenger’s (1998) dimensions of community, belonging and identity, this comparison sheds light on the situation in a different way. Participants are mutually
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engaged in a set of well defined practices, many of which appear to reflect strongly those of the classroom. Some posters identify themselves as novice mathematicians, putting up requests for help from ‘experts’. Respondents may identify themselves as expert mathematicians, but the language they identify themselves with is usually that of expert teachers (“Do you notice that…?”, “Is this a good hint to get you started?”). In this sense, the practice in which they are mutually engaged is largely teaching and learning, not collaborative problem solving. Their joint enterprise is the support of a novice in developing mathematical knowledge; learning mathematics, not doing mathematics. If the ways of coming-to-know this mathematics through the shared repertoire of the participants are replicating those of a classroom the novice may develop his or her expertise in a similar way to being at school. This may of course be a good thing if the goals of the community are to get better at school mathematics, but if the aim of an online community is to develop different ways of coming-toknow mathematics then the practices may not be well aligned with the goals – an issue that is at least significant. On the other hand, having the idealised situation of ‘research mathematics’ in mind, outlined at the beginning of this paper, helps us to see occasions where the joint enterprise becomes an attempt for two people to understand something together (Andrew’s and Jeremy’ dialogue). Both participants here seem to identify themselves as co-investigators, exploring the idea in turn and making conjectures, trying things out and asking questions; all parts of the mathematical discourse that schools often fail to embed meaningfully in their work (Lampert, 1990). Their mode of belonging is different to that of other participants at this point. The absence of posts that ‘teach’ them the answer affords greater use of their own imagination and their alignment to hints and tips is temporarily suspended, affording them space to think in a different, perhaps more creative, way. We do not want to suggest that one form of practice is better than the other per se. Having a space where students can get responses to mathematical problems with which they are struggling is a useful and important resource. We would note too that the analysis above is painting a picture that is too black and white. The online environment, as it stands, is still likely to be offering more opportunities for shifts in power relations between the participants and more opportunities to voice mathematical meanings and have these taken seriously than might be found in ‘ordinary’ classrooms. We should also note the over simplicity of a simple dualism between school and research mathematics. Not only might there be other ‘kinds’ of mathematics (different ways of coming to know it), but there are other communities of practice which could be used as lenses. Not the least of these is a community of social agents whose mutual engagement is in the process of online discussion itself. Interestingly, the NRICH discussion site encourages this by labelling participants in different ways depending on the extent to which they engage with the site, so that there are ‘new’, ‘prolific’, ‘experienced’ and ‘veteran’ posters. The practice of being online will itself be a significant part of the identity and belonging of participants.
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Nevertheless, what we do want to point to is that the practices of the discussion threads are afforded and constrained largely by the environment itself. In saying this we do not want to imply any simple causality. Though there is some evidence that the nature of online discussion tends to militate against participants getting as far as ‘building shared goals and purposes and producing shared artefacts’, remaining instead at the level of ‘articulating individual perspectives’ (Murphy, 2004), individuals’ own agency still allows participants to engage in the environment in many different ways. In practice, examples of non-aligned use can be found in discussion threads. However, these are not all that common, and threads generally operate around a well established historical set of practices involving a pattern of: post a query; offer hints and tips; refine understanding; offer further hints converging on a ‘solution’; social rounding up. Such tight alignment to the ‘rules’ of engagement in the online environment tend not to afford practices that reflect those of the ‘research’ environment, affording instead those of the ‘school’. They thus tend to cut out many of the mathematically important ways of thinking that schools find so difficult to develop in their students. We would assert that the use of our two idealised communities supports some interesting observations about how the NRICH site affects the way students engage with, and hence come to know, their mathematics. In relation to our research question outlined at the start of this paper there is considerable evidence regarding how the NRICH website offers opportunities for informal, shared learning experiences and for the kind of collaborative, informal learning from each other that has been the centre of previous research questions relating to online environments (e.g Beetham, 2005). Indeed, the site can perhaps be seen as a model of good practice in this respect. However, by taking a socio-cultural perspective using communities of practice, this paper has suggested that such informal collaboration can entail a number of different forms of practice, each of which will lead to mathematical engagement that is of a different nature. What might be of further interest is to look at ways in which these practices can be deliberately influenced to shift the way in which participants make this engagement. This might be through promoting different guidelines for postings, perhaps encouraging people to hold back more from postings to which they already know the answer, or by moderators modelling different kinds of responses. In this way online discussions such as these might provide even greater alternatives to schooling than they do currently, not necessarily because such environments are ‘better’, but at least so that students have an alternative way to come to know mathematics. Acknowledgement: The authors would like to acknowledge the contribution made to this paper by Dr. Peter Kelly, University of Plymouth.
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PUPILS’ MATHEMATICAL REASONING EXPRESSED THROUGH GESTURE AND DISCOURSE: A CASE STUDY FROM A SIXTH-GRADE LESSON Raymond Bjuland, Maria Luiza Cestari & Hans Erik Borgersen Agder University College, Kristiansand, Norway This paper reports research that focuses on pupils’ reasoning expressed through gesture and discourse while working on a mathematical task in a school lesson. Our aim is to illustrate how two groups of pupils make the transition between two systems of representation, figure and Cartesian diagram. Through detailed analyses of two group dialogues, we reveal that the gesture strategies pointing and sliding are prominent in both groups. These are also related to the discourse strategies comparison, coordination and going to an extreme location. Our study supports the claim that gesture and speech develop simultaneously in the pupils’ mathematical reasoning. The gestures stimulate joint attention and reinforce the verbal discussion among the pupils. They also function as connectors between the two systems of semiotic representation and as memory markers. INTRODUCTION This paper is related to the project, Learning Communities in Mathematics (LCM). The project was designed at Agder University College (AUC) in Norway1 in order to build communities of inquiry in which teachers and didacticians develop the teaching and enhance the learning of mathematics (Jaworski, 2004). The theoretical background for the project was presented at Cerme 4 (Cestari et al., 2006). Teachers from eight schools have participated in workshops designed at AUC working together with other teachers and didacticians on mathematical tasks in an inquiry mode. One of these teachers brings ideas from such a workshop into her classroom, transposing a specific task from the workshop to the mathematics lesson. Based on dialogues from two groups of pupils in a sixth-grade lesson, we focus on their reasoning expressed through gesture and discourse strategies. Edwards (2005) claims that, until recently, researchers have ignored gestures as an important aspect of communication. She suggests that gestures could contribute substantially to the way we both talk and think about mathematics. By presenting a detailed and plausible analysis of the dialogues from two groups, we see how pupils’ gestures are closely related to how they express their mathematical reasoning through verbal interactions. We address the following question: What kinds of gesture and discourse strategies do pupils in our study use when solving a task involving two different systems of representation, a figure and a Cartesian diagram?
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK Research has lately attempted to better understand how the role of signs and representations is related to mathematical activity and communication (Hoffman et al., 2005). Otte (2005) emphasises that mathematical problems, which are difficult for students to understand, can be more clearly analysed by teachers and researchers from a semiotic perspective. Children learn to operate with signs, and they learn how to use them, which illustrates that signs play a crucial role in their mathematical reasoning. According to Confrey (1995), signs and symbols are used as mediators of sociocultural participation in order to offer educators productive ways to understand the importance of using gesture, imitation, and inflection in the construction of knowledge. In our work, we particularly focus on the pupils’ gestures as an important aspect of learning and communication. More recently, the investigation of gesture in mathematics is situated within a theoretical framework that sees cognition as an embodied phenomenon (Edwards, 2005). In this theory, thinking is embodied at multiple levels: a) Instantaneously, through gaze, gesture, speech and imagery; b) Developmentally, through personal experiences for example with mathematics manipulatives; c) Biologically, capabilities and constraints are developed through evolutionary time (Edwards, op. cit.). According to this author, research into the relationship between language and gesture has added a new dimension to the embodied cognition approach. Speech and gesture contribute with different aspects to communication and cognition. These aspects “are elements of a single integrated process of utterance formation in which there is a synthesis of opposite modes of thoughts” (McNeill, 1992, p. 35). Edwards (2005) claims that gesture can be seen as a bridge between imagery and speech, seeing gesture as a nexus bringing together “action, visualization, memory, language and written inscription” (p. 5). From an analysis of a dialogue in a fourth-grade classroom, Bartolini Bussi (1998) shows how words and gestures have different but related functions: words refer to the general situation, while gestures refer to the particular one. This is also revealed in Núñes (2004), who was able to show that gestures, related to linguistic expressions, stimulated dynamic thinking in real time among his subjects. Gesture could be defined as “movements of the arms and hands … closely synchronized with the flow of speech” (McNeill, 1992, p.11). Based on this definition, we are aware of the fact that gestures include many aspects that are not addressed in this study. Mathematical discourse strategies are problem-solving strategies expressed in group discussions. Examples of typical discourse strategies used in solution processes are posing questions, monitoring, looking back, and visualising (Bjuland, 2007). Mathematical representation systems The three semiotic resources language, symbolism and visual images function together in mathematical discourse but these resources fulfill different functions as
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the mathematics text unfolds (O’Halloran, 2005). The functions and resulting grammar for these semiotic resources may be conceptualised as three integrated systems. O’Halloran emphasises that meaning expansions occur when the discourse shifts from one semiotic resource to another. The use of symbolism as well as pictures and diagrams is fundamental in mathematical thinking. Most textbooks make use of a variety of systems of representation in order to promote understanding (Janvier, 1987). This author emphasises the translation processes which are “the psychological processes involved in going from one mode of representation to another, for example, from an equation to a graph” (p. 27). Behr et al. (1987) focus on five distinct types of representation systems that play an important role in mathematics learning and problem solving: real scripts (real world events), manipulative models (e.g. Cuisenaire rods), static pictures or diagrams, spoken language, and written symbols. These authors also claim that translations among these representations and transformations within those are important. METHOD The present study has adopted the dialogical approach to communication and cognition (Cestari, 1997; Linell, in press) as a tool to understand how pupils use semiotic tools when solving tasks. We have chosen this approach to the data analysis since it “allows one to analyse the co-construction of formal language among participants in a defined situation” (Cestari, 1997, p. 41). This approach allows us to identify interactional processes, which, in the analyses of these group dialogues, are the pupils’ utterances expressing their discourse strategies used in the solution process. More recently, after using video recordings to collect data, we are also able to identify the pupils’ gestures produced during the resolution of the task. In the analyses of the group dialogues, the pupils’ utterances are presented with our comments in brackets, written in italics. In these comments, we have also included the mathematical representations, figure and diagram, illustrating the pupils’ focus in one representation and their shift to another one. Semiotic analysis of the task Based on research dealing with interpretation of Cartesian diagrams representing situations, Janvier (1987) has inspired Norwegian researchers to focus on different representations of functions (Gjone, 1997). In our study, we focus on one of these tasks that have been used in the KIM project in Norway (Gjone, op. cit.) in which a total of 1900 pupils distributed over grades 5, 7 and 9 were tested on several mathematical topics. We present a semiotic analysis of this task in order to emphasise movements between different mathematical representations.
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The pupils were working on the following task: Write down which person corresponds to each of the points in the diagram (the Norwegian words alder and høyde mean age and height respectively).



Liv corresponds to point



………………….



Gry corresponds to point



………………….



Ole corresponds to point



………………….



Hans corresponds to point



………………….



This task was originally introduced by the Shell Centre for Mathematical Education (1985) and comprised seven persons who are to be represented by a corresponding point on a Cartesian diagram. The pupils are particularly challenged to make the transition between two systems of representation, from figurative elements to the Cartesian coordinate system. They are then confronted with the relation between the variables height and age. There are no introductory comments to the task that could have given it a context. The information is given based on the picture of the four persons and the diagram. In contrast, in the original version of the task, there is a context since the seven persons are standing in a queue at a bus stop. The task illustrates three different semiotic categories. The first one corresponds to a figurative category that is represented by the drawing of four people. The picture shows the different nature of signs, illustrated by different gender, age and height, clothing, use of glasses, stick, long and short hair, etc. The second semiotic category
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can be identified as a Cartesian coordinate system with two axes: the vertical one indicating age, and the horizontal indicating height. Both axes have an arrow, showing increasing age and height respectively, without an indication of units. Four points are marked on the diagram with a cross and labelled 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. The third semiotic category can be identified as written questions asking the pupils to link each person’s name from the figure and the labelling of points in the Cartesian diagram. The pupils are expected to write their answers in a ready written schema. THE TASK IN USE IN THE CLASSROOM The total time spent on this task is 19 minutes of one lesson. The mathematical activity is introduced in a plenary section before the pupils work on the task in groups of two or three. After the small-group work, the teacher in a plenary discussion with her pupils sums up and concludes the solution process of the task. Initially, the teacher introduces the task by using an overhead to give her pupils the opportunity to focus on the figurative image of the four persons. She uses the verb see several times, inviting her pupils to be attentive to the visual representation. This conversation gives the pupils a first approach to the relation between the variables height and age. The teacher also contextualises the task by suggesting that the persons have been out for a walk. She then points to the diagram, focusing on the transition from the figurative elements in the picture to the Cartesian diagram by making a connection between people and the labelling of points through gestures. Approaching the task: three boys In the dialogue below we illustrate how three boys approach and make sense of the task. Throughout the whole conversation, two of the boys are standing next to each other, looking down at their own sheet of paper showing the task. They do not write anything while they are working before they sum up and come up with a solution. They use their fingers in the solution process as a tool in two ways: to point and to slide from the picture of the four persons to the Cartesian diagram, and to slide within these two kinds of representations. 23 24 25



Pupil2: Pupil3: Pupil2:



26 27



Pupil3: Pupil1:



28 29 30 31 32



Pupil2: Pupil1: Pupil2: Pupil1: Pupil2:



I think one is (…) (Pointing at point 1, diagram). I don’t know. No but age (Sliding along vertical axis, diagram) he is tall, no oldest (Repeated pointings at Ole, figure). Mmm. If it’s not him that’s youngest (His gaze is directed to the task sheet of pupil 2). Yes he is tallest up there (Sliding upwards vertical axis). She is shortest (Pointing at Gry on his own sheet, figure). Yes. It can’t be her. So she is three (Pointing and holding at point 3, diagram).
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33



Pupil1



Or four.



34



Pupil2



No she is three. She is shortest. (7 sec.) (still holding at point 3, totally 14. sec.). But eh she Gry (Pointing at Gry, figure) she is three (Pointing at point 3, diagram). She is youngest in age (Sliding along vertical axis, diagram) and then she is shortest in height (Sliding along the horizontal axis, diagram).



Pupil 2 points to both the diagram (23) and to the picture (25), focusing on Ole as a possible candidate for point 1. He is also sliding along the vertical axis when he introduces the variable of age into the conversation (25), relating the variable to one of the dimensions of the Cartesian coordinate system. The dialogue shows that Pupil 2 is moving between the two systems of representation: from a particular point in the diagram, via the vertical axis of the Cartesian diagram to the picture of Ole. The gesture strategies pointing and sliding are crucial for this process. Pupil 1 follows up this initiative. It seems as if he is making a comparison of Ole and Hans since he focuses on another ‘him’ that is not Ole (27). Pupil 1 uses the Norwegian word ‘minst’ in two different meanings: youngest (27) and shortest (29). However, Pupil 1 and Pupil 2 (28) do not seem to have any problems in understanding each other in the conversation. Pupil 1 is then changing his focus from Hans, pointing to Gry (29). Pupil 2 follows up this initiative and relates Gry to point 3 in the diagram (32). He points and holds at point 3 for about 14 seconds, using the pointing as a memory marker. It is interesting to observe how the one-dimensional perspective (height) from Pupil 1 has been elaborated on and moved into a two-dimensional perspective (age and height) by Pupil 2. The pupils use the strategy of going to an extreme location that is highlighted as being an important strategy in problem solving. The wrong suggestion from Pupil 1 (33) provokes Pupil 2 to justify why Gry should be located at point 3 in the diagram. By moving his finger from the picture of the little girl to the point in the diagram, he repeats how the two different systems of representation are related, from the one-dimensional picture to the two-dimensional diagram. In his explanation he also focuses on the two variables, age and height, demonstrating on the axes with his finger that Gry is the youngest and the shortest person in the figure (34). The discourse strategy of coordination of the two dimensions is related to two consecutive pointings and slidings respectively. The reasoning of Pupil 2 illustrates how the two different tools of semiotic mediation, the utterance expressed and the gestures are related and develop simultaneously. In the continuation of this dialogue, after having considered the extreme location and placed Gry as point 3, the boys argue that Liv corresponds to point 4 since she is older than Gry. The comparison of the females is then followed by a comparison of the males, in which they come up with a solution for Ole and Hans respectively.
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Approaching the task: the two girls The girls have met some obstacles in the solution process. Pupil 4 has suggested that Gry and Liv correspond to point 1 and point 2 respectively, indicating a start from left to right in the figure. She also has indicated a one-dimensional perspective, focusing only on the variable age. Pupil 5 has suggested that Hans corresponds to point 1. One possible explanation could be that Pupil 5 only focuses on the onedimensional variable, height, indicating a misconception: the tallest person in the picture corresponds to the point, located highest in the diagram. In the continuation of the dialogue, we give a brief section of the discussion between the girls. They use their pencils for pointing and sliding. 74



Pupil5:



75 76 77 78



Pupil4: Pupil5: Pupil4: Pupil5:



79 80 81 82



Pupil4: Pupil5: Pupil4: Pupil5:



83 84 85



Pupil4: Pupil5: Pupil4:



86



Pupil5



Yes I didn’t see this because here is height (Sliding along the horizontal axis, diagram) and here is age (Sliding along the vertical axis, diagram). No, I saw it now. Gry (Pointing at Gry, figure) she is smallest and she is Number one Number three (Pointing at point 3, diagram). Three? Hang on. Hans (Pointing at Hans, figure) is tallest. Then he should be placed out there. Hans is [tallest] [Age] But look [if it’s height there] [But look now, tallest] Hans there (Pointing at point 2, diagram) and then that man (Pointing at Ole, figure), and there Ole (Pointing at point 1, diagram). He is [he is (…) Liv.] (Pointing at Liv, figure). [(…) oldest] Liv she is taller than him (Pointing at Liv and Ole, figure). We go first for the height. Okay. Then it’s, but she (Pointing at Liv, figure) she is number four (Pointing at point 4, diagram, 8 sec.). Gry was there (Pointing at point 3, diagram). And then it’s Liv (Marking point 4, written answer) and Ole (Marking point 1, written answer). I think it’s like this.



In this dialogue, Pupil 5 applies the gesture of sliding along the horizontal and the vertical axes, focusing on the variables height and age respectively (75). This initiative is related to her first idea in which she suggested that Hans corresponded to point 1. Pupil 5 goes on to use the strategy of going to an extreme location, focusing on the extreme person, Gry, who is both youngest and shortest. Pupil 4 sticks to her wrong suggestion (75), but Pupil 5 has discovered, probably from her sliding along the axes, that Gry corresponds to point 3 (76). The brief question from pupil 4 (77) provokes an explanation since they have come up with different suggestions for Gry’s location. However, Pupil 5 does not seem to be
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interested in discussing this at this particular moment in the dialogue since she goes on focusing on Hans (78). Her wrong suggestion (Hans corresponds to point 1) is now tested against her new understanding based on the extreme location of Gry. It is clear that Pupil 5 focuses on both the variable age (80) and the variable height (82). She points at Hans in the picture (78) and at point 2 in the diagram (82), showing that she is moving between two systems of representation in a proper way. This is confirmed when she points at the correspondence between the figurative element of Ole and point 1 in the diagram (82). She makes it clear that Hans is the tallest person (82) and Ole is the oldest one (84). The discourse strategies of coordination and recapitulation of the solution for Gry have been stimulated by three consecutive pointings, moving from figure to diagram. Pupil 5 points and holds for eight seconds at point 4, finding the solution for Liv. The gesture functions as a memory marker to locate one of the points in the diagram. Pupil 5 also marks the solutions for Liv and Ole (86), indicating that she moves between all the three semiotic representations given in the task. In the continuation of the dialogue, the students raise their hands to get help from their teacher, and they say that they are stuck. We could ask ourselves why they do this when we have observed that Pupil 5 has found a proper solution. One possible explanation could be that Pupil 5 is not convinced about her solution, and it is also possible that Pupil 4 is distracting her. Throughout the dialogue, we observe that Pupil 4 sticks to the one-dimensional perspective, focusing only on the variable height (79), (81), (85). Another possible explanation could be that the pupils are little attuned to each other’s perspective, indicating that they do not seem to have established a mutual relationship. The girls have two dialogues with their teacher in which they express their difficulties. However, based on the teacher’s open questions, they manage to find a solution to the task. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION Through the detailed analysis of dialogues from two groups of six-grade pupils working on a task in a problem-solving context, we have identified the boys’ and the girls’ gesture and discourse strategies respectively. A semiotic analysis of the task reveals how it stimulates the pupils to move between different mathematical representations, moving from a concrete, visual picture of four persons to a more abstract data representation of a Cartesian coordinate system. The analyses from both groups have also revealed that the pupils point and slide within one and between two representation modalities, moving their fingers or pencils between figure and diagram. So, in this case pointing and sliding are the main gestures used to make the passage between figure and diagram. The analysis of the dialogue in the boys’ group illustrates that the discourse strategies, comparison, coordination and going to an extreme location are crucial in
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order for them to come up with a solution. They use the strategy of pointing and sliding followed by a comparison of two and two persons of the same sex all the way using coordination of the variables height and age. The two girls also come up with a solution by using pointing and sliding along the coordinate axes. Simultaneously they use the discourse strategies, comparing two persons, going to an extreme location, recapitulating a solution, and making a coordination between the two axes. Our examples from the two groups reveal the important relationship between these two mathematical reasoning expressions, indicating that discourse and gesture have different but related functions. This is also supported by the work of Bartolini Bussi, (1998), Edwards (2005) and Núñes (2004). What is the significance of noticing examples of mathematical reasoning expressed through gesture and discourse? What can we learn from an exploratory study from a school lesson, identifying these strategies used by pupils working on a task that stimulates movements between two data representations? The translation process of going from one mode of representation to another is important for pupils in order to promote their mathematical understanding (Janvier, 1987; Behr et al., 1987). The interplay between gesture and discourse strategies seems to be a mediating device in the pupils’ collaborative problem solving. The gestures stimulate joint attention and reinforce the pupils’ mathematical reasoning through their speech. They also make connections between the semiotic representations, and they function as memory markers (Edwards, 2005), remembering by holding on a point in the diagram. According to Núñes (2004), human gesture constitutes the forgotten dimension of thought and language. This author claims that speech and gesture are in reality two facets of the same cognitive linguistic reality. Our study confirms that gesture and speech develop simultaneously in pupils’ mathematical reasoning. However, more research taking an embodied approach to cognition for understanding language needs to be carried out in order to learn more about how discourse and gesture are related and how gestures function, in order to study pupils’ mathematical reasoning. NOTE 1. We are supported by the Research Council of Norway (Norges Forskningsråd): Project number 157949/S20.
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HOW MATHEMATICAL SIGNS WORK IN A CLASS OF STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS: CAN THE INTERPRETATION PROCESS BECOME OPERATIVE? The case of the multiplication at 7th grade Isabelle Bloch – IUFM d'Aquitaine – France - [email protected] Abstract: This paper addresses the use and signification of mathematical signs in the teaching/learning situations we build for students with special needs. We observe that students experience great difficulties within the dynamics of interpretation: their interpretation of signs – as a zero – cannot evolve from the first signification they meet in class. We use C.S. Peirce's theory of semiotics to understand this phenomenon: signification is not definitely deduced from (mathematical) signs because interpretation is a triadic process that requires an interpretant. We give examples of situations that can lead students to see numbers as products and enter the operative way mathematical signs work. These situations involve language interactions – 'interpreting games' – and try to rely on the milieu of the situation. Keywords: signs, interpretation, Peirce's semiotics, situations, multiplication. I. PEIRCE’S SEMIOTICS AND SITUATIONS For about twenty years we have been involved in a research work about mathematics teaching for children having learning difficulties, what is called 'Specialised Teaching' in France. In this research we try to understand how students having failed in their previous studies understand mathematical problems, try to solve them, use mathematical signs and knowledge. Among other phenomena, in these classes we can observe signs being produced, interpreted and used by students in very unusual ways from a mathematical point of view: this contributes to bring the necessary interpretation process to a close, instead of introducing an interpretative evolution. The theoretical frame we use is due to Brousseau, for the Theory of Didactical Situations, and C.S. Peirce for its semiotic part. According to Saenz-Ludlow (2006), "For Peirce, thought, sign, communication, and meaning-making are inherently connected. (…) Private meanings will be continuously modified and refined eventually to converge towards those conventional meanings already established in the community. (…) "… A



whole sign is triadic and constituted by an object, a 'material sign' (representamen), and an interpretant, the latter being an identity that can put the sign in relation with something – the object. A very important dimension in Peirce's semiotics is that interpretation is a process: it evolves through/by new signs, in a chain of interpretation and signs. The interpretant – the sign agent, utterer, mediator – modifies the sign according to his/her own interpretation. This dynamics of signs' production and interpretation plays a fundamental role in mathematics where a first signification has always to be re-arranged, re-thought, to fit with new and more complex objects.
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Peirce – who was himself a mathematician – organised signs in different categories; briefly said, signs are triadic but they are also of three different kinds. We will strongly resume the complex system of Peirce's classification (ten categories, depending on the nature of each component of the sign, representamen, object, interpretant: see Everaert-Desmedt, 1990; Saenz-Ludlow, 2006) by saying that an icon is a sign that refers to the object as itself – like a red object refers to a feeling of red. An index is a sign that refers to an object as a proposition: 'this apple is red'. An symbol is a sign that contains a rule. In mathematics all signs are symbols to be interpreted as arguments, though they are not exactly of the same complexity; and so are the language arguments we use in mathematics for communication, reasoning, teaching and learning. The semiotic theory will help us to identify the kind of sign produced in teaching-learning interactions, and the appropriateness (with regard to the situation) of how students interpret the given signs. Then we use the theory of didactical situations to build situations appropriate to knowledge. Signs and situations Mathematics aims at the definition of ‘useful’ properties, that that can help to solve a problem or to better understand the nature of concepts. A strong characteristic of these properties is their invariance: they apply to wide fields of objects – numbers, functions, geometrical objects, and so on. This implies the necessity of flexibility of mathematical signs and significations. To grasp the generality and invariance of properties, students have to do many comparisons – and mathematical actions – between different objects in different notational systems. While the choice of pertinent symbols and different classes of mathematical objects is necessary to reach this aim, it is not sufficient. To produce knowledge, the situation in which students are immersed is essential. By ‘situation’, we mean the type of problems students are led to solve and the milieu with which they interact. Brousseau's Theory of Didactical Situations (Brousseau 1997) claims that to make mathematical signs ‘full of sense’ – which means that signs have a chance to be related to conceptual mathematics objects – it is necessary to organise situations that allow the students to engage with validation, that is, to work with mathematical formulation and statements. In Bloch (2003), we explained how we build situations where the aimed knowledge appears as a condition to be satisfied in a problem. This complex building of situations and signs can be realized to teach multiplication in specialised classes. II. PRODUCTION AND (MIS)INTERPRETATION OF SIGNS We present here the teaching design we undertook to deal with the interpretation of mathematical signs in a special-needs-students class (14 to 15 years-old). We first consider how they (failed to) solve multiplication problems. We want to point out some common characteristics of the interpretation in such classes, and try to deduce some principles to build appropriate situations for numeration and multiplication. These situations have been experimented during two academic years with the students of a SEGPA [1], in the south of France.
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How students interpret mathematical signs In every class we can observe some transitional problems regarding students’ production and interpretation of signs: - There exists a kind of phenomenological entropy: production of a variety of personal signs, drawings, gesture… (see Brousseau, 1997; Saenz-Ludlow, 2006; Steinbring, 2006). This could actually not be a problem as long as it would be possible to bring the students back to the usual signs in relation to the knowledge. - Students have an interpretation that sometimes is not connected to the right knowledge: they elaborate personal schemes, procedures… and a formula is sometimes associated to a more ancient knowledge (for instance 17.3 u 10 = 17.30). It is a well known phenomenon that can create obstacles. Especially in classes of students with special needs, these phenomena tend to be permanent and to put obstacles in the way of the construction of knowledge and the progress of didactical time. Moreover, there are some heavy tendencies to ‘misinterpretation’: - The sense given to a sign is only the original one, and students tend to 'freeze' the first signification encountered and its contingent manifestations: a zero is a sign of a tenth, so it cannot be the sign of a 'lacking hundred' as in 2.708 for instance. - A great difficulty lies in the fact that very often mathematics reiterate twice an operation, or put together two different arguments in a chain of interpretation and signs, as we already said. For example, in an integer a zero may be a sign of a tenth, but two zero are not a sign of two tenths: it is rather the sign of a square tenth. - We can detect a wide-ranging interpretative deflation, that is, students interpret mathematical signs as if they were only conventional: a sign is the print the teacher writes, but it has no signification as an interpretant of a mathematical object, neither as a tool. It is very usual that students encounter great difficulties in seeing a mathematical sign as including a rule: an argument according to Peirce's theory. For instance, students having heard of proportionality for at least four years get a numeric table and are required to say if the situation is of proportionality or not. We can see that for some students, the numeric table is really an argument (in Peirce's sense, with a rule embodied in it): they are able to say that in such a table, doing some computation you could find the rule – the proportionality coefficient – and even build images of new numbers. For some other students, the table is obviously an index of proportionality, that is, they are aware that the table contains indications, and tells them something about proportionality, but they are not able to find a relevant indication in it; and some other students just see the table as an icon: the thing the teacher draws on the blackboard each time she speaks of proportionality. This misunderstanding affecting students' interpretation of symbols begins at primary school with numbers and operations: multiplication is a significant example because a lot of numeration skills is needed to solve it.
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It is well known that, even in ‘ordinary’ classes, students still experience difficulties with the multiplication table as far as 7th or 8th grade. At primary school a number as 63 is rather easily seen as 60 + 3 even by a ‘weak’ student. We say that the included numeration arguments are perceived. However it becomes more problematic with big numbers, and the difference between a zero of a tenth and a zero of a hundred. It does not work anymore with products: for students a writing as 9 u 7 is seen as a product, but lots of them do not know which product, because they cannot tell the ‘result’ of this multiplication: we say that (9) u (7) is the index of a product for them (it contains 'u') but no more. Moreover, considering 63 as the result of a multiplication is not possible: for most students it is not even the icon of a product, students cannot see it this way. This lack of flexibility in the interpretation of numbers entails a heavy handicap in calculation and resolution of problems. We could think that calculation means as pocket calculators could avoid the necessity of ‘learning by heart’ usual products, especially by students with difficulties, but even with a calculator you need to know which calculation is required by your problem. The multiplication table is nevertheless an interesting mathematical object to be learned at school because of its usefulness in mental calculation and of its social meaning – ability to solve problems of money for instance. Moreover, the challenge is to enable them to understand better numbers and various ways of writing numbers – and beyond the numbers, what are mathematical objects and signs and how we can operate with them. For this purpose, we tried to implement teaching/learning situations about multiplication in a 7th grade class of SEGPA students. Students in this class have failed to achieve a reasonable knowledge on arithmetic operations in their previous studies. To introduce students’ experience of variety of interpretation in the field of calculation, we organised three stages, including assessment, on multiplication items. Each stage includes situations of validation with regard to a milieu, which the theory of situations points as necessary to make conceptions evolve. III. THREE STAGES FOR SITUATIONS ABOUT MULTIPLICATION Numeration, division and multiplication by 10; number of tenth, figure of tenth First problem: A school wants 3140 tickets for students’ meals and you must calculate how many booklets they have to order. Each booklet has ten tickets. Second problem (the episode in the class will not be described here) students have to determine the number of tenths and the figure of tenth, the number of hundreds and the figure of hundred, in a rather 'big' number, e.g. 3457. 'Real' tickets are available: tenth of tickets have to be put in a white envelope; then tenth of white envelopes are put in a brown envelope; and tenth of brown envelopes are put in a big packet (see Destouesse, 1997). This situation leads to materialize both the tenths and the hundreds, and the number of tickets that lay in an envelope: the signs here are envelopes of tenths or hundreds. Tickets being always available, it is possible to see that there are really a hundred of tickets in a hundred...
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The third problem is: writing 'big' numbers as 96 708; be able to tell apart the figure of tenths(hundreds) and the number of tenths (hundreds). Didactical variables are the size of the numbers and the existence of a zero or not. We want to observe how students cope with a zero, depending on the place of the zero. Second stage: the Pythagoras games First game: lotto. Each student gets 81 cards to play. They are two players, playing at their turn. The teacher puts four cards on the empty table. Players can put a card on the table if, and only if, it has got a common edge with a card that already lies on the table. A player wins if he/she puts all his/her cards on the table. If you have got 12 on the table you can put 15 or 16; but if you have got 15 you cannot put 16 because it has just a corner in common with 15. The condition of the common edge is essential because it compels students to justify that they are allowed to put a card. Second game: the frequencies. As the table is full of all numbers, students must color the numbers in, but there is a rule: each color corresponds to a frequency. Numbers that are once in the table are green; those that are twice are yellow; the numbers that are three times are blue, and four times violet (anyway students themselves choose the colors). To do this task, students must wonder why 12 appears four times; try to find lines and columns where 12 is apparent: the table gives a sign that a number is a product, and a product from a number of ways. At that moment this is a task about decomposition in factors, and no more: calculate a contingent product. Then the teacher asks students to write all the decompositions they can find with the colors; this allows the interpretation of numbers as products. A new rule incorporated in a mathematical sign must be recognised by the students; this stage carries an important contribution to the flexibility of signs. Assessment stage: count rectangles To apply the reconstructed knowledge and associate the rules – rule about zeroes, tenth and hundreds, rules about multiplication – students are asked to calculate some products. They have schemas – rectangles of squared papers – and they are encouraged to make decompositions in 10 u 10. Products are 8u27; 16u25; 32u48; 53u78… They are allowed to use the Pythagoras table for validation of partial products. Global validation of the result is done by a class debate as a synthesis. Methodology The methodology is a clinical observation (as in Saenz-Ludlow, 2006). We observed students at work and made a transcription, and videotapes when possible: sometimes it is problematic (for the students or even the teacher) in this kind of 'special' class. IV. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS Students’ work and production of signs First problem and second problem: numeration
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Some students think there will be more booklets than 3140. Some others try to multiply by 10. We find schemas with a booklet and the numbers to multiply:



u4



u 100 u 10 (crossed by student)



u 300



These drawings demonstrate an rather good understanding of what is expected, but students seem to be unable to calculate or to reason without drawings: they are not able to undertake a solving procedure relying only on numbers. These schemas work as a kind of reminder of what a tenth is (icon or index of a tenth) and seem to be easier to interpret for the students than 10 u 10 or 10 u 300. However some students use writings like: 3140 y 10 that evidently comes from a previous encounter with this situation; other ones prefer 3000 + 100 + 40. The two signs are handled with not equivalent mastery, as the first one "gives the answer" but can remain obscure for some students. The second one is less evident as a solution because there is still one step to do in order to obtain the answer, but this formula gives a better explanation of why it is so: it is an argument of decomposition of the number and allows a different kind of validation. These behaviors – writings of numbers and drawings – tend to show that students have learned rules of calculation but the writing of the rule can be disconnected from the signification, signification that is restored in drawings. Drawings and calculation are then a basis for a mathematical debate about writings of integers and signification of zeroes. Thanks to the validation phase, interpretation of booklets and zeroes can evolve: from being first icons of tenths they become symbols in the decomposition of the number. The second situation (Fourmillions) allows then to go deeper in the signification of tenths, hundreds and thousands. Third problem: In this problem (writing 'big' numbers with zeroes and saying how much tenths or hundreds there are in a number), we can see a student writing 96 708 = 967 u 10 + 8. Another one wants to 'add a zero' but he does not know where. We can observe that for most of them, a zero works anyway as a sign of a tenth, regardless of its place in the number: this is the phenomenon we brought up in §II, the signification that have been seen first is frozen: a zero works as an icon or an index of a tenth, wherever it is in a number. This is however rather surprising, considering that they just played the two precedent games before (booklets of tickets and Fourmillions): it shows how this knowledge about integers and numeration is problematic and long to be well set up. Signs of numbers, digits, zeroes, have to be explored in a lot of situations before students being able to see all the connections between the different significations. Anyway this problem proved to be rather difficult because students had only numbers written in digits to work on. They hardly thought of doing drawings and did not refer to the previous situation (Les fourmillions), although this one would have been useful to interpret the figure of a hundred and the number of hundreds.
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The Pythagoras games Students were surprised to discover that 16 does not follow 15, neither 64 follows 63… This game makes students aware of the structure of the table, which is not the numeration one as they used to think. The rules determine this structure: in a column you can move forward by adding the number at the top of the column… and it is the same with a line. This provides an argument that a player has the right to put a card on the table. The second game (frequencies) induces the necessity of knowing how much times a number appears: how many ways of breaking down an integer into products? This game is a real success: students both perform works of art in coloring, and write factorizations (a work of art in mathematics...). 46 Assessment phase In this situation (example 46u37), some students begin with squares of 5u5, but they get discouraged when they see their classmates are more successful doing packs of 10u10.



37



40 u 30



7 u 40



6 u 30



6u7



Notice that the real dimension of the packs on the drawing is not meaningful, which students perfectly manage: it is a schema that supports reasoning. At this very moment the square pattern works no more as an icon or index of tenths, it starts operating as an argument: that is, the rule is embodied in it and students use the pattern as a schema supporting calculation. This new way of using signs clearly extends to the use of numeric ones, as we can see in the following description. Students prove to be able to combine the different rules: rules of numeration and multiplicative arguments. Actually they perform calculations that they were unable to do before, such as 30 u 40: 3 u 4 = 12, but there are two zeroes, so 30 u 40 = 1200, and they interpret the result in a pertinent way: there are thousand and two hundreds of little squares in one rectangle. Language interactions are numerous, with a dimension of reasoning and validation: "The result cannot be else than have a digit '2' at the end because 6 u 7 = 42". They use the Pythagoras table as a help; it works now like a formula, what Peirce calls a hypoicon: it means that the signification has been embodied in it. A hypoicon, also called a diagram, is an argument that has been incorporated: you just do the work with it but without even the necessity of thinking. According to Peirce, all algebra expressions are hypoicons. This stage appears to be fundamental as it allows summing up the whole knowledge that has been built: the use of the tenths and hundreds, the products, the numeration. The assessment of the device has to be measured at this final stage: if it leads to a success, this is the success of the whole process of restoring the signification of numbers’ writings and products as arguments, and the flexibility of signs.
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Semiotic analysis of the student's work - We can notice that the number of rules that are embodied in an argument as '0' is still a big problem for the students; a long time is necessary to make them able to discriminate the right signification in each situation. - Even more than in 'ordinary' classes, students work with private rules, commonly linked with a previous context: students are very sensitive to the first context, and décontextualisation remains difficult. The first meaning they encounter is 'frozen'. - These characteristics make especially difficult to work about dynamics of interpretation; yet this dynamic is an important part of the essence of mathematics itself, and getting an intelligence of dynamics is necessary to allow students going further with the learning of mathematics and conceptualisation. - Once arguments have been embodied, they work correctly as hypoicons as expert mathematicians use them; this is an important result since it proves that students have become able to use the knowledge in a correct mathematical way. - As also in 'ordinary' classes, a major difficulty is to be noticed about the inversion of arguments: divide by ten is not seen as the inverse of multiply by ten; combination of rules are difficult too, such as: divide (multiply) by hundred is divide (multiply) by ten and once more by ten. We also know that up to secondary school, it is very problematic to understand that (a/b)/c = a/(bc), but even more the inverse. As we first thought, we could observe that playing the situations: - tenths and hundreds can be restored as entities but also as ‘containing’ quantities of units; it means that signs could get the evolutional dimension and the plasticity they lacked until this moment; - signs evolve from icons or indexes to symbols and finally the Pythagoras table turns into a hypoicon of multiplication rules as it is suitable for a mathematical use. Persistent phenomena in the didactical contract of 'weak' classes However, in such 'special' classes, we notice that some difficulties remain whatever the situations proposed could be. First, the algorithmic level is always difficult to interpret and to be managed by the teacher: when a student only gives a standard answer, the teacher can hardly discern if he/she really knows or if he/she has been trained to this result before (or both!). This is an additional reason to organise such situations: they allow students to produce their own signs, to free themselves from the first signification they could not escape until this moment, and to understand new connections and meanings. By the same time, these situations allow (and compel…) the teacher to observe personal procedures of students and to organise pertinent interventions to make them progress; they also allow validation with a tool (the table, the calculation, a debate on the mathematical truth). Other specific contract phenomena cannot be avoided, even in this kind of work: for example, in ‘weak’ classes, the teacher very often anticipates that students will fail. J.M. Favre (Favre, 2003) speaks of "the three failures in special classes: the previous failure – students are here because they have failed in primary classes; the actual failure, that
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is objectively not so important but sometimes the teacher ‘cheats’ by proposing very plain work or avoiding to recognise a failure; the anticipated failure – the teacher always thinks that students will fail, and she carefully avoids too difficult tasks." The teacher actually



anticipated that the assessment situation would be too difficult and the students would fail. This was not the case; students managed it very well. As a paradox, in such a situation the teacher sometimes does not leave useful tools available for her students: in the fourth phase (rectangles) she considered that the Pythagoras table had not to be authorised, though students just used it as a hypoicon as already said (and not like a pocket calculator!). This teacher's behaviour is to be linked with a third phenomenon: her pressure on students that they have to give explanation for everything they said or wrote. This is another specificity of the didactical contract in ‘weak’ classes, but it puts students in a very uncomfortable situation, even as they are more fragile than others. CONCLUSION We notice that this experimentation allowed us to achieve global success at the final stage: all students succeeded in counting little squares in rectangles, and they performed an utilisation of the table as we aimed at, that is, as a hypoicon with a rule embodied in it. Students have enlarged both their conceptions of numbers: they could now see them as products, and their ability in doing multiplication and understanding interlinked rules of numeration. We eventually think that the peircean semiotics proves to be complementary with the Theory of Didactical Situations, as it helps making a diagnostic of students' semiotic but also conceptual difficulties. It provides useful indications for building situations and analysing students' work and productions. Students with special needs showed they had a partial and inadequate perception of signs: not only the products were misinterpreted, but still the zero, the tenths and hundreds. Moreover, this signs' misinterpretations go together with phenomenological and conceptual nonflexibility; the situations we build provide validation, which is needed to interpret signs as mathematical ones, but also a variety of signs and utilisations. Then these situations allow students to improve their semiotic flexibility and involve in the process of knowledge. Dynamics of mathematical interpretation can be restored. NOTES 1 Section d'Enseignement Général et Professionnel Adapté : students with cognitive difficulties but no disabilities and being behind at least two years. In France such classes are called 'special classes'.



REFERENCES Bloch I.: 2005, 'Conceptualization through semiotic tools in teaching/learning situations', Communication CERME 4, Barcelona. Bloch, I.: 2003a, 'Teaching functions in a graphic milieu: What forms of knowledge enable students to conjecture and prove?' ESM 52: 3-28.
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Bloch, I.: 2003b, 'Contrats, milieux, représentations dans l'adaptation scolaire', Actes du séminaire national de didactique des mathématiques, 171-186, Paris: Université Paris VII. Brousseau, G.: 1997, 'Theory of Didactical Situations in Mathematics', Kluwer. Destouesse, C.: 1997, 'Ça fourmillionne', Grand N 59, p.11-18, IREM de Grenoble. Everaert-Desmedt, N.: 1990, 'Le processus interprétatif. Introduction à la sémiotique de C.S. Pierce'. Liège : Mardaga. Favre J.M. (2004) Etude des effets de deux contraintes didactiques sur l'enseignement de la multiplication dans une classe d'enseignement spécialisé. Actes du séminaire national 2003 de didactique des mathématiques, pp. 109-126, Paris : IREM Paris VII. Otte, M. : 2006, 'Mathematical epistemology from a peircean semiotic point of view', ESM, 61. Peirce, C.S.: 1898, 'Reasoning and the Logic of Things', The Cambridge Conferences. Republished 1992, Harvard University Press. Peirce, C.S.: 1897 to 1910, 'Collected Papers' , Republished 1931-1958 Harvard University Press. Radford, L.: 2002, 'The seen, the spoken and the written: A semiotic approach to the problem of objectivation of mathematical knowledge', For the Learning of Mathematics, 22-2, 14-23. Radford, L.: 2004, 'Rescuing perception: Diagrams in Peirce's theory of cognitive activity', Research Program, Research Council of Canada. Sackur, C.: 2000, 'Experiencing the necessity of the mathematical statements', Proceedings of PME 24, Hiroshima, Japan, IV 105-112. Saenz-Ludlow, A.: 2006, 'Classroom interpreting games with an illustration', ESM, 61. Steinbring, H.: 2006, 'What makes a sign a mathematical sign? An epistemological perspective on mathematical interaction', Educational Studies in Mathematics, 61. Annex: the frequencies
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ANALYZING THE CONSTRUCTIVE FUNCTION OF NATURAL LANGUAGE IN CLASSROOM DISCUSSIONS Paolo Boero, Valeria Consogno Dipartimento di Matematica, Università di Genova The aim of this paper is to identify some mechanisms through which social interaction results in knowledge construction and reasoning development in mathematics. Previous analyses had put into evidence a peculiar function of natural language in classroom discussions as a tool to transform and develop the content of the discourse through interactive mechanisms of linguistic expansion based on keyexpressions. The aim of this paper is to go in-depth in the analysis of such mechanisms. In particular, three mechanisms will be described; experimental evidence will be provided about their functions in the development of mathematical discourse in the classroom. THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE, AND PURPOSE This contribution belongs to the streams of research that deal with the constructive function of natural language in mathematics. In the last decades, an important trend of research in mathematics education has been the increasing attention paid to language and semiotics aspects in the construction of mathematical knowledge, both in an individual and in a social construction perspective. This occurred in relationship with research advances in other domains (psychology, linguistics, hermeneutics). Let us consider the perspective of the “constitutive character” of natural language (see Bruner, 1986, Chapt.4): on one side, it suggested to consider whether other semiotic systems (in particular, algebraic language) share the same potential, and how students can approach the “mathematical realities” inherent in the specific expressions of those systems (cf Sfard, 1997, and Radford, 2003); on the other side, it opened the way to study how the “mathematical realities” are “constituted” during verbal activities in the classroom (cf Sfard, 2002). With reference to these streams of research, we can take into account previous studies that are related to the issues considered in this report. Boero (2001) and Consogno (2005) consider how mathematicians deal with algebraic or natural language written expressions. In the case of algebraic expressions (Boero, 2001) crucial steps of a mathematician’s activity consist in the reading of the algebraic expressions produced by him/her: sometimes this reading suggests ideas that go far beyond what the reader thought during the writing phase. The novelty can consist in the discovery of a possibility to simplify the expression, in the discovery of a new meaning, or in the anticipation of some moves that can allow to achieve the goal of the activity. In the case of natural language expressions, Consogno (2005) considers the flow of the writing/reading phases during individual activities of conjecturing and proving performed by undergraduate mathematics students. The Semantic-Transformational
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Function (STF) of natural language is the construct that accounts for some advances of their conjecturing and proving process. The student produces a written text with an intention he/she is aware of; then he/she reads what he/she has produced. His/her interpretation (suggested by key expressions of the written text) can result in a linguistic expansion and in a transformation of the content of the text that allow advances in the conjecturing and proving process. Douek (1999) is concerned with the analysis of the role of argumentation during classroom discussions aimed at the construction of mathematical concepts in activities of elementary mathematical modelling of physical phenomena. She identifies lines of argumentation whose development and crossing contribute to the enrichment of concepts both in terms of reference situations, operational invariants, linguistic representations (according to Vergnaud’s definition of concept: Vergnaud, 1990), and in terms of maturation towards the level of scientific concepts (Vygotsky, 1990, Chapter VI). The analyses show how a line of argumentation in some cases develops through someone’s interpretation of linguistic expressions produced by some others, far beyond their intention in producing them. The aim of the study reported in Consogno, Boero and Gazzolo (2006) was to see if the STF of natural language (see Consogno, 2005) can account for the development of a line of argumentation during a classroom discussion (by focusing on those phases when oral productions by some students are interpreted by other students), and how it works. That report addressed two questions: I) Can classroom social construction of mathematical meaning be interpreted in terms of STF (i.e. of semantic transformations that happen through linguistic expansions produced by someone, and suggested by key expressions uttered by some others)? II) Can a student profit, in classroom discussion, by others' interventions (in order to develop his/her intuitions) through mechanisms that involve the linguistic transformations of his/her own expressions? The reported research not only allowed to answer those questions in the specific case of a long term construction of probabilistic thinking in a primary school class (from grade I to grade IV), but also raised further questions, summarised in the following excerpt: The voice of a student can provoke (through specific key expressions) an interpretation by another student related to his/her perception of the evoked situation, that comes back to the first student as an enrichment or a transformation of his/her original intuition (…). In that case the other student plays a role that could be interiorised through a mechanism of inner dialogue supported by a written text (like in the episodes analysed by Consogno, 2005). In other situations a chain development happens: different students can play complementary roles to transform the situation under consideration. It may happen that focus moves from a situation to the opposite situation (…); or that two complementary interventions open the way to the consideration of the whole range of possibilities between the two evoked (…). In the last case social construction of knowledge seem to reveal its highest potential. According to these considerations,
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focussing on the STF of natural language seems to offer the researcher the possibility of classifying different patterns of social construction of knowledge in terms of different mechanisms of linguistic expansion. This suggests the need of characterising the variety of "linguistic expansions" that are of interest in the perspective of the STF of natural language."



The aim of the present paper is to better focus on the three mechanisms of verbal interaction briefly presented in the previous text by better describing them and providing further experimental evidence about their role in the social development of mathematical discourse in the classroom. In particular, in this paper we will consider both social construction of mathematical concepts and social construction of mathematical reasoning, thus widening the scope of the investigation concerning the role of STF in social interaction. METHODOLOGY Keeping into account the analyses reported in Consogno, Boero and Gazzolo (2006), we will propose a description of the three kinds of mechanisms, which emerged in the previous case study. The descriptions will put into evidence some features that allow to recognize those mechanisms in classroom social interactions, and their functions in the development of classroom discourse. The following step will be to analyse some "salient episodes" in which those mechanisms have played a crucial role in the development of classroom discussions. Those "salient episodes" have been identified by considering two teaching experiments: - the long term teaching experiment on the development of probabilistic thinking from Grade I to Grade IV, reported in Consogno, Boero and Gazzolo (2006); - a teaching experiment concerning the approach to mathematical proof in twelve classes in Grade VI. In both cases, audio-recordings of all classroom discussions were available. In both cases, the teaching experiments have been performed by teachers belonging to the Genoa research team in Mathematics Education. Their style of teaching is strongly influenced by their belonging to our research team; in particular, social construction of knowledge according to the model of "Mathematical Discussion" orchestrated by the teacher (see Bartolini Bussi, 1996) is a crucial educational choice in their classrooms. By "salient episode" we mean a fragment of a classroom discussion in which students make a substantial progress according to the a-priori analysis of the task (see Consogno, Boero & Gazzolo for a detailed presentation of criteria to choose "salient episodes" in the case of the first teaching experiment).
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The analyses of the "salient episodes" will have a double aim: to provide experimental evidence for the relevance of the three mechanisms in the social construction of knowledge and in the development of mathematical reasoning; and to show how their functioning can be interpreted in terms of the STF of natural language. The analysis of the "salient episodes" will be performed according to a modelling perspective: students' utterances will be interpreted "as if" their thinking processes would fit the models of reasoning proposed by us. This is a legitimate choice until students' words do not explicitly contradict our interpretation. Naturally, different and equally coherent interpretations might be possible in some cases. THREE KINDS OF MECHANISMS OF DEVELOPMENT OF CLASSROOM DISCOURSE I. Evolution of a personal interpretation of the situation One student's interpretation of the problem situation is enriched and integrated by the interventions of some schoolmates who propose other interpretation(s) of the same situation, up to the full apprehension by the first student and his/her relevant contribution to the solution of the problem in the classroom discussion. II. From a situation to the opposite one, to a wider perspective Students' contributions put on the table two opposite situations related to the task (for instance, one case fits the conditions of the task, while the other escapes them). This contributes to construction of knowledge by offering a wider perspective for a discourse that embraces both cases and allows a jump in conceptual construction and reasoning. III. From single cases to generalisation Students propose some similar cases related to the task, then a collective process of induction takes place by considering common features of the evoked cases. A general statement is the outcome of the process. …AND CLASSROOM DEVELOPMENT OF REASONING The examples have been taken from transcripts concerning the following task proposed to twelve classes of junior high school (Grade VI in Italy) at the end of the year, in the perspective of developing mathematical reasoning and approaching mathematical proof: To prove in general that two consecutive numbers have only 1 as their common divisor



The educational aim of the task was to offer an occasion to move from justification based on examples, to general argument concerning "whatever numbers". Indeed the empirical search for divisors of consecutive numbers soon becomes heavy and boring, thus "reasoning in general" can become (under the teacher's guide) a shared opportunity in the classroom.
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In the a-priori analysis of the task we had considered the possibility of two different strategies (one based on the consideration of remainders, the other based on the consideration of the distance between two consecutive multiples of the same number). It was expected that this possibility might have offered an opportunity to compare and share different ways of reasoning to solve the problem. The research aim of the task was to analyse different ways of social construction of knowledge. Indeed the variety of possible strategies, the shared need for general arguments and the complexity of linguistic and mathematical aspects inherent in the task offered an opportunity to observe how different, personal verbal contributions (and ways of thinking) might "converge" in the social construction of a solution. For instance, we can say that a number is a divisor of another number if it divides it; or if the remainder of the division of the latter number by the former one is zero. These different ways of speaking about the divisibility of one number by another correspond to different ways of thinking about that concept, thus offering the students different opportunities to approach the solution of the problem. Mechanism I Paolo:



A number is a divisor of another number…it means that it divides it…A number divides another number when it is contained exactly a certain number of times in it, nothing remains (non resta niente, in Italian) in the dividend. Now I have two consecutive numbers… A number and the following number… Nothing remains in the previous number… (long silence)



Lucia:



A number is divisible by another number when the remainder is zero (il resto è zero, in Italian). If I move to the following number… the remainder… (long silence)



Paolo:



The following number is the previous number increased by one… Thus the remainder is one… If I divide the following number by a divisor of the previous number, I get one as remainder, so the following number is not divisible by that divisor.



In this case, the verb "remains" ("resta" in Italian) uttered by Paolo suggests the noun "remainder" ("resto" in Italian) to Lucia, while the expression "the following number…the remainder" uttered by Lucia suggests to Paolo both the "increased by one" and "the remainder one" (a crucial linguistic expansion in order to get a full apprehension of the problem situation). Then Paolo can conclude his reasoning by considering the remainders (zero, i.e. divisibility; one, i.e. non divisibility) of the division of two consecutive numbers by a divisor of the first number. Note that the transition from the verb "remains" to the noun "remainder" (i.e. from an "inclusion" to a "division" point of view) performed by Lucia allows Paolo to enter the more familiar situation of "remainders" of divisions, which students were widely accustomed to in previous grades. Mechanism II Rosy:



In case of divisibility, the remainder is zero
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Lorena:



While in case of non divisibility, the remainder cannot be zero



Daniele: In the case of two consecutive numbers… (long silence) Francesca: In the case of one number and the following one… (long silence) Ivan:



In the case of the following number, we move from remainder zero to remainder one, so the following number is not divisible by that divisor



"In case of… the remainder" is the key expression that allows moving from a situation to the opposite one, and then to a linguistic expansion that embraces both cases and allows to finalize reasoning. Note also how Francesca contributes to the debate by transforming the expression "Two consecutive numbers" (coming from the task) into the expression "one number and the following one", which allows Ivan to "see" the transition from "remainder zero" to "remainder one". Mechanism III Maria:



In the case of two as divisor, we need to move from one even number to the following one, two steps far.



Barbara: While in the case of three as divisor, we need to move from a divisible number to the next number divisible by three… three steps far Francesco: And in the case of four, four steps far! Lorena:



The distance is growing more and more, when the divisor increases… the distance is the divisor! … (long silence)



Roberto: So if the distance is one, the only divisor is 1.



The expression "… steps far" ("…passi distante" in Italian) allows students to move from one example to another, then the idea of "distance" ("distanza" in Italian) allows to embrace all the examples in a general statement that Roberto can particularise in the case of interest for the problem situation. Note that in the Italian language students can move easily from the adjective "distante" to the noun "distance". Compound processes In some cases we have observed composition of different kind of social construction of mathematical reasoning, like in this example, where a process of type III contributes to a process of type I: Elena:



One number and the following one… an even number is followed by an odd number, this means that 2 cannot be a common divisor…It would be a common divisor for the following one, four … I must make a jump… (long silence)



Fabio:



It is necessary to make a jump of two places



Stefania: If one number is divisible by three, the following number that is divisible by three is three places farther… Gina:



And four places farther in the case of a number divisible by four…
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Elena:



I understand: if one number is divisible by another number, then the following case of divisibility will be as far as the divisor!



Elena considers even/odd numbers, probably (if alone) she would have not been able to leave that situation. Fabio "sees" the jump of two positions, and Stefania and Gina suggest further examples that expand the range of exploration. Finally Elena realizes that "two places farther", "three places farther", "four places farther" can bring to "as far as the divisor". In this complex social construction, we can see how the expression "make a jump" uttered by Elena suggests to Fabio the expansion "make a jump of two places", a new interpretation of the same fact evoked by Elena. "A jump of two places" suggests to Stefania the linguistic transformation "Three places farther", which allows Gina to produce another example "four places farther". Elena integrates those contributions in a more general statement that links to her initial interpretation of the situation. … AND SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF KNOWLEDGE For the first mechanism, we will consider a salient episode of construction of knowledge taken from the teaching experiment on the development of probabilistic thinking from grade I to grade IV, presented in Consogno, Boero & Gazzolo (2006). We will consider another salient episode from the same teaching experiment, where mechanisms of type II and III intervene. For further details concerning the teaching experiment, the a-priori analysis allowing to identify the salient episodes, etc., and the analysis of a third episode related to a mechanism of type II, see the same Report. Shortly, the episodes were taken from transcripts of audio recordings collected during a long term construction of probabilistic thinking (from Grade I to Grade IV) in one primary school class. The episodes concerned two "jumps" in the evolution of probabilistic thinking, corresponding to relevant conceptual acquisition by students. Mechanism I Grade III: in couples, students will throw two dice; they will bet on odd or even according to the number got by adding the digits of the dice. Before playing the game, the question is: "Is it better to bet on odd or even?". Individual answers follow, and a discussion takes place. At the beginning of the discussion, students consider odd outcomes: 3, 5, 7, 9, 11; and even outcomes: 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12. Even seems more likely to come out because the number of even outcomes is bigger. But… Elisa: Giulia: Teacher: Mattia:



I agree with Mattia, as he considers the results. Mattia has considered all possibilities, because he has considered the two dice and has put the results and (I think) has looked at all possibilities Is it the same thing to think of the result or to think of the two dice? It is the same thing … no… yes!
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Giulia:



Roberto:



Giulia:



If you think of dice… to the digit shown by your dice… because the result is one digit plus another digit that makes a result. Before adding them, those two numbers are alone, they are not together… because if one casts 3 and the other 4 for instance, 4 is a number and 3 is another number, as Giulia told, if you add them, they make 7, but before putting them together, 4 is a solitary number and 3 is another solitary number, then when they go together we get a number formed by smaller numbers yes, but before getting the result, the two numbers can be other numbers.



The teacher asks Giulia to make an example, then she invites the other students to produce other combinations. The way is open to consider all possible equally likely outcomes. NOTE that in Italian the “digits” of the dice are called “numbers”. In the reported fragment Giulia re-elaborates the distinction (suggested by the teacher) between the dice and the result in terms of numbers: the addends and the results. The intervention of Roberto not only echoes Giulia's intervention, but expands it and suggests a transformation of the content (putting into evidence, by saying “ for instance ”, the fact that the couple 3 and 4 is an example; and the fact that the sum is a "number formed by smaller numbers"). Note how, thanks to the syntactic construction, "a number formed by smaller numbers" opens the possibility to see a number as formed by smaller numbers in different ways. Then Giulia is able to see how those "smaller numbers" can be different from 3 and 4. We can interpret "a number formed by smaller numbers" as the key expression that suggests a linguistic expansion that results in a semantic transformation of the original idea of Giulia. The interpretation of the situation by Roberto comes back to Giulia as an opportunity to enrich her way of thinking and contribute to the advancement of classroom discourse. Mechanisms II and III Grade III: students approach the idea of ratio between the number of favourable cases and the number of all cases as a measure of probability of an event. Students are asked to make a choice between two games: the game with a coin (by betting on heads or tails), or the game with a dice (by betting on one of its digits). Giulia writes: In the case of the coin there are much more possibilities. For instance, suppose that in two labyrinths there are 2 paths (in the former) and 6 paths (in the latter). The 2-paths labyrinth offers more possibilities to get out, if in each labyrinth there is only one exit.



The text produced by Giulia is chosen by the teacher to feed a classroom discussion, because it can help the students to compare on the same, neutral ground (labyrinths) two different random situations. Note that in the text produced by Giulia (as well as in all the other texts) there is no trace of reasoning in terms of "ratio" ("more possibilities" concerns only the comparison of 5 against 1). Yet no work on the ratio concept had been performed before this episode. Note also that Giulia orients the discussion towards a simplified, yet abstract model of labyrinth. The teacher asks to
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take position on Giulia's text and to evaluate if her last sentence ("The two paths labyrinth…" ) was necessary, or could have been omitted. Anna:



I agree with Giulia that in the 2-paths labyrinth you get out earlier, in the case of the 6-paths labyrinth you must try all the paths and you spend a lot of time. Matteo: But in the 6-ways labyrinth you do not need to try all the paths, because for instance the first time you fail the exit, but then at the second or third trial you may find the good way to escape… You don't need to try all the paths! Giovanni: It is necessary to consider the condition posed by Giulia, namely that there is only one exit, otherwise all the paths might have an exit, and it would not be a labyrinth any more! Mattia: If a labyrinth would have more exits than paths with no exit, practically it would be very easy to escape, on the contrary if the labyrinth has the same number of paths and exits, …it would be easier but the exits must be more than one half of the number of the paths. Some voices: less than one half! Teacher: I would like Mattia to repeats his sentence - please, listen to him, then we will discuss what he said Mattia: Can I make an example? In the 2-paths labyrinth there is one exit, while in the 6-paths labyrinth there are 3 exits; in order to make the 6-paths labyrinth easier than the 2-path labyrinth, you must put exits to more than one half paths, because if in the other labyrinth there are two paths and one exit, it is one half.



Anna's and Matteo's considerations suggest to Giovanni the reason why the condition posed by Giulia is necessary: the expression "all the paths" (be it necessary to try all of them, or not) can suggest the fact that if "all the paths have an exit" then it is sure that one can escape from the "labyrinth" in each trial. The situation is transformed by passage to a non-labyrinth limit situation. Then the extreme cases of one exit and six exits opens the way to Mattia to consider the number of exits in the 6-paths labyrinth as a variable that can take values between one and six. He tries to express the idea that the right comparison with the 2-paths situation must be made by considering "one half of the number of the paths" as the discriminating case. In terms of the STF, he performs some linguistic expansions ("more exits than paths with no exit (…) the same number of paths and exits" in his first intervention, and then "an exit to more than one half paths" in his second intervention) of the limit situations uttered by his schoolmates, which results in a transformation of the situation: the number of exits becomes a variable related to the number of paths. By this way Mattia moves from the set of cases proposed by his schoolmates to a general consideration of the relationships between the number of exits and the number of paths. From Mattia's second intervention on, several more and more precise interventions will concern "3 exits out of 6", "one half of the exits", and so on, till to the explicit comparison between 3 out of 6 and 1 out of 2 as "one half" in both cases.
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DISCUSSION The analyses of some salient episodes, belonging to different teaching experiments, show how the three mechanisms of social development of classroom discourse can fit (as descriptive models) what happened in the classrooms, and how the STF model can account for the functioning of those mechanisms (as an interpretative model). Further directions of research are suggested by the performed analyses: to identify other mechanisms (if any) of social development of classroom discourse; and to investigate the educational conditions (didactical contract, shared values in the classroom, etc.) that allow the mechanisms described in this paper to work. In particular, listening to the others, freely using (and transforming) the schoolmates' productions, and sharing the aim of solving the problem situation as a collective enterprise seem three necessary conditions. REFERENCES Bartolini Bussi, M.:1996, 'Mathematical Discussion and Perspective Drawing in Primary School', Educational Studies in Mathematics, 31, 11-41. Boero, P.: 2001, 'Transformation and Anticipation as Key Processes in Algebraic Problem Solving', in R. Sutherland et al. (Eds), Perspectives on School Algebra, pp. 99-119. Kluwer, Dordrecht. Bruner, J.: 1986, Actual Minds, Possible Worlds. Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Ma. Consogno, V.: 2005, 'The Semantic-Transformational Function of Everyday Language', M. Bosch (Ed.), Proceedings of CERME-4. St.Feliu de Guixols. Consogno, V.; Boero, P.; Gazzolo, T.: 2006, 'Developing Probability Thinking in Primary School: A Case Study on the Constgructive Role of Natural Language in Classroom Discussions, Proceedings of PME-XXX, Vol. 2, pp. 353-360, Prague. Douek, N.: 1999, 'Argumentation and Conceptualisation in Context : A Case Study on Sun Shadows in Primary School', Educational Studies in Mathematics, 39, 89110. Radford, L.: 2003, 'Gestures, Speech and the Sprouting of Signs', Mathematical Thinking and Learning, 5(1), 37-50. Sfard, A.: 1997, 'Framing in Mathematical Discourse', Proc. of PME-XXI, Vol. 4, pp. 144-151. Lahti. Sfard, A.: 2002, There is more to discourse than meets the ears: Looking at thinking as communicating (...). Educational Studies in Mathematics, 46, 13-57. Vergnaud, G.: 1990, 'La théorie des champs conceptuels', Recherches en Didactique des Mathématiques, 10, 133-170. Vygotsky, L.S.:1934, 1990, Pensiero e linguaggio. A cura di P. Mecacci. Bari: Laterza.
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ASSESSMENT IN THE MATHEMATICS CLASSROOM. STUDIES OF INTERACTION BETWEEN TEACHER AND PUPIL USING A MULTIMODAL APPROACH Lisa Björklund Boistrup Stockholm Institute of Education/Stockholm University Several researchers stress the fact that students focus their learning according to the content in the assessment and to how this is carried out. Assessment in this particular study is not in a “usual” formal situation. Instead it refers to assessment which can be found in the interaction between teacher and pupil during hands-on work in mathematics. The analytical tools are derived from research of formative assessment, the National syllabus in mathematics and a multimodal approach within a social semiotic frame. The results indicate that pupils do not always get constructive feedback when showing meaning-making in mathematics. Possible reasons for this are discussed from an institutional perspective. BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH FOCUS In this paper assessment is considered as a concept with broad boundaries and by this there is assessment going on, explicit or implicit, during every lesson in mathematics. Examples of what can be part of assessment are diagnoses that teachers give to pupils, documentation such as portfolios, feedback in classroom work etc. When a teacher approaches pupils who are working on mathematical tasks, parts of the teacher’s communication with the pupils are based on some kind of assessment. In this paper the focus is on the feedback processes between teacher and pupil. I also, finally, discuss possible explanations for the teachers’ actions in this particular case from an institutional perspective. What is assessed and how the assessment is carried out influence pupils’ learning (see e.g. Black & Wiliam, 1998; Gipps, 1994). Black & Wiliam (1998) analysed several (250) studies, all of which have formative assessment in focus. Many of the studies show, among other things, that it is important that pupils get feedback on what qualities their performances show and also on what they should focus their learning on in the near future. The studies that Black & Wiliam have analysed rely on quantitative methods. In fact, they stress the importance of qualitative studies for the field of assessment. The lesson with hands-on work, described in this study, is part of a project in which the teachers and researchers worked collaboratively to explore possible meanings of qualities of knowledge/abilities the pupils are expected to develop according to the national mathematics curriculum. In this particular project the teachers worked in pairs performing lessons which were planned by the teachers and researchers in collaboration. The pupils in the study are 10 years old.
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The purpose of this study is to find out more about the assessment that takes place in a classroom during experimental work about measurement and volume. The research questions are (The words in italics are described on p 3-4): A. What is the mathematical focus of the interaction in relation to the feedback processes during the hands-on work of measurement and volume? – Ideational meaning. B. What different (communication) modes do the teachers show (or not show) acknowledgement of in the feedback during the interaction with the pupils? – Textual meaning. C. What kind of feedback is taking place between teachers and pupils during the work within a mathematical frame? – Interpersonal meaning. FRAMEWORK – MULTIMODALITY



FORMATIVE



ASSESSMENT,



GOALS



AND



The basis for this study is: (1) research of formative assessment with the importance of feedback (Black & Wiliam, 1998) as discussed above; (2) “goals to aim for” in the national curriculum in mathematics (Swedish National Agency for Education, 2001), because the teachers in the project were supposed to let these goals inform classroom work; and (3) a multimodal approach within social semiotics, mainly how it is described by Kress et al. (2001). Goals to aim for There are a total of 14 “goals to aim for” in the national curriculum. The goals that are most relevant to this study are: The school in its teaching of mathematics should aim to ensure that students x develop an interest in mathematics, as well as confidence in their own thinking and their own ability to learn and use mathematics in different situations x appreciate the value of and use mathematical forms of expression The aim should also be that students develop their numerical and spatial understanding, as well as their ability to understand and use: x different methods, measuring systems and instruments to compare, estimate and determine the size of important orders of magnitude (Swedish National Agency for Education, 2001, p 23-24 ).



A multimodal approach This multimodal approach emphasizes that learning can be seen in a social semiotic frame and that communication is considered not only from a linguistic perspective; instead all modes of communication are recognised. Modes can be, for example, speech, writing, gestures and pictures. Each mode has its “affordances” in relation to the specific situation and people engaged in a communication (Kress et al., 2001),
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that is which mode is “chosen” in a specific situation is not arbitrary; instead it is the best way for this person to communicate in this particular moment. From a social semiotic perspective there are three kinds of meaning that all communication is understood to reflect; ideational, textual and interpersonal. In Morgan (2006) these functions are used with a focus on linguistics and on the construction of the nature of school mathematical activity. The origin of the three functions is from Halliday but in this paper I am using them with a focus on multimodality according to Kress et al. (2001) and with a focus on assessment in mathematics. Ideational meaning can reflect what is going on in the world. Textual meaning refers to formation of whole entities which are communicatively meaningful and interpersonal meaning’s focus is on interactions and relations between people. Another feature for this multimodal approach is signs of meaning-making. The feature of meaning-making provides, as I see it, possibilities for assessment. Even though a pupil’s answer is mathematically incorrect it can be a sign of meaningmaking. According to this a teacher does not have to give feedback to a pupil that an answer is incorrect, but instead (s)he can see the opportunity to look at the answer as a starting point for a mathematical exploration. That is, an answer which is “wrong” according to the mathematical discourse can still be seen as a sign of meaningmaking of a pupil, and by this as a part of the learning process. In mathematics education the issue of different forms of representation is not new and in research in mathematics use of different modes is necessary. Often mathematics researchers choose symbols to express mathematical ideas, but use of figurative expressions as in graphs is also quite common, and one can also find written text in comments. However, for some pupils the typical “language” used in mathematics can be one (of several) obstacle to overcome. Lennerstad (2002), Høines (2001) and many others claim that an important issue in mathematics education is to overcome these obstacles by using many forms of representation when teaching mathematics. For assessment in mathematics in Sweden there has been some focus on different forms of representation/expression. One example is a material for formative assessment in mathematics, Assessment Scheme for Analysis of Mathematics (distributed in year 2000 by the National Agency of Education), in which teachers are encouraged to capture their pupils’ knowledge in different forms of expression: actions, figures, words, symbols. (Skolverket, 2000b). ANALYTICAL TOOLS Following Kress I believe that important aspects of assessment in the interaction are possible to reveal using this multimodal approach. The ideational meaning contributes to the analyses of the mathematical content in the interaction. The content that I am looking for can be derived from the goal about “different methods, measuring systems and instruments to compare, estimate and determine the size of important orders of magnitude”. I look for what signs of
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meaning-making the pupils show in mathematics, especially measurement and volume. I also look for what signs of pupils’ meaning-making the teachers (do not) reflect in their feedback. These aspects constitute the analytical base for answering the question about the mathematical focus of the feedback. Different modes have different “affordances” in interaction according to this multimodal approach. How the modes are used in the interaction is a part of the textual meaning. This goes well with the goal to “appreciate the value of and use mathematical forms of expression” (Swedish National Agency for Education, 2001). Still, this seems a little too narrow for this study and this goal is therefore combined with the quote under the headline Assessment in Mathematics: “An important aspect of the knowing is the pupil’s ability to express her/his thoughts verbally and in written text with help from the mathematical symbol language and with support from concrete material and pictures” (Skolverket, 2001a). These aspects constitute the analytical base for answering the question about what different (communication) modes the teachers show acknowledgement of in the feedback. Interpersonal meaning is part of what I look for when dealing with the issue of feedback in general. This fits well with the goal concerned with “develop[ing] an interest in mathematics, as well as confidence in their own thinking and their own ability to learn and use mathematics in different situations” (Swedish National Agency for Education, 2001). In some of the studies referred to in Black & Wiliam (1998) there is evidence that feedback to a pupil on the knowledge she/he has shown in certain tasks has impact on interest and self confidence, whereas feedback on what has to be learned has impact on the learning. As I choose to see it in this study there is some kind of feedback between teachers and pupils taking place every time there is an interaction between them. Pupils are working with a task and the teacher comes by and whether the teacher says something or not she is monitoring the pupils work and makes some kind of assessment. In different modes the teacher shows signs of assessment and the pupils can react to this feedback in different ways. These aspects constitute the analytical base for answering the question about what kind of feedback is taking place between teachers and pupils during the work within a mathematical frame. METHOD – VIDEO RECORDING The focus of the data collection is on the interaction between the teachers and the work performed by one group in the class. One video camera is fixed on the group most of the time. The group also has a portable voice recorder on the table. For the analysis I choose the parts of the films, where the teachers and pupils interact within a mathematical frame and each of these parts are recognized as an “episode”. I make multimodal transcriptions of the episodes. Methods for this are described in Rostvall & West (2005) and Kress et al. (2001). I write what each person says – pupils in one column and teachers in another. I also describe their gestures, as well as
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their body positions and gaze, in separate columns. The teachers are referred to as T1 and T2. The girls in the pupils’ group are referred to as G1 and G2 and the boy as B. Example of transcript: Time



Speech Speech Gestures (S) Gestures (T) Body and gaze (S) Body and gaze (T) (Pupils) (Teachers) The lesson starts with a teacher introduction. The pupils are divided into different groups. Each group gets different measurement instruments, like measuring cups and scales. The group in this sequence got rulers and measuring-tapes.



1:26



G1- This is two centimetres. This is two centimetres long



G1 holds one piece of pasta and shows it to the rest of the group. G2 puts her hands together.



1:29



B-Which one?



1:31



G1-This



1:33



B1-Is it two millimetres?



B is putting the measuring-tape in order. G1 takes the pasta piece in her hand and shows it again. G1 puts the piece of pasta on the desk.



Episode 1 starts



G1 leans forward and looks first at the piece of pasta and then at the other girl in the group. G2 looks at G1. B looks around and then at the piece of pasta in G1's hand. B looks at the piece of pasta. G2 looks at G1



T1 has her hands on her hips.



G1 and B look at the pasta. G2 looks at the sound recorder. G1 looks at B, then T1 and then at the piece of pasta.



Notes



T1 approaches the group and is standing in an upright position. Gaze in direction to the group table. Smiling?



ANALYSES OF ONE EPISODE FROM THE LESSON As mentioned in the transcript, the lesson starts with a teacher introduction. The pupils are divided into groups. Each group gets different measurement instruments, like measuring cups and scales. The group in this study gets rulers and measuringtapes. All groups get pasta (penne) and they receive the task to use their instruments to figure out how much pasta they have got. All analyses are discussed with and validated by two researchers and also by the two teachers in the study. The analysis of the ideational meaning focuses on what signs of meaning-making the pupils show when it comes to mathematics and how this is (not) reflected in the teachers’ feedback. I also articulate which different modes the teachers show acknowledgement of; the textual meaning. The analysis of the interpersonal meaning focuses on to what extent the teacher give feedback. I do write down “all” feedback from the teachers that is not taking place, but this does not mean that my opinion is that this kind of feedback should take place at each occasion. I just want to make visible what is taking place and what is not, with respect to the feedback. For the transcriptions and analysis I have chosen episodes. Each episode starts just before any of the teachers arrive to the group and ends just after the teacher(s) leave(s) the group. In this paper I describe one episode thoroughly. The transcript is divided in parts and each part follows by a short description. After the episode I present an analysis of the episode.
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Example of episode Before this episode starts the pupils try for a while to find a way to use the rulers and measurement-tape. After some time they instead start to count the pieces of pasta: Time Speech (Pupils)



Speech Gestures (S) (Teachers)



Gestures Body and gaze (S) (T)



5:50



B-Shall I count?



B has the hands on the table holding on to some pieces of pasta.



5:55



G1-We are going to divide all in tens. Here are ten.



G1 shows the groups of tens that she has formed on the table. G2 moves one of the 10-groups in front of G1. Then puts her hands back to the pasta pieces in front of her self. B takes pieces of pasta one at the time and puts them in front of him. The three pupils are counting groups of tens. Neither of them touches the measuring instruments.



5:59



“All three are counting”



Body and gaze (T)



G1 and G2 are looking at a girl from another group. G1 looks at the pasta groups in front of her on the table. G2 and B are looking at her/his hands



What we can see here is that the pupils have put the measuring instruments away and they work together putting the pasta into groups of tens. Soon one of the teachers approaches (T1 is standing partly in the way of the camera): Time Speech (Pupils)



Speech (Teachers)



6:15



6:18



Gestures (S)



Gestures (T)



Body and gaze (S)



Body and gaze (T)



T1-Hey. When you are doing G1 contiues counting. like this, do you have any use for the things you got from T2?



T1 holds her hands together, then points at the table.



B and G1 are looking at the table.



T1 is standing in front of the table. T2 is standing beside her.



G1 contiues counting.



T1 holds her hands in front of her.



B and G1 are looking at the table. G2 is looking at T1.



G2?-No



6:20



T1-No, was it any point for you getting the things from T2 from the beginning? How could one use them? G1?-We don’t know.



””



In the beginning of the interaction two of the pupils do not look at the teacher. Instead they look at the table and on what they are doing with their hands. The teacher goes on pursuing the use of the measurement instruments: Time Speech (Pupils)



Speech (Teachers)



6:30



T1-When do you have use for this then?



6:33



Gestures (T)



Body and gaze (S)



Body and gaze (T)



T1 holds something from the table in her hand and shows it to the students.



G2 looks at T1. G1 looks at G2. B looks at T1's hands. G2 looks at T1. B looks at G2 and T1. G1 looks at T1.



T1 looks at G2.



B, G1 and G2 look at T1



T1 looks at the group.



G2-When I am going to measure



6:36



T1 looks at G2. T2 leaves the group.



T1-What do you measure then?



6:38



G2-The length of something



6:42



B-Are we supposed to measure every piece of pasta?



6:43



6:45



Gestures (S)



T1-Do you think that they are about the same G1-These are two centimetres, this I have already measured



T1 points at the pasta. G1 holds a piece of pasta and shows it to T1.
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G1 looks at T1 and the piece of pasta. B looks at the table and at T1.



T1 looks at the group and at the pasta. T1 looks at the group.
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The teacher tries to make the pupils to find a use for the measuring instruments. She asks them when they usually use these instruments. Finally she makes a suggestion: Time Speech (Pupils)



Speech (Teachers)



6:48



T1-Can you put them together, or? I believe that one of you was on to something like that before, who put them a little like this.



6:56



6:57



7:00



7:10



G1 takes a ruler and shows what she means in front of her on the table. B takes one piece of pasta in his hand and holds it up in front of him and G1. G1 continues her work on the table. G1 shows how she measured the piece of pasta. B is still holding his pasta piece in the air.



G1-I put hem like this beside a ruler B-Yes G1, this can hardly be two centimetres



G1-Don’t interrupt, I put hem like this beside a ruler



7:06



Gestures (S)



Gestures (T)



Body and gaze (S)



Body and gaze (T)



T1 puts pieces of pasta together.



All three lean forward and look at the pasta and the teacher's hands.



T1 looks at the pasta.



B looks at G1:s hands.



T1 looks at G1's hands.



B looks at G1 and the piece of pasta.



T1 looks at B's hand.



G1 is looking at what she is doing on the table. B is looking at his pasta piece and into the camera.



T1 is looking at the table.



T1 holds her hands in front of her.



T1 takes a measuring tape in her hand.



T1-But try that then, but with this, take this, you place it here on the table #-We have already done that unhearable



T1 is looking at the measuring tape.



T1 takes a step backwards, puts her hands on her hips and then leaves the group.



Soon after her suggestion the teacher leaves the group and the pupils continues the work on their own: Time Speech (Pupils)



Speech (T)



Gestures (S)



Gestures (T)



Body and gaze (S)



Body and gaze (T)



#-what, okey #-I see



7:18



B-Here, give me that



B takes another ruler in his hand. G2 takes the measuring tape in her hand. She shrugs her shoulders.



7:23



G1-Can’t you go and get another instrument, this was hard



B points in the teacher's direction with one of the rulers and starts pushing the pasta together in the table with the two rulers. G1 is touching the pasta in front of her. G2 holds a measuring tape in both her hands in front of her.



7:29



B-It is just to do like this



B has two rulers in his hand and pushes the pasta together into a string. G1 holds her hand upon a pile of pasta in front of her. G2 holds her hands closely together in front of her and keeps the measuring tape in her hands.



T1's hands and arms are freely moving.
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G2 leans her head in her hand. She looks troubled. G2 says something unhearable to G1 and looks at her. B looks at the rulers and then at the teacher (like he wants her attention). G1 looks at the passing teacher and then at the table. She looks troubled. G2 looks at G1 and then at the passing teacher.



T1 laughes and passes the group with her front in direction to the group. Before turning to another group she looks at G2. Now her facial expression is more serious but still smiling.



B looks at the pasta in front of him. G1 and G2 look at B.
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7:32



7:36



G2-But how will we know how much everything is? B-But check it out, you take it like this and do little



G2 stretches out the measuring tape and puts it on the table.



G2 looks at B and then at the table.



B pushes the pasta together into a string with the two rulers. G1 has her hands on the pasta in front of her. G2 has her hands on the measuring tape on the table in front of her.



G2 looks at the pasta in front of G1. B looks at the rulers that he is working with. G looks first at the pasta in front of her and then at what B is doing.



First the pupils still do not know what to do. The teacher passes and one of the girls shouts to her that they want other instruments. The teacher laughs but does not stop. The boy starts pushing the pasta into strings with two rulers and he shows that he can measure the string with the measuring instrument. The girls are looking at what B is doing and after this all three of them do the same thing. In the analysis for each episode I focus on the three questions, which correspond to the three functions. This is the analysis of this episode: A. Ideational meaning: The pupils are showing how they make meaning in relation to numbers and also problem solving, when they are putting the pasta pieces into groups of tens. This could, in fact, be seen as a kind of measurement. However, none of this shown knowledge does the teacher show acknowledgement of. Her interest is focused on measurement with the use of the instruments. B. Textual meaning: The teacher approaches the group and with a quick glance at the table and at the pupils’ gestures, bodies and gazes she seems to become aware of what they are doing. The pupils do not from the beginning seem to focus on what the teacher is talking about. They answer her but they are still looking at the table and one of them continues counting. The affordance of gestures is present when the teacher shows something on the table. All pupils in the group lean forward and look at the teacher’s hands. C. Interpersonal meaning: In this episode the teacher gives explicit feedback on what the pupils “should” do next in the mode of speech to the group. She does not give any positive feedback on the signs of meaning-making that the pupils show when she approaches. Later in the interaction she recalls an earlier event and gives feedback on what happened before in the group, what signs of meaning-making she saw then. Most of the feedback is focused on what the group is supposed to do (as opposed to what the group might be learning) and that the teacher might expect the pupils to manage to go through with the task (her laugh). SUMMARY OF THE WHOLE LESSON Looking at the lesson as a whole the pattern follows the episode above. In the end of the lesson it is clear that the teachers’ intent with the lesson is measuring volume but this is, as I see it, not obvious to the pupils in the class. The mathematical content that is present in the teachers’ actions is, most of the time, the use of the measuring
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instruments. The focus that the teachers show is more about doing measurement in a certain way than investigating different possibilities to measure (in this case pasta). When the pupils show meaning-making which is not included in the teachers’ plan for the lesson the teachers do not acknowledge this. It is clear that different modes have different affordances according to the people involved and to the situation, and both teachers and pupils are communicating via speech, gestures etc. The teachers acknowledge modes as gestures in most occasions, but not all the time. At the end of the lesson the pupils in the group have finally solved the task in a way that the rest of the class appreciates (they measure “strings” of pasta and come to the answer 2 meters and 44 centimetres). However, the teachers’ feedback is focused on that this method took a long time and was troublesome. DISCUSSION AND POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS When studying the classroom communication in these situations, using the multimodal approach, I find many incidents of formative assessment – that is communication that can be expected to, or at least have the potential to, contribute to the forming of the pupils’ mathematical knowledge. Multimodal transcriptions are time-consuming, but do really reveal important aspects of the assessment interaction in mathematics. A conclusion of the analyses is that the teachers’ most important aim of the lesson is the advantages that can be found when using volume instruments to measure (in this case pasta). According to this aim all the teachers’ actions are understandable. Throughout the lesson their feedback goes in this direction, so the teachers’ actions are very consistent. Their aim with the lesson becomes highly apparent in the end of the lesson when the whole class is gathered. They point out that measuring pasta with a ruler is time consuming and troublesome (despite the fact that the pupils in the class find the method preferable) whereas they point out that other methods are easy to handle (despite the fact that one group using measuring cups find it time consuming and difficult). The teachers are very focused at their aim but on the other hand they stress neither the goal of interest and confidence, nor the general goal of measurement. The pupils followed in this study are really doing what they are told, showing meaning-making during the work, and after a lot of effort they succeed measuring the pasta with the ruler and measuring-tape. Nevertheless the teachers do not, as I see it, give much constructive feedback, which could provide the pupils with possibilities to build on their interest and confidence in mathematics. Constructive feedback on measuring in general would give opportunities for more learning about measurement. Maybe this, the issue about the different goals, is a main point? There are many goals in the syllabus to follow in the teaching and it can be hard for the teachers to capture several of them at the same time. Another question is in what ways the discourses the teachers are part of when it comes to school mathematics affect their teaching and what meaning-making they “capture”.
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An issue that arises when looking at the results from an institutional perspective (Rostwall & West, 2005) (which is quite close to “context of culture” discussed by Morgan (2006)) is about the collaborative project in which the teachers participated. I start to wonder how much collaboration the teachers have experienced during the project. Maybe the lesson in this study is a lesson which the teachers do not feel familiar with? Maybe they are trying to copy a lesson plan, which they do not grasp fully? If this is the case the teachers’ actions are even more understandable. It also points at important issues concerning in-service and collaborative projects with teachers in general, namely issues of cooperative learning for researchers, teachers and pupils and also issues of respect for the teachers’ professionalism and for the pupils’ contributions to the lessons in mathematics. REFERENCES Black, P. and Wiliam, D.: 1998, ’Assessment and Classroom Learning‘, in Assessment in Education, Vol 5, No. 1, 7-74. Gipps, C, V.: 1994, Beyond Testing. Towards a theory of educational assessment, The Falmer Press, London. Høines Johnsen, M.: 2002, Matematik som språk. Verksamhetsteoretiska perspektiv, Liber, Malmö. Kress, G., Jewitt, C., Ogborn, J. and Tsatsarelis, C.: 2001, Multimodal teaching and learning, Continuum, London. Lennerstad, H.: 2002, ’Matematikutbildning och matematikens två komponenter: innehåll och språk‘, in Sveriges Matematikersamfunds medlemsblad. Morgan, C.: 2006, ’What does social semiotics have to offer mathematics education research?‘ in Educational studies in mathematics, Vol 61 Nos. 1-2. Rostvall, A-L. and West, T.: 2005, ’Theoretical and methodological perspectives on designing video studies of interaction‘, In International Journal of Qualitative Methods 4. Skolverket.: 2000a, Kursplaner och betygskriterier. Retrived at http://www3.skolverket.se/ki03/front.aspx?sprak=SV&ar=0607&infotyp=23&skol form=11&id=3873&extraId=2087 060926 Skolverket.: 2000b, Analysschema i matematik – för åren före skolår 6, Skolverket, Stockholm. Swedish National Agency of Education.: 2001, Compulsory school. Syllabuses, Retrieved at http://www3.skolverket.se/ki/eng/comp.pdf/ 060824
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CERTAINTY AND UNCERTAINTY AS ATTITUDES FOR STUDENTS’ PARTICIPATION IN MATHEMATICAL CLASSROOM INTERACTION Birgit Brandt Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität, Frankfurt a. Main, Germany In this paper I will present my approach to the collaborative structuring of classroom discourse. The main objective is the active part of children as learners in the ongoing development of the subject matter. Therefore, I use the decomposition of the speaker roles, which was carried out by Brandt and Krummheuer (Krummheuer and Brandt, 2001; Brandt, 2002). In addition to this interactional approach to students’ participation, I refer to the model of “certainty and uncertainty” of Huber and Roth (1999) as general individual learning attitudes. The conjunction of these concepts allows us to clarify aspects of the individual participation of several students as well as the coherence of the course of events. INTRODUCTION The source of this paper is the collaboration with Götz Krummheuer in a project about argumentation in primary mathematics classrooms. The project was carried out in two Berlin primary schools (supported by the German research foundation; Krummheuer and Brandt, 2001). We examined classroom discourse within the paradigm of symbolic interactionism (Mead, 1934; Blumer, 1969). As I have argued (Brandt, 2004 and 2006), this approach loses the focus on the individual learners by analysing the course of events. The focus is the joint creation of the interaction, whereas the individual responsibility of unique learners for this process can be seen as an expectation of research (Kovalainen and Kumpulainen, 2005, p.247). Thus, my focus is the individual learner as the final “learning instance” (Sutter, 1994, p. 92), even though the ongoing interaction is the social learning condition, which is moulded jointly. Sutter conceptualised this notion of individual learning by participating in (culturally formed) interaction as the idea of “interactional constructivism” (Sutter, 1994). Within this notion of learning-as-participation, an active leaner  constructs the individual cognition in interdependency with the other learners and bounded to culturally formed cognition (Bruner, 1990),  co-produces the situational structure of the interaction process bounded to habitual interaction patterns, which are situationally re-constructed by all participants (Bruner, 1983; Voigt, 1995), and  thereby forms their own learning opportunities as well as the opportunities of the other children joining the learning situation (Naujok, 2000; Brandt, 2004). With regard to constructivism, active learners are often associated with spirited children, taking an active part in an immediate way and challenging the discourse CERME 5 (2007)
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with new ideas. Then again, a smoothly ongoing classroom discourse needs, at the same time, children participating actively in the opposing way: non-active as speaker but as active recipient and/or speakers assisting the ideas of others. The participation model carried out by Brandt and Krummheuer (Brandt 2002; Krummheuer 2007) traces these different participation forms with regard to the emerging of the whole event, but without regard to the individual responsibility of an individual learner for this process. Focussing on several individual children, I worked out different participation profiles with different occurrences of activity and engagement. These different forms of activity can be classified concerning the dimension of certainty and uncertainty for the general learning attitude of an individual learner. Huber and Roth (1999) differentiated students learning attitudes as “seeking” and “finding” (p. 46). They named the more extroverted style as “finding”, which means that these students look for new ideas or solutions: They are orientated towards development. “Seeking” is the more security-orientated style, concerning certainty. These students prefer modifications of former solutions, so they are geared towards reinforcing cognition and approved patterns of solution. Elaborating the participation profiles of two first graders in the same classroom, I will demonstrate these different orientations and their impacts on the individual learning process as well as on the ongoing discourse. THE ANALYSIS METHODS With regard to the interactional theory of learning mathematics, our exploratory focus is the naturalistic classroom situation with its own dynamics, independence and consistency; the “situational” structuring (Goffman, 1974, p. 8) of the interaction process, which includes the alternating of the active speakers and the interweaved emergence of the subject matter (cf. ATS and SPS, Erickson, 1982; Voigt, 1995). Thus, we videotaped the lessons without any input to the teachers involved, to try to catch everyday occurrences as well as possible. In our past research, we redeveloped and modified several steps of analysis, which had to be applied in order to reconstruct realisations of these everyday situations. Therefore, we analysed detailed transcripts, which contained vocal utterances, physical actions, gestures, and facial expressions of the participants. With regard to our research, we could identify five dimensions in the precondition structure for the everyday situations in mathematics classes which can be subordinate to our types of analyses (Krummheuer and Brandt, 2001; Krummheuer 2007): I.



Analysis of Interaction (AI):



Evolvement of the topic Patterns of interaction Recipient design
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II.



Analysis of Argumentation (AA)



Analytical structure of processes of explanation and justification III.



Analysis of Participation (AP)



Active participation in such processes (production design) The Analysis of Interaction (I) is the obligatory foundation for further steps of analysis and was developed in the working group of Heinrich Bauersfeld during the 1980’s with respect to the ethnomethodological conversation analysis (cf. Voigt, 1984). The Argumentation Analysis (II) is based on Toulmin’s (1958) categories for argumentation (for details, see Krummheuer 1995, 2007; cf. Knipping, 2004). According to Miller (1986), we understand learning mathematics as argumentative learning, which means that the participation in argumentations is a pre-condition for the possibility to learn and not only the desired outcome. Mathematical learning in this sense is based on the students’ participation in an accountable practice, which we outline by the participation analysis (III). In this paper, I want to emphasise the participation of several students; thus I will dwell on the production design for the active speaking component of participation. We conceptualised the production design through speaker roles with different responsibility. The main idea is that a speaker can have different responsibilities for the current voiced utterance (Goffman 1981). With regard to Levinson (1988), we modified this approach in a more linguistic way. So we deconstructed an utterance into its idea or content and its formulation (see Tables 1 and 2). A speaker can be responsible for the idea and the formulation of the voiced utterance; thus the utterance places new content-related information into the interaction process. But a speaker can also access former utterances; e.g. he/she can support the idea by quoting or reformulating the former utterance. In our former publications, we linked the idea of the utterance to the argumentative function, carried out by the argumentation analysis (Brandt 2002; Krummheuer 2007). Here, I will elaborate the idea of an utterance in a more general way, not for lack of space, but for discussing the possibilities for broadening the application of this analysis method. Participation Analysis: The Production Design of Utterances All sequences in this paper originate from a single lesson in a first grade classroom (6-8 year-old children). I will demonstrate the participation analysis using the beginning of this lesson. The numbers from ten to twenty are the subject matter, in particular the quantity aspect of these numbers. As part of the mathematics classroom culture, a string of twenty pearls is a physical object for symbolising the quantity of the numbers between 0 and 20. The string of pearls consists of ten black pearls and ten pale pearls („„„„„„„„„„{{{{{{{{{{). The children in this classroom know that the string is a ‘mathematical object’ and they are used to the handling of it, but not all are familiar with it in detail. So, the teacher opens the mathematics lesson by holding up her (bigger) string:
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92



Teacher



94 95 96



Marina Franzi



yehes, now I’m keen to see what the children say holds a string of pearls in the air: „„„{{{{{{{{{{ I see very audible thirteen. Marina, Franzi, Jarek and Wayne raise their hands; some children count while whispering; some restate thirteen with a low voice; by and by, more children raise their hands (...)



In the following, my focus is the participation of Marina and Jarek, two of the pupils who know from the beginning what is going on [96]. Marina directly expresses that she is familiar with the string of pearls [94]. Obviously, Franzi can identify the quantity of the pearls without counting them pearl by pearl but by using the coloured partition. This is not common in the classroom; most of the children must count pearl by pearl. Franzi is the first pupil to answer the question, so we designate her as an author of her own utterance (see Table 1). This means she is responsible for the idea (the quantity of pearls is asked for) and the formulation (just the word 13 for the specific quantity) of her utterance. But her response is not called upon and not accepted as an official answer to the question, which is marked by the raised hands in [96] (this is an aspect of recipient’s design): i 100 Teacher 101 102 103 104 105 106 107



Wayne Teacher Pupil Teacher Jarek Teacher Marina



whispering two three four five fingers I see counting slowly six seven eight louder Wayne thirteen (Marina and some other children put their hands down) or amazed uhm Jarek uhm three plus ten or (Marina raises her hand) Marina ten plus three



The teacher waits until a sufficient number of pupils have found the answer, so she ignores Franzi’s answer. Then she calls Wayne to answer and he repeats thirteen [95]. His utterance offers no new information to the emerging content of the interaction process, although it is possible that he worked out the solution on his own. Thus, we designate him a relayer (see Table 1). His response was requested by the teacher [100] and it is officially accepted as the answer. So some children put their hands down, including Marina. But the teacher asks for additional answers and it seems that Jarek is not surprised by that enlargement, while other pupils voice astonishment. By formulating the addition three plus ten [105], he presents a new view of the thirteen pearls; he is an author, too. His solution depends on the coloured partition of the pearls. So expressing the coloured partition as addition can be seen as the idea of his response. Now, Marina puts up her hand again. It seems that Jarek’s answer gives her a new idea for an additional answer. After being asked for an answer, she offers ten plus three [107] as a different view, but this is directly based upon Jarek’s solution: She just reverses the summands, so she finds a new formulation for the partition of 13 pearls. Thus, she supports Jarek’s idea and we designate her as a spokesman [see CERME 5 (2007)
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Table 1]. The teacher accepts this solution as a new one, also the next addition eleven plus two. Then, the teacher asks Jarek again: 111 112 113 114



Teacher Jarek Teacher Pupil



or Jarek seven minus zero inquiring seven minus zero huh (other pupils join in)



Jarek’s solution seven minus zero [112] is astonishing and it is difficult to understand for outsiders (like the researchers) how this answer fits with thirteen pearls. The pupils’ cries [114f] suggest surprise in the real interaction situation, too. Nevertheless, it is a new idea which does not fit with the former solutions (partitions as additional terms), so he is an author again. He presents his new idea very selfconfidently as a claim (as a conclusion in Toulmin’s terms). The teacher repeats his response, but she reformulates it as a question. Querying the answer seven minus zero, her question contains a new idea. So she is not a relayer (like Wayne). We designate her as a ghostee (see Table 1), a speaker who uses the formulation of a former utterance for her own new idea. In classroom interaction, this is a typical speaker role for the teacher, just as in this situation. Here is the schema of the different speaker roles: Responsibility for the idea of their own utterance



Responsibility for Examples from the the formulation of transcript above their own utterance



author



+



+



Franzi [95], Jarek [105, 112]



relayer



-



-



Wayne [101]



ghostee



+



-



teacher [113]



spokesman



-



+



Marina [107]



Table 1: production design – speaking person (the designations in Table 1 and Table 2 are adopted from Levinson, 1988, p. 172)



To complete the production design of utterances, a differentiation of roles for the former speaker with responsibility for the current utterance is appropriate. For example, Marina’s response [107] and the teacher’s question [113] are linked to Jarek’s utterance. Marina supports his first idea [105] with her own formulation, so Jarek is responsible for the idea of the later utterance. However, the teacher contradicts his second idea [112] by repeating Jarek’s formulation – but expressing a new idea. In this utterance, he is responsible for the formulation. Thus, both forms of responsibility are different. Following Levinson (1988), we designated these forms as sponsor in the first case and as ghostor in the second one (see Table 2). Wayne cites a response of Franzi; thus, she is responsible for the idea and the formulation; she is the deviser (see Table 2) of Wayne’s response:
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Responsibility for Responsibility for the formulation of the idea of the the actual utterance actual utterance



Examples from the transcript above



deviser



+



+



Franzi [101] (for Wayne)



sponsor



+



-



Jarek [107] (for Marina)



ghostor



-



+



Jarek [113] (for the teacher)



Table 2: production design – non-speaking person with responsibility (cf. Levinson, 1988, p. 172) The Responsibility of Individual Speakers for the Development of the Topic



This differentiation demonstrates the responsibility of several persons for the emerging topic; for example, it is possible to differentiate between more teacherdominated discourses and more pupil-dominated discourses by the length of utterances. Focussing on a single person, it is possible to trace the influence of this person in the classroom discourse without guessing about the intentions of this person, but just by the interactional effects of the utterances. This will be demonstrated by Jarek’s participation in the further development of the lesson: 116 Teacher 118 Jarek 119 Teacher



122 Jarek 123 Teacher 124 Jarek



let’s try it, come to the front, seven minus zero (short break) Jarek has said something and we have to check that… come here goes to the front holds up a string of pearls in Jarek’s direction show us seven minus zero show us seven turn around to the class so that the children can see it and so that everyone can compare holds her own string of pearls up again still showing „„„{{{{{{{{{{ so seven silently counts the pearls on his string in the front of the classroom count aloud counts out on his string holding it up in the air one two three four five six seven holding the string: „„„„„„„ minus zero he drops down the end of the string he counted; shows „„„{{{{{{{{{{ is thirteen



In this sequence, Jarek demonstrates his idea seven minus zero is 13 pearls as an author. This idea is controlled by his idiosyncratic handling of the string – perhaps as a kind of cyclic object. By using the hidden black pearls (seven) for his calculation, it is obvious that he has a good knowledge of the quantitative features of the pearls. As in the offering of his solution [112], he seems very self-confident in his demonstration. Subsequently, the teacher repeats his demonstration (again as ghostee) and works out that his handling is not the allowed way of using the string of pearls. She works out that his handling refers to the term 20 - 7 (see Brandt and Krummheuer 2001). Her action confirms that the string is only an embodiment of the quantity, it is not allowable to use cyclical structures in the string (which may be the basis of Jarek's exceptional solution). But she emphasises that Jarek's demonstration is based on ‘good thinking’. This accolade for a wrong answer can be described as her
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situational contribution to the “socio-mathematical norms” (Yackel and Cobb, 1996) for this classroom in this situation: New ideas are desired though they can fail. Afterwards, the teacher holds up several quantities of pearls and each time one child restates the quantity first, followed by some addition terms fitting this quantity (mostly using the coloured partition). Thus, Jarek is the sponsor of several solutions and his first idea is the main idea of the emerging content, which develops in an increasingly experienced interaction structure. At the end of this period, the teacher holds up a string with 15 visible pearls and the teacher asks Jarek, again: 211 Jarek 212 Teacher



twenty-three minus eight very good laughs we haven’t even calculated this far, very well done, I like that



He creates a minus term, where the 15 pearls stand for the result of an abstract calculation; this is a new idea and he is the author of his response. With respect to aspects of arithmetic, the term is correct; however, it is out of the scope of the string (twenty pearls). It is assumed that Jarek already [in 112] knows about his experiment by answering seven minus zero. Jarek’s answers demonstrate his affinity with presenting new ideas, testing the borders with a high risk of error. In terms of Huber and Roth (1999), Jarek is a typical “finding” pupil. Marina’s responsibility for the emergence of shared knowledge is quite different. In the already analysed part of the lesson, she was the first one who supported Jarek's idea. She is not responsible for the idea on her own, but at least for the acceptance and confirmation of this idea. Thus, her response contributes to the stability of the developing content which conforms to the usual classroom mathematics – so it reproduces a part of the culturally formed (mathematical) cognition. This stability depends on an approved solution pattern, and not on Jarek’s innovation; also, he introduced it into the situation. So, Marina’s achievement is the identification of the approved pattern in Jarek’s responses. This insistence on approved patterns is typical of Marina’s participation and according to Huber and Roth (1999), she is a “seeking” student, which can be illustrated in more detail by the ongoing lesson: Each child receives their own string of pearls and the task reverses. The teacher is changing the demands: 256 Teacher



259 260 Teacher



forceful fourteen fourteen show fourteen pauses while the children are counting the pearls look at which table the children interrupting herself please hold up so that we can see it All children hold up their string of pearls. look yourselves, do you have the same findings at the table and compare



The teacher calls out a quantity and the children count this quantity ‘on the string’. Then each child holds up their own string – so all the children present their solution to the teacher at the same time. But the teacher delivers the responsibility for correctness back to the children: They have to compare the strings at the table [260]. Let’s have a look at Marina’s table (the following transcript sequence reproduces
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only the dispute between Marina and her neighbour Goran, so there are missing lines): 264



Marina is looking at Goran’s string of pearls. He has ten black and four pale pearls: „„„„„„„„„„{{{{ while Marina and most of the other children have chosen the inverted representation of fourteen



„„„„{{{{{{{{{{



270 Goran



no, you are forceful wrong [lines 268 and 269 belong to the teacher and other children and did not concern the dispute between Marina and Goran] looking at his string but (inaudible)



272 Marina



no, you must do it this way showing her own representation of fourteen



267 Marina



Marina’s symbolising of fourteen with the string of pearls corresponds to the demonstrations of the teacher: Each time in the past sequences of this lesson, the teacher used the pale pearls for the ten and the dark pearls for the remaining ones. So Marina imitates the teacher’s pattern. Goran modifies this pattern by reversing the colours. Marina rejects his solution. Unfortunately, Goran’s reply is inaudible. Starting with but [270], it can be assumed that he defends his solution. This assumption is supported in Marina’s repeated rejection, emphasising the colours again. Independently of the intentions of the teacher, Marina understands the actions of the teacher as an affirmation of the importance of the colours. She over-interprets the relevance of the colours. In doing so, she acts very conscientiously and this shows her general attention to the classroom discourse. This also shows her care in changing grasp patterns, too. Thus, her participation is more orientated towards supporting approved patterns. She is very concerned with holding up the ‘right patterns’. This can be backed up by another response: The teachers asks, “Why is it possible to change the summands in an addition?”, and Marina answers, “Because you told us last week!”. This confirms the findings of Huber (2001) that certainty-oriented students depend on authorities. CONCLUSION People do not have the ability to convey meaning directly to other people; for example, teacher to pupils or pupils among themselves. Instead, each person endows objects (words, mathematical symbols, signs ...) with individual meanings, and these individual meanings are negotiated as taken as shared meanings and shared cognition in interaction processes – but there is now a possibility for a direct adjustment of different individual meanings. Thus, each interaction process is tainted with a high risk of misunderstanding. To reduce this risk, everyday interaction (like classroom interaction) is affected by routines and interaction patterns as well as by re-enacting the content. But every conversation is dependent on an adequate degree of new input; otherwise it is senseless re-enactment and will be broken down (if it is not a game). So there must be some new ideas or sufficient modifications – and this is evident in learning situations, too. The analysis has demonstrated how students jointly build on each other’s ideas and how this process leads to establishing shared meanings: “Seeking” participation profiles (like Marina’s) contribute to stabilising the CERME 5 (2007)
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negotiating process, while pupils with a “finding” participation profile (like Jarek’s) encourage the vitality of negotiating processes. Considering “learning-asparticipation”, the different participation profiles of individual learners jointly form the specific “participation room” of the classroom with its specific learning opportunities for all embedded learners. The teacher is only one participant among others who decides on the balance between innovation (by “finding” pupils) and stabilisation (by “seeking pupils”) in this “participation room” but s/he has to exploit the different opportunities offered by the learners’ profiles. REFERENCES Blumer, H.: 1969, Symbolic Interactionism - Perspective and Method, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ. Brandt, B.: 2002, 'Classroom Interaction as Multi-Party-Interaction - Methodological Aspects of Argumentation'. In: J. Novotná (eds.): Proceedings of CERME 2, pp. 377-385. (http://ermeweb.free.fr/doc/CERME2_proceedings.pdf, retrieved March, 19, 2007) Brandt, B.: 2004, Kinder als Lernende, Peter Lang, Frankfurt am Main. Brandt, B.: 2006, 'Kinder als Lernende im Mathematikunterricht der Grundschule', in H. Jungwirth and G. Krummheuer (ed.), Der Blick nach Innen, Waxmann, Münster et al., pp. 19-52. Bruner, J.: 1983, Child's talk, Norton, New York et al. Bruner, J.: 1990, Acts of meaning, Harvard Univesity Press, Cambridge. Erickson, F.: 1982, 'Classroom discourse as Improvisation. Relationship between Academics Task Structure and Social Participation Structure', in L.C. Wilkinson (ed.), Communicating in the classroom, Academic Press, New York, pp 153-181. Goffman, E.: 1974, Frame analysis, Harvard University Press, Cambridge. Goffman, E.: 1981, 'Footing', in E. Goffman (ed.), Forms of Talk, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, pp. 124-150. Huber, G.L. and Roth, J.W.H.: 1999, Finden oder suchen? Huber, Schwangau. Huber, G.L.: 2001, 'Kooperatives Lernen im Kontext der Lehr-Lernformen', in C. Finkbeiner and G. Schnaitmann (ed.), Lehren und Lernen im Kontext empirischer Forschung und Fachdidaktik, Auer, Donauwörth, pp. 222-245. Knipping, C.: 2004, 'Argumentation structures in classroom proving situations', M. Mariotti, Proceedings of CERME 3, ( http://fibonacci.dm.unipi.it/~didattica/CERME3/proceedings/Groups/TG4/TG4_lis t.html, retrieved March, 19, 2007). Kovalainen, M. and Kumpulainen, K.: 2005, 'The Discursive Practice of Participation in an Elementary Classroom Community', Instrutional Science, 33, pp. 213-250.
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Krummheuer, G. and Brandt, B.: 2001, Paraphrase und Traduktion, Beltz, Weinheim. Krummheuer, G.: 2007, 'Argumentation and participation in the primary mathematics classroom.' Journal of Mathematical Behaviour, (in print) Krummheuer, G.: 1995, 'The Ethnography of Argumentation', in P. Cobb and H. Bauersfeld (ed.), The Emergence of Mathematical Meaning: Interaction in Classroom Cultures, pp. 229-270. Levinson, S.C.: 1988, 'Putting Linguistic on Proper Footing. Explorations in Goffmans Concepts of Participation', in P. Drew and A. Wootton (ed.), Erving Goffman - Exploring the Interaction Order, Polity Press, Cambridge, pp. 161-227. Mead, G.H.: 1934, Mind, self and society, University of Chicago Press, Chicago. Naujok, N.: 2000, Schülerkooperation im Rahmen von Wochenplanunterricht, Dt. Studien-Verlag, Weinheim. Sutter, T.: 1994, 'Entwicklung durch Handeln in Sinnstrukturen. Die sozial-kognitive Entwicklung aus der Perspektive eines interaktionistischen Konstruktivismus', in T. Sutter and M. Charlton (ed.), Soziale Kognition und Sinnstruktur, Bis, Bibliotheks- und Informationssystem der Universität Oldenburg, Oldenburg, pp. 23-112. Toulmin, S.E.: 1958, The uses of argument, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge. Voigt, J.: 1984, Interaktionsmuster und Routinen im Mathematikunterricht, Beltz, Weinheim, Basel. Voigt, J.: 1995, 'Thematics Pattern of Interaction an Sociomathmetical Norms', in P. Cobb and H. Bauersfeld (ed.), The Emergence of Mathematical Meaning: Interaction in Classroom Cultures, Lawrence Erlbaum, Hilldale, NJ, pp. 163-228. Yackel, E. and Cobb, P.: 1996, 'Sociomathematical Norms, Argumentation, and Autonomy in Mathematics', Journal for Research in Mathematics Education, 27(4), 458-477. i



The German transcripts include prosodic aspects of the utterances, which cannot be transferred adequately into another language (e.g. raising pitch at the end of an utterance marks a question in German language). In this paper, information from prosody are added to the comments in italic – being aware that this is an interpretation (like transcribing in general).
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MODELLING CLASSROOM DISCUSSIONS AND CATEGORIZING DISCURSIVE AND METACOGNITIVE ACTIVITIES Elmar Cohors-Fresenborg & Christa Kaune Institut für Kognitive Mathematik, Universität Osnabrück, D-49069 Osnabrück In the last fifteen years of international discussions about mathematics education, there has been an increasing drive to make metacognition a central component of mathematics teaching. In our paper, we first present the framework of DEJautomata as a mathematical model to describe the interaction between external and mental representations in discussions. Then we present a system for categorizing metacognitive activities during stepwise controlled argumentation in mathematics lessons with the categories monitoring, reflection and discursivity. Both theoretical tools will be used for the analysis of a discussion between students which deals with the problem of whether 0. 9 = 1 is true, and the interplay of external and internal mental representation of the things being said and those being meant. INTRODUCTION In the last ten years of international discussions about how to improve learning mathematics, one focus has been on students’ metacognitive activities. An overview of early approaches to research in mathematics education concerning metacognition can be found in Schoenfeld (1992). In the field of educational psychology, Boekaerts emphasised (1996, 1999) which role metacognition plays regarding self-regulated learning. In our research project „Analysis of teaching situations for the training of reflection and metacognition in mathematics teaching in forms 7 to 10 at grammar schools“ [1] we have analysed, in detail, the mechanisms which promote students’ metacognitive activities by means of video documented teaching examples. Often, the analysis of the components of metacognition is based on situations in which a mathematical problem is to be solved (e.g. Schoenfeld, 1992; De Corte et al., 2000; Kramarski & Mevarech, 2003). Therefore one important component is the planning of problem solving steps with suitable mathematical tools. On the other hand, the use of the tools has to be controlled, an analysis of the latest state of what has been achieved is necessary; a comparison with the goals set has to be made. The administration of this controlling and comparison is called monitoring. A third component is reflection on the given problem as well as on the understanding of concepts. The focus of our research is on classroom discussions, in which the understanding of concepts, the use of algebraic tools, the invention of definitions and proofs and their understanding plays an important role. One objective of metacognition is to judge the adequacy of the production of representations from ideas or to carry out the steps backwards from representation to the presumed ideas of classmates. Discursivity is a characteristic of such discussions. Deeper understanding is only possible if the CERME 5 (2007)
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monitoring and the reflection are precise. Therefore, discursivity in the discussions is needed for a classroom culture which promotes students’ metacognitive activities. In our paper we first present the framework of DEJautomata as a mathematical model to describe the interaction between external and mental representations in discussions. Then we present a system for categorizing metacognitive activities during stepwise controlled argumentation in mathematics lessons (CMDA) with the categories planning, monitoring, reflection and discursivity (Cohors-Fresenborg & Kaune, 2005). Both theoretical tools will be used for the analysis of a discussion between students (14/15 years old) in grade 9, which deals with the problem, whether 0. 9 = 1 is true. [2]. Another good example for the importance of discursivity can be found in Boero & Consogno (this volume), which is exemplified in the additional paper "Analysing a classroom discussion: alternative approaches" (this volume). MODELLING STANDING



WITH



DEJAUTOMATA



PROCESSES



OF



UNDER-



As an important component in modelling discussions we want to take in single components the process of how persons imagine other people’s ideas by understanding their talking or writing (external representations). As a metaphor (according to Lakoff, 1980), we choose the theory of DEJautomata, by means of which Rödding (1977) modelled mechanisms of social behaviour: An individual, modelled by an DEJ-automaton, receives in state s, in which the person’s knowledge has been coded with the help of the function D a piece of information i, which also includes the situation, from its environment. The D-transition produces an idea, an inner representation; the E-transition describes inner mental processes in the individual. By means of a J-transition, the individual carries out an action, e.g. passes on a piece of information to the outside, produces a (written or oral) description, an outward representation of its idea. We are now going to look at a network of two DEJ-automata:



P1 1



1



1 An external representation i is given, which serves as an input for person 1 as well as for person 2. Person 1 in state s1 forms an idea of information i with the help of D1, which leads to a P2 2 2 new state, and processes it with E1. With the help of J1, the 2 person passes a representation of E1(D1(s1, i)) on to the outside. Person 2 perceives this representation in state s2 and forms an idea of it by means of D. Moreover person 2 has – like person 1 – realized the external representation i and has formed an idea D2(s2c, i) of it with different knowledge s2c. He/she compares it with D2(s2, J1(E1(D1(s1, i)))). Let us presume that these two do not fit together and that person 2 assumes that the reasons for that do not lie in his/her own thinking processes D2 . Person 2 can now suppose that person 1 has made a mistake in the representation (mistake regarding J1) or a mistake in his/her logic when processing D1(s1, i) by E1 or that he/she has formed a misinterpretation of i (mistake regarding D1(s1, i)). The thinking about which of the cases mentioned above is plausible belongs to the field of metacognition.
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The process mentioned above describing the analysis of ideas and their representations will be shown with a hypothetical example from naïve set theory: What does it mean that two sets A and B have to be considered “together”. Person 1 gives the formal representation AˆB. Person 2 can, on one hand, suppose that a representation or writing error (J1) has occurred or, on the other hand, that person 1 has got a false idea (a combination of E1 and D1) of how the word “together” has to be expressed. Person 2 supposes in both cases that his/her own mental constructions D2(s2c, i) and D2(s2, J1(E1(D1(s1, i)))) have worked correctly. By means of a question from person 2 addressed to person 1, person 2 can exclude that a representation mistake has been made. Person 2 presumes by means of his/her own knowledge that person 1 has become a victim of the misconception that the mutual contemplation of the sets A and B in the term, which has to be constructed, have to be expressed by the logical composition “and” (instead of “or”). CATEGORIZING METACOGNITIVE AND DISCURSIVE ACTIVITIES The development of our system for categorizing metacognitive activities during stepwise controlled argumentation mathematics lessons (CMDA) started with analysing discussions in mathematics lessons concerning school algebra. This means activities concerning mathematical notations, term rewriting and solving equations. All these have in common, that single steps have to be justified by rules (theorems, definitions). The classroom discussions deal, for example, with the correctness of transformations or the justification of symbolic notations, the analysis of errors or misconceptions. But also, the question to what extent the things said (written) express the things meant can be a matter of discussion. Soon it became obvious that an extended version of CMDA, with more abstract formulations of the categories, is also useful to analyse other mathematical discussions in which argumentations are based on definite statements and controlled stepwise. CMDA consists of the categories planning, monitoring, reflection and discursivity. Each of these consists of several subcategories, which have different aspects. For each of them, it can be judged whether the activity is done by a teacher or a student. By means of these decisions, metacognitive or discursive activities of teachers and students can be categorized by one system. You will find on the next page the system without the column for planning. When analyzing a transcript we use a specific code for the (sub)categories and their aspects. This code consists of (up to) 4 characters, possibly with an additional prefix.
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The first character is the first letter of the category’s name; the second character is either “S” for student or “T” for teacher; the third character is the number of the subcategory; the fourth character is a small letter indicating the aspect of a subcategory. If a reason or an explanation is given for one activity, then the letter r is set as a prefix to the code. If it has to be indicated for one subcategory (or its aspects) that the specific activity is demanded then the letter d is set as a prefix to the code.



Colours are affiliated to the categories planning, monitoring, reflection and discursivity (except negative discursivity) and their codes. In the transcript, the code is set in the right-hand column at the level of the appropriate piece of text. The classified pieces of text are coloured, too. This supports a more general perspective when analyzing the transcripts. In a transcript, it may happen that single words or parts of a sentence belong to another category than the surrounding text. This leads, of course, to a different colour. In the special case that the classified subcategory or aspect belongs to the same category, this change cannot be made visible by colours. Therefore this part (and the code) is typed in bold letters. The pieces, where a teacher is talking, are additionally marked by under-lining. The classification of an utterance is done only according to the format. It is not considered whether the claims (for example “… there is a mistake …”) are true. For a more quantitative analysis of a transcript the given codes as well as the attached line-numbers can be transferred into a file. It enables the computing of profiles concerning metacognitive and discursive activities, both for a lesson and a teacher. For details concerning CMDA see Cohors-Fresenborg & Kaune (2005). ANALYSIS OF A TRANSCRIPT In the following, we will use the two analyzing tools which we have presented. We have chosen a transcript of a lesson (whole class teacher led) which deals with the acceptance of the validity of the equation 0. 9 = 1, or in words, that both terms are names for the same figure. This keeps causing problems to pupils of all age groups (see, for example, Tall, 1977). The extract from a transcript (on the following page) shows the struggle of a group of pupils to bring their ideas into line with the representation. Analysis with the framework of DEJautomata The starting point of the transcribed discussion mentioned above is Jens’ statement that there is no figure between 0. 9 and 1. In our analysis, this is taken as input i. Mona is person 1, who picks up this statement (D1(s1, i)) with the help of her preknowledge s1, and reflects. As a consequence “the figure that you would need in order to make zero point periodic continued nine a one” comes to her mind (she only explains this in lines 14/15). These ideas are described by E1(D1(s1, i)). She then says: “It may, however, be zero point infinite zero and then a one.“ (J1 in lines 5/6).
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The sequence of Mona’s remarks and her word choice suggest that the given figure is supposed to be the figure, which should exist. This may, however, not be the case. CERME 5 (2007)
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Her first remark (a proof would be the first laughter in line 7) or the teacher’s request (line 8) causes Mona (here we take her also as person 2, but in state s2c), to once more sort out in her mind what she said (E2(D2(s2c, J1(E1(D1(s1, i)))))). Her laughter in line 7 and her comments (lines 9/10) respectively are interpreted as an expression of having found a mistake in her long process of thinking. E2 describes a metacognitive thinking process referring to her own cognition. In the formula, this is expressed by E1. The teacher (lines 12/13) causes Mona to repeat her remarks once more. In this new situation (represented by the state s1c), Mona replies with a different formulation (J1(s1c)) “ ... If first there are many, many zeroes and then at some time or other a one ...“ (line 15/16). The process of the discussion, however, shows that she has changed her formulation, but not her opinion. We therefore take this change as a mistake in representation, (“many, many” is different to “an infinite number”) or as a variation in the representation (“many, many” with the meaning of “unlimited”, i.e. “an infinite number”). The reactions of her classmates (Suse, Juli) show that they also take Mona’s statement as a variation in representation. For further analysis, Suse is person 3. In lines 28/29, she again refers to what Mona said first of all (J1(E1(D1(s1, i))) (lines 5/6). This forms, together with the preknowledge, state s3, in which Suse notices (J3(s3) in lines 27 to 29) that this number does not really exist as you cannot put it down in writing, as there is no formal representation. If there is no formal representation of the things having been said, it cannot be of any meaning, i.e. you cannot talk about something existing. Juli refers to what Mona has said and gives a formal representation “0. 0 1“ and tries to imagine the figure represented in that way. Jens gets into the discussion on this representation level and criticises that this way of representation is not allowed as there cannot be another figure after a periodic number. This means Jens picks up the form of representation, checks its syntactic correctness and finds a syntactic error. Suse picks up Jens’ idea using the semantics of the representation: The periodic line means that there is an infinite number of zeroes, and there cannot suddenly be a one. The complete dialogue repeatedly deals with representations and ideas, with the assumptions of classmates, and which ideas other classmates might have (in the case of Mona it is even herself) when they have offered a representation. Then the classmates compare them with their own ideas. The pupils have a feeling for the fact that talking, as long as no gradual meaning can be related to the verbal constructions used, only sounds meaningful but does not really have a meaning. The question to what extent verbal constructions can constitute meaning, plays a role when terms (as name replacements) are introduced by denomination operators. Mona introduces the figure that she means by a denomination term [3]. “Well, I meant, hm, the figure that you would need in order to make zero point periodic continued nine a one” (lines 14/15). Now the question arises if the use of a denomination operator is allowed. If the things said were actually the things meant, the figure would be unambiguously defined, i.e. it would be the figure zero. Everything would be in order and the use of the denomination term would be a name replacement for the figure CERME 5 (2007)
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zero. That is, however, not meant, as mentioned above. Mona also talks about the past in lines 14/15 before she understands “…but this doesn’t exist in principle.” When she says in lines 32/33: “…but logically you could imagine it so. That it could exist.”, she presumably means “… it could verbally be formulated in that way”. As the figure does not exist, this verbal construction is not allowed “Hm, that is clear. It doesn’t work”. (line 34). Analyzing the metacognitive and discursive activities The first intervention of the teacher in line 8 has to be understood in such a way that she foresees that the expectation to put something down in a formal representation, where syntax and semantics are clearly defined, causes a gradual construction of meaning and mere talking becomes obvious. For such a type of intervention, we have constructed category dRT5e. In line 9 Mona controls the mistakes in her argumentation (MS4c). Then she detects a conflict between internal and external representation (rRS7). The teacher assumes that some students may have difficulties in following the argumentation. In lines 12/13 of her intervention, she ensures the basis of the conversation (dDT2c). She repeats Mona’s sentence (line 13) as a basis for further reasoning (DT2d). In lines 14/15 Mona repeats her preceding statement (DS2c). Only this precise formulation enables Mona’s following monitoring process: Up to now, she has only said that you can’t write down this figure (MS4c); she formulates in line 16 that this figure doesn’t exist. This is a monitoring of her own reasoning (MS8c). For discursivity in classroom culture, it is necessary that the students themselves practise monitoring of their formulations, such as controlling of terminology and notation, because their classmates have to refer precisely to what has been said in their contributions (e.g. MS8 in lines 2/3, 7, 16, 18, 40/41). From a content orientated point of view, we have to remark that the students’ discussion deals with two “figures”: On one hand, Jens (in lines 1-4) and Suse (in lines 24-28) both talk about a figure between 0. 9 and 1; on the other hand, Mona (in lines 5/6, 9/10, 14-16) and Suse (in lines 18-21) both talk about a figure which describes the distance between 0. 9 and 1. As Mona says in line 5 “there is a figure”, although she talks about the distance, this utterance is marked as “negative discursivity” by DS5d (non commented change of meaning of a word). The role of a teacher, who will promote discursivity in classroom culture, is to monitor the discourse concerning the difference between what is said (written) and what is meant, because he / she has to ensure that all students share the same conversation basis. In the case of discrepancy he / she has to intervene; otherwise there is only talking and not a goal-led discussion among the students or a lot of misunderstandings will arise. In this scene, the teacher makes four interventions: Two of them follow this demand (dRT5e in line 8, dDT2c in line 12 and DT2d in line 13). The third intervention (line 22) is marked as “negative discursivity” by DS5c, because her statement doesn’t refer to the things said : there are not “two positions”, but the students talk about different numbers. The forth intervention (line 35) is for classroom management only. CERME 5 (2007)
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If there is an utterance in which, beside the categories “monitoring” or “reflection”, an additional category “discursivity” is also applicable, we have introduced the possibility of double categorizing, which is marked in the text by green underline points (e. g. lines 36/37 and 45). As an outcome of this scene, the students detect that no “figure” exists to describe the distance between 0. 9 and 1. With this insight the tool “formal representation” which leads in a first step to “0. 0 1“ is important. This is rejected by a syntactical argument (line 38). In the following step the formal object “ 0.01 ” is created (in line 43) and attached with a meaning afterwards (line 44). Then they detect (lines 44/45) that “this would not be the figure Mona meant”. SUMMARY In this paper we have shown that formalisation can be used as a tool to precisely analyse different aspects of language and communication in learning. The formalizations force one to decide precisely what is meant. By using the framework “network of DEJautomata”, the structure of discussions and the interplay between external and internal representation are detected. Additionally, by using the CMDA, the different Jtransitions and hypothetical Dor Etransitions can be categorized, if they are followed by a verbalisation or a gesture. All together, this methodology allows a deeper understanding of classroom discussions and gives hints to measure the teaching quality, used in the evaluation process of teaching and classroom culture. NOTES 1. The project is supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft under reference Co96/5-1. 2. For further use of the theoretical framework of DEJautomata for analyzing transcripts see Cohors-Fresenborg et al. (2001), and of the CMDA see Cohors-Fresenborg et al. (2005), and Kaune (2006). CMDA is developed and used for analyzing math lesson in naturalistic settings in grades 113. 3. The concept “denomination operator” has been introduced by Whitehead & Russel (1910, pp. 173-186) together with an analysis of its ambiguity. As the students have been taught according to the Osnabrück Curriculum (Cohors-Fresenborg, 2001) they are familiar with the thoughts about denomination operators (“definite article“) (Cohors-Fresenborg, Griep, & Kaune, 2003, pp. 51-52). In the analyzed scene the question, What does “this figure” mean?, is essential for understanding.
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THE LANGUAGE OF FRIENDSHIP: DEVELOPING SOCIOMATHEMATICAL NORMS IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL CLASSROOM Julie-Ann Edwards School of Education, University of Southampton, UK This paper reports on a study of friendship groups as they learned mathematics in small groups in a secondary school classroom. It examines the role that discussions between friends have on their ability to negotiate taken-as-shared meanings (or sociomathematical norms). Transcripts of peer talk in a low attaining group of 14-15 year olds are analysed for evidence of the sociomathematical norms which were found in a study by Cobb et al (1995) with 6-8 year olds. Findings suggest that similar negotiations are evident, despite the differences in age, but that an additional sociomathematical norm related to mathematical efficiency in written communication is identified. The focus of this paper is a socioconstructivist analysis of students’ talk rather than a sociolinguistic analysis. THE NATURE OF FRIENDSHIP The study of friendship is undertaken in three fields of study – anthropology, psychology and sociology. Each offers its own perspective on the nature and function of friendships. Despite the multitude of studies, Allan (1996) notes that there is a lack of firmly agreed and socially acknowledged criteria for what makes a person a friend. From an anthropological perspective, Pahl (2000) offers a definition of friendship which fits the research setting described here: Friendship is a relationship built upon the whole person and aims at a psychological intimacy, which in this limited form makes it, in practice, a rare phenomenon, even though it may be more widely desired. It is a relationship based on freedom and is, at the same time, a guarantor of freedom. A society in which this kind of relationship is growing and flourishing is qualitatively different from a society based on the culturally reinforced norms of kinship and institutional roles and behaviour (pp163-4).



Bell and Coleman (1999) similarly argue an anthropological stance that a Western view of friendship is a matter of choice and that “friendship becomes a special relationship between two equal individuals involved in a uniquely constituted dyad” (p8). However, the research undertaken here is with friendship groups of between three and six individuals. Allan (1989) suggests that even in the dyadic context, friendships are a matter of opportunity, dependent on class, gender, age, ethnicity and geography. This is reflected in the discussions amongst friends in the research study. In psychological studies, there is a linking of developmental stages in friendship with Piagetian stages of development. For example, in developing notions of empathy and the ability to see the point of view of another, Erwin (1993) outlines Selman’s (1980) model of the stages of development in ‘role-taking’. Note that this ‘role-taking’ is different from that related to work in groups. I outline the final two of five stages, as
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these pertain best to the age of the students in the study in this paper. Selman’s fourth stage is called ‘Mutual role-taking’ and occurs at approximately 10-12 years of age. This involves the child in being able to recognise the relationship of their own perspective to that of another and in appreciating that others are also aware of their perspective. The fifth stage, ‘Social and conventional system role-taking’, begins between 12 to 15 years and continues into adulthood. This is when general social considerations, rules and norms are taken into account and reflected upon. The complexity and subjectivity of other people are recognised, as are their consistent patterns of personality and behaviour. Given the age of the students in this wider study (11-15 years), it is expected that these two stages will be evident in the discussions. Sociological studies examine the impact of friendships on individuals and in social contexts. Adams and Allan (1998) state that friendships cannot happen in a social or economic vacuum: Relationships have a broader basis than the dyad alone; they develop anad endure within a wider complex of interacting influences which help to give each relationship its shape and structure. If we are to understand fully the nature of friendships, these relationships need to be interpreted from a perspective which recognises the impact of this wider complex (pp2-3).



Gottman and Parker (1986) describe the particular social skills which are developed within friendships. The final six of these are: conform, cooperate and compete take risks develop communication skills develop negotiation skills and tact resolve conflicts develop shared meanings for group interaction (p282)



These six skills are particularly relevant to the study of friendships in mathematics classrooms. In other studies of young children working in friendship groups, these skills are similarly identified. Schneider (2000) reports Nelson and Aboud’s (1985) study which found that friends explained their opinions and criticised their partners more often than non-friends. They argued that “higher levels of disagreement led to more cognitive change than did compliance” and concluded that “friends who experience conflict undergo more social development than non-friends do in conflict” (p76). The reasons given for this were that friends were likely to alter their opinion in favour of the more mature solution, whereas in non-friend pairs, either in the pair was likely to change their opinion. This has implications for friends working in groups in mathematics classrooms, as there may be a parallel in friends opting for the more mathematically different, mathematically sophisticated, mathematically efficient or mathematically elegant solution, whereas non-friends may not do so as readily.
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RESEARCH ON SOCIOMATHEMATICAL NORMS In order to explain the nature and development of sociomathematical norms in classrooms, I intend to focus on the work of six researchers (three American and three German), undertaking research from psychological and sociological perspectives on the same data collected over a period of 10 weeks in second and third-grade (6-8 year olds) US classrooms during a year-long classroom experiment in inquiry-based classrooms. Bauersfeld, Cobb, Krummheuer, Voigt, Wood and Yackel, define the study as a ‘teaching experiment classroom’. Lessons typically consisted of a teacher-led introduction to a problem as a whole class activity, cooperative small-group work in pairs, and follow-up whole class discussion where children explain and justify solutions to each other. Recordings were taken of all small-group sessions and whole-class discussions on an arithmetic topic and these tapes were analysed. Small-group interactions were analysed on the basis of their “taken-as-shared” mathematical meanings that were established within the group (Cobb 1995). The teacher actively guided this establishing process. Cobb describes small-group norms as including: explaining one’s mathematical thinking to the partner, listening to and attempting to make sense of the partner’s explanations, challenging explanations that do not seem reasonable, justifying interpretations and solutions in response to challenges, and agreeing on an answer and, ideally, a solution method (p 104)



Interactions between children were identified as univocal explanation (in which one child assumed the authoritative position) or multivocal explanation (in which explanations and solutions were joint). A definition of authority was only accepted if the non-authoritative child accepted the authority of the other. Some children found multivocal explanations difficult because they had not established a ‘taken-as-shared’ basis for their discussion. However, only multivocal explanation was considered productive in its outcome. Direct collaboration, in which roles were assigned to meet the desired outcome, was deemed non-productive. Indirect collaboration, in which children appeared to be working independently whilst talking aloud, was considered productive because children found what each other were saying significant for them at the time. These six authors assert that in a mathematical environment, the social norms that are interactively established in groups in any setting take on particular features specific to mathematics. These were recognised from tape recordings of lessons by identifying regularities in the patterns of social interactions. The authors argue that, whilst children should be challenging each other’s thinking and justifying their own thinking in any area of the curriculum, in mathematics there are particular norms set up within groups as to what is taken-as-shared meaning about acceptable mathematical explanation and justification. The premise upon which sociomathematical norms are established is that children understand that the basis for explanation is mathematical rather than status-based
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(e.g. explaining for authority). Yackel and Cobb (1996) argue that these norms are established in stages of development. The first is explaining as a description of procedure, i.e. instructing how to do an act; the second is explaining as describing actions on a real (mathematical) object; the third is accepting this second stage as an object of reflection and deciding if it is valid for others. These can be interpreted as stages of computation, conceptual explanation and reflective action. This exploration of a sociomathematical norm as determining an acceptable mathematical explanation serves to illustrate other sociomathematical norms identified. These include what counts as mathematically different, mathematically sophisticated, mathematically efficient and mathematically elegant. In negotiating sociomathematical norms, children become increasingly autonomous, the authors argue. They provide evidence of increased learning opportunities through listening and challenging the explanations of others. I argue that friendship groups in mathematics classrooms of 11-15 year olds, in particular, offer the opportunities for these sociomathematical norms to be negotiated effectively. The following, from a study of friendship groups, offers evidence for the stages of developing sociomathematical norms and suggests differences because of the relative ages of student participants in the study. THE STUDY OF FRIENDSHIP GROUPS Students in this study (Edwards, 2003) attended an inner-city comprehensive secondary girls’ school of 1087 students in the south of England. This population represented a full social and ethnic mix, with the majority of girls of white background, though there is a significant minority of 22% Asian girls and a total ethnic minority of 28%. The department operated a problem-solving curriculum based on the activities of the Graded Assessment in Mathematics (GAIM) project. These activities were introduced as a whole-class discussion, with students and teacher making possible suggestions for routes for exploration. Most of the subsequent work was in small groups of two to six students, though the class was sometimes drawn together at various points to enable a student to explain a discovery or the teacher to make a teaching point from something that has arisen. The teacher circulated amongst the small groups, supporting thinking, and assisting the direction of the activity. Small-group organisation was on a self-selected friendship basis but some groups were reorganised or split if they become mathematically unproductive. Audio-recordings of whole-class and small-group interactions were taken over a period of eight weeks for a high attaining Year 9 group (13-14 year olds) for all lessons covering two GAIM activities. A low attaining Year 10 class (14-15 year olds) was recorded for some of its lessons over a period of two weeks using the same GAIM activity undertaken by a middle attaining Year 7 class (11-12 year olds) and this Year 7 class was recorded over the same period of time. The recordings were
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taken in the third term of schooling when these groups had been working together for approximately 24 school weeks. Evidence from a Year 10 group is presented here. EVIDENCE FROM WORK IN FRIENDSHIP GROUPS The full transcript of the lesson for F, R and Z (Year 10) from which this example is taken gives strong evidence for the three levels of establishing sociomathematical norms for mathematical explanation. Their levels of questioning and understanding develop from procedural through conceptual to bordering on reflective. F, R and Z are completing an activity in which they are agreeing a solution for finding the number of possible half time scores for a Hockey match, given any final score. Initially, they focus on procedure: Z Now two times three .. R two times one is two Z Yeah F Add two...... R add four Z Yeah, both those ... equals six …two add two .. two times two is four, is it ..? Yeah Add that, add that is nine … two times three is six .. Oh, maybe not R Yeah but that’s not ... that’s the unacceptable one, innit. Z I’ll just see this one R I’ll ask her. Miss? (T arrives) T two times one is two Z Is it that, Miss, look … two times one is two, add two, add two, equals six … two times two is four add that add that is nine …What am I doing about ..? two times three is six Oh that doesn’t work But it does work over here …three times one is three add that add that equals eight T Does it work for this one?



Later, after an intervention from the teacher, they then focus on the reasons why they need to have the solution they have derived. This demonstrates the conceptual level described by Yackel and Cobb (ibid). T Think about why you need to add one each time ... What have you got there? Z Four sets of group, um, four sets of goals, ohh R I know Miss Z What is it? R We can add one to 0 to get our next .. things and then one, to .. you add another one to one to get two F Yeah but why? The reason why, not what you do
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R Yeah, why, right What she’s asking us this bit, yeah, why do we need to add one to that. The reason is that we need to add one to that first to get that F Which means, in many more words, is you need to add one to get your answer. R No Z But she said why didn’t she R That ain’t the answer. That ain’t the answer. That’s not answer. F No, but the answer to why .. is why you have to add one to get the answer R Is because you add one



The final stage of this development of sociomathematical norms is demonstrated clearly when these girls are considering the impact of the written communication of their solution. They are writing the reason why they needed to add one to each number in their solution: Half time scores = (n+1) x (y+1). They are attempting to write their verbal description of needing to add one each time because they are including zero in the total. Although they are not at the stage of fully reflecting on this communication, they are at the stage of recognising its impact and importance. They are using their explanation as an object for a focus for activity. F The .. reason .. why .. you .. add .. one ...



[as she writes]



R To what .. what do we add one to? F Add ... one ... Z To .. F Add one, right, to each goal R To each set F Yeah, to each goal number R To .. each .. goal .. number ...



[writing]



Z Is .. because .. F Because .. Z If it was .. F Because .. hang on .. because we started off with zero R We always included zero F Because .. we .. start .. off .. with .. zero .. and we have to add one all the time. That’s it Z Because we start off with zero and what? F We have to .. add R Zero. Have you got ... Z What?
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F Add ... include zero R And we need to add one F And we have to add one R We have to move .. to goals Z To make it up to another number, add one R No, later on .. Cos it’s the next .. F We have to add on zero, start with the zero because



At this point they are confused about the difference between adding on zero and starting with zero. However, the continued extract shows that this confusion is only a function of the writing as, between the three students, they sort out an acceptable written explanation. Z Start off with zero F Because .. Z Zero, and to add on another number R One, add one because .. Z Read that F Add one to the set of goals, hang on, we .. add .. one .. to .. the .. set .. of .. goals .. because .. R We need to move onto the next one ... F Because we started .. R We need to go onto the next number F With .. Z Yeah F Zero Zero [reading] We add one to the set of goals because we started with zero and .. Z We need to go onto the next number F We .. need .. to .. move .. on .. to ..the .. next .. number .. which .. is ..what .. we .. started .. with. What do you think of that?



These low attaining Year 10 girls who are working towards their algebraic solution: Half time scores = (n+1) x (y+1) know that they are refining their mathematical efficiency through symbolism. This provides an example of a different sociomathematical norm being established than those identified by Yackel and Cobb and is similarly identified in the Year 7 and Year 9 groups. Although this is not an example suggested by Yackel and Cobb, I believe that it is, equally, an example of a sociomathematical norm at this age level because the students establish a taken-asshared meaning for this important element of communicating mathematics. The reason it may not be identified in Yackel and Cobb’s work is because their research
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was done with elementary school children where written recording of work may not be a focus of activity. Talking aloud is a significant and prevalent feature of all the groups studied. Noddings (1990) suggests that the level of elaboration required by talking aloud forced the student to concentrate on the problem. In the extract above, the teacher was not present during most of the time these students talked aloud as they wrote their solutions. However, the extent to which the purpose of talking aloud, in this case, is to keep them focused on the problem is debatable. I believe the purpose is related more to refining their own constructions of the solution. The development of explanation and justification is an essential component of group work if students are to benefit from the trust established in friendships. In all the recordings there is a drive by group participants to generate a solution that they knew would work. Much of this knowing comes from questioning each other, arguing and justifying decisions to each other. Throughout the recordings there is also evidence of enjoyment in the form of laughter about mathematical situations that arise and a gentle banter about own performance or ability or that of another’s. Rodgers (1995) argues in support of this enjoyment when she says “All the evidence points to the fact that the use of humour and laughter are very useful in dissipating the tensions created by learning difficulties” (p 36). The familiarity of friends in the context of mathematics groupings is a mechanism by which tensions relating to mathematics are more easily addressed (Edwards, 2004). DISCUSSION The sociomathematical norms identified in this study are almost all based on mathematical explanation, as are those of Cobb et al in their study. Norms of mathematical difference, mathematical sophistication, and mathematical elegance are not identified, though examples of mathematical efficiency in communicating are identified in the older age groups. The difference in age groups in this study and that of Yackel and Cobb raise issues of comparability. The level of mathematical language used in secondary classrooms is already more sophisticated than that in elementary classrooms. This makes analysis of small group talk to determine whether the group is establishing taken-as-shared meaning about mathematical sophistication more complex. Similarly, the complexity of the problems posed in each of the studies is very different, and this has repercussions for the level of language used and thence the type of sociomathematical norms which will be established. It also makes the norms more difficult to identify. However, the norms in this study were consistently identifiable over three age groups at the secondary level. It is interesting that, in the most established friendship groups (Year 10), negotiations of sociomathematical norms were found to be as equally identifiable as in the less established working groups (Year 7 and Year 9). Whilst Cobb et al assert that there is
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mathematical specificity to any sociomathematical norms that are interactively established in groups in any setting, it may well be the case that these norms may also be context specific and therefore generate a need for groups to establish new takenas-shared meanings in each of these contexts. Thus, established friendship groups are combining a mutually shared understanding of some established sociomathematical norms but, in a new mathematical context, are needing to generate and negotiate new norms. Since the study undertaken by Cobb et al was in a classroom where the teacher and class were undergoing a change in pedagogy and methodology towards social constructivism, it would be possible that the sociomathematical norms established in these conditions may not apply to a classroom where this mode of working is already an established norm. However, there is sufficient evidence in this small study to contradict this assumption. Indeed, a further sociomathematical norm was identified which I shall term mathematical evidence. This is demonstrated by the taken-as-shared meanings for the effective written communication of mathematical understanding. Friendship groups appear to provide the necessary conditions for students to successfully challenge and justify ideas. The evidence to confirm Nelson and Aboud’s (ibid) findings that friendships offer an environment in which learning leads to greater cognitive change for social situations may be transferable to mathematical learning. This is confirmed by Zarjac and Hartup (1997) who found that friends were better co-learners than non-friends. Whilst there is evidence in the Year 10 example in the study described here, the wider evidence from all three age groups confirms that friends are deferring to the more acceptable and efficient mathematical explanations. REFERENCES Adams, R and Allan, G (1998) Placing Friendship in Context, Cambridge, CUP Allan, G (1989) Friendship: Developing a sociological perspective, Hemel Hempstead, Harvester Wheatsheaf Allan, G (1996) Kinship and Friendship in Modern Britain, Oxford, OUP Bell, S and Coleman, S (1999) The Anthropology of Friendship:enduring themes and future possibilities. In Bell, S and Coleman, S (Eds) The Anthropology of Friendship, London, Berg Cobb, P (1995) Mathematical Learning and Small-Group Interaction: Four Case Studies. In Cobb, P and Bauersfeld, H (Eds) The Emergence of Mathematical Meaning: Interaction in Classroom Cultures, Hillsdale NJ, Lawrence Erlbaum Associates Edwards, J (2003) Mathematical Reasoning in Collaborative Small Groups: the role of peer talk in the secondary school classroom, Unpublished PhD thesis, University of Southampton
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THE USE OF A SEMIOTIC MODEL TO INTERPRET MEANINGS FOR MULTIPLICTION AND DIVISION Marie Therese Farrugia University of Malta One important aspect of mathematics education is for teachers to share meanings for mathematical words with their pupils. I was interested in exploring how a meaning for a word may be rendered clear in primary mathematics classrooms, and in order to interpret ‘clarity of meaning’, I used a semiotic model which I developed by building on a model offered by Steinbring (1997, 2002). In this paper, I explain the development of the model. Using data I collected from a Grade 3 classroom (7 to 8year-olds), I illustrate the possible application of the model by discussing sharing of meaning for multiplication and division in terms of semiotic chains. INTRODUCTION One important aspect of mathematics education is that pupils come to use and understand meanings for mathematical vocabulary. Mercer (2000) stated that teachers introduce their pupils to technical vocabulary by using the words in contexts that make their meanings clear. As part of a doctoral project I conducted in Malta, wherein I focussed on mathematical language, I wished to qualify what rendered meaning ‘clear’ as teachers attempted to ‘share’ meanings for words with their pupils. My assumption regarding the teaching/learning process was that pupils appropriate a meaning for words as they participate (overtly or silently) in the discourse that is particular to the mathematics classroom. Hence, I considered ‘meaning’ in the sense of how a word was used in relation to other words and pictures and/or notation. Hence, I interpreted ‘shared meaning’ in terms of a similarity between statements offered in the classroom by the teacher, and explanations offered by the pupils afterwards. I did not expect pupils’ expression of meaning to be an exact replication of what had been said in the classroom, but allowed for some variation in the way meanings were expressed. As stated by Chapman (2003), similar ideas can be expressed through different semantic terms. I felt the need of an analytic tool that would allow me to discuss meaning and in particular wished to consider more theoretically the notion of ‘clarity’ of meaning. I turned to a consideration of sign systems or semiotics, since this was in line with the social perspective that I adopted in my study. In this paper, I explain my development of a semiotic model and offer illustrations of its use. I reflect on ‘clarity’ by using the model to interpret instances of successful and unsuccessful sharing of meaning.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SEMIOTIC MODEL AS A TOOL Generally speaking, a ‘sign’ is something that stands for something else in the sense of X represents Y (Tobin, 1990). Various things can be considered signs, including art, writing, diagrams, pictures, counting systems, algebraic symbols and even language itself (Vygotsky, 1981). Steinbring (1997) considered numbers as mathematical signs and stated that meanings for mathematical concepts emerge through an interplay between signs, or symbols, and objects, or reference contexts. He suggested that this relationship could be represented by the following diagram: OBJECT / REFERENCE CONTEXT



SIGN /SYMBOL



CONCEP



Figure 1 Steinbring’s (1997, 2002) epistemological triangle



As an example of a triad, Steinbring (2002) offered ‘3’ as a sign/symbol, diagrams of three apples / balls as a reference context and ‘elementary number concept’ as the third component. In another example, Steinbring gave the respective elements as: 2, a unit square with a diagonal marked in, and ‘aspect of the concept of real numbers’ (Steinbring, 1997). Steinbring (ibid) considered that the notation functions as a sign because it represents the object in some respect. For example, the symbol 3 refers to the numerosity of the set of balls and not to say, their colour or shape. For the benefit of young children, the reference context is often a real life context or a picture, but Steinbring (1997, 2005) stated that the empirical character of knowledge can be increasingly replaced by diagrams or other sign systems in order that relational connections are set up. Furthermore, Steinbring (2002) suggested that a sequence of ‘triangles’ can be drawn up to illustrate the development of a child’s interpretations. Figure 1 above served as a starting point for a model I devised, shown below in Figure 2. Reference context



Sign



Object of discussion + familiar words



Mathematical word



Meaning



Meaning for word



Figure 2 My own semiotic model
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I retained the label ‘sign’ but considered that it might also be a mathematical word, since in my study I had a particular interest in mathematical vocabulary. I replaced Steinbring’s label ‘concept’ with the word ‘meaning’. This was because while Steinbring had considered number relationships, I wished to consider words that denoted a variety of notions: properties (e.g. irregular), actions (e.g. measure) and even words that served a referential role (e.g. x-axis). I do not normally refer to these as ‘concepts’, a term I reserve for relationships such as multiplication (which in fact I discuss in this paper). I considered a reference context to incorporate both an object and ‘familiar words’. Wertsch (1985) explained that any situation, event or object has many possible interpretations and speech serves to impose a particular interpretation. Hence, I suggest that an object serves its purpose in the development of mathematical ideas thanks to what is rendered salient through language. So for example, when handling a 10 cents coin, a teacher might use language to direct attention to the number on a coin in order to lend meaning to the word value. The choice of this language can be contrasted to other alternatives that would draw attention to the images on the coin, its thickness, the material it is made of and so on. Hence, I considered the reference context to be an object together with accompanying language. RESEARCH METHOD The general design of my data collection was to observe and video-record a number of lessons (34 hours in all) in two primary school classrooms (Grades 3 and 6, ages 78 and 9-10 respectively, in a girls’ school). I focused on parts of the lessons where topic-related vocabulary was used, transcribing these parts and noting how the words were introduced and used. After the lessons, I interviewed six pupils per class, per topic, regarding their understanding of the selected mathematical words. In this paper, I discuss an aspect of the Grade 3 topic ‘Multiplication and Division’. (At this point I must mention that the lessons were carried out in the participants’ second language, English. Although this situation constituted an important part of my main project, it is beyond the scope of this paper to reflect on this aspect. In this paper I focus on the general approach taken by the teacher. Furthermore, during the interviews, the pupils tended to code-switch between Maltese and English since, in Malta, mathematical vocabulary is retained in English. Again, I will not discuss this aspect here, but consider meaning as expressed through the two languages. For the benefit of a nonMaltese reader, I have translated Maltese speech and printed it in a bold font when presenting transcriptions).
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APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TO INTEPRET SHARING OF MEANING Multiplication and division as procedures The Grade 3 teacher reported that the pupils had learned the multiplication tables in the previous Grade. Indeed, the girls could already recite these in the form of, say, “one three is three, two threes are six, three threes are nine …” or “three, six, nine …” while opening up fingers, one at a time. The teacher’s aim was for the pupils to now apply the tables to ‘situations’. My observations and interviews indicated that over the week, the pupils came to consider the words multiply, multiplication and times to be closely associated, and similarly the words divide and division (all words were new to the pupils except times). These groups of words were respectively used in relation to the notations m ¯ n and x ÷ y, the solutions of which were found by reciting the tables. For example, the answer to 4 ¯ 3 (or 3 ¯ 4, the teacher and pupils used these interchangeably) was recognised as “four threes are TWELVE”; for 12 ÷ 3, the answer was found as “FOUR threes are twelve”. Each time, four fingers were opened up. I concluded that the girls had learnt a meaning for multiplying and dividing as procedures. However, I was also interested in examining whether concepts for multiplication and division had been successfully shared with the pupils, in the sense of multiplication as repeated addition of similar sets of items, and division as repeated subtraction or formation of equal groupings. I found that while the pupils expressed appropriate meanings for multiplication, this did not appear to be the case for division. I consider each in turn. Successful semiotic chaining for multiplication The following excerpts illustrate that the pupils I interviewed recognised multiplication as a relationship between a number of similar sets and the ‘size’ of each set. For example: Sandra: In multiplication, you don’t keep doing six plus six, plus six (opens three fingers, one at a time). You just multi-, you just multi- … three tim- … multiply by six and you get the answer. Kelly: (Points to a textbook picture of two three-legged monsters). Now here is two monsters. And they have three legs [each]. Now you to find, to times … because there are two monsters, and then you count the legs (…) and you write them here (touches the notation she herself had written in pencil 2 ¯ 3 = 6) and … then you write the answer.



I suggest that the pupils’ success in offering appropriate explanations was due to the fact that this particular meaning for multiplication as repeated addition had been ‘clearly’ expressed through the classroom interaction. For example: (The class is looking at a textbook page showing monsters with three legs each). Teacher: Every monster has three legs each. Now in the first set of monsters there are four of them. Now each one has three legs. So I have 3 legs, 3 legs, 3 legs, 3 legs. (Opens 4 fingers in turn).I can count: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 … Or else we said in our first lesson we can…? What can we do?
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Petra: Teacher:



Jane: Teacher: Pupils: Teacher:



Petra? Three times four. Very good. We can MULTIPLY instead of having a repeated addition. Instead of adding three plus three, plus three, plus three (writes notation 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 on the board), what can I do? I can group all this (draws a large oval around the notation)… Each monster has three legs. So instead of adding three for four times, what can I do? Three times four. I multiply three by four. (Writes 3¯4 on the board). And how many legs is that? Twelve! (Completes equation on board: 3¯4 = 12). We could count the legs, but I would like to see this multiplication (touches notation on board).



The initial reference context consisted of monster pictures and the language ‘Each monster has three legs’, ‘three legs, three legs …’. The language used led the pupils to give a quantitative interpretation to the pictures, unlike other possible statements such as ‘The monsters are happy’ or ‘Are they wearing shoes?’ The language drew attention to similar groupings, hence establishing a meaning for repeated addition as similar groupings. This was represented by the sign 3 + 3 + 3 + 3. This same notation was then used as part of a new reference context. The language used now drew attention to the four-fold presence of the number 3 and suggested an interpretation for multiplication notation as an alternative to addition notation. This was offered by way of the words ‘instead of’, ‘three for four times’ and ‘repeated addition’. A chain of meaning can be illustrated as in Figure 3 overleaf. Although the recitation of the ‘table’ is not evident in the above transcript, I also include the procedure of multiplying in the diagram in order to show how the word multiply (which was closely associated with the word multiplication by both teacher and pupils on several occasions) came to express more than the simple recall of the Tables. Throughout the week, I noted several instances for which part, or all, of a similar diagram could have been drawn, albeit using different items, numbers and variations of language. For this and other examples, I considered that meaning was rendered clear thanks to the ‘proximity’ of the language and the pictures/notation, in the sense that to what the language was referring was evident. Hence, taken together, the language and objects offered a supportive reference context thus ‘gluing’ (Hewitt, 2001) the words multiply and multiplication with the mathematical idea of repeated addition. A concept for division as the formation of equal groups One interpretation of division is the formation of sets of a given quantity. A diagram parallel to Figure 3 is possible for x items being grouped into sets of y. The diagram would include the notation x – y – y – y …. and x ÷ y, supporting language (‘y buns in each bag’, ‘groups’, ‘How many in each set?’, ‘repeated subtraction’ etc.) and the words divide / division. The teacher did, in fact, use the words groups/grouping
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Similar groupings addition



Meaning



as



Sign



Multiplication as an alternative for repeated addition



Meaning



Instead of, easier way, repeated addition



3+3+3+3



Reference context Sign



3 ¯4



Multiply as recitation of the ‘table’ of 3 (procedure)



Meaning



One three is three, two threes… …



Reference context multiply



Sign
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Figure 3 Semiotic chaining for multiplication (diagram adapted from Merttens and Kirkby, 1999)



Each monster has three legs
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several times, and also used the expression repeated subtraction. However, the pupils I interviewed at no time gave an explanation for division that considered the formation of equal sets of items. Rather, I noted three types of explanations: division as a procedure, grouping as a sharing activity, and ‘repeated subtraction’ as x – x – x – x … The following excerpts illustrate these types of explanations. Ramona: You’ll have eleven, and you do divide b- b- divide by three equals … and the answer comes smaller. Maria: [Grouping is] when you’ve got eight dolls and you share them. And so I’ll have to share them between two [girls] and they have to be enough [to go round] for everyone. Sandra: [Repeated subtraction] means if you have three minus three, minus three, minus three … (trails off).



By examining the classroom interaction, I noted that unlike multiplication situations, for which a common element across all the situations presented had been a repeated quantity, division situations presented were very diverse. Furthermore, the reference contexts offered by the teacher appeared not to be supportive enough due to the choice of language used in conjunction with pictures/notations. I give three examples as illustrations. One activity carried out was related to a textbook diagram showing a kangaroo jumping in threes on a horizontal number line, with each hop marked with an arc. The first exercise had focused on multiplication (“find what number the kangaroo lands on if he jumps 4 hops”), while the second exercise was intended as division, where pupils had to find how many hops were needed to land on 9, 15 etc. As this latter exercise progressed, the teacher wrote the following notation on the board: 11.



9 ÷ 3 = 3 hops



12.



30 ÷ 3 = 10



13.



21 ÷ 3 = 7



She then explained to the class: In the division, the number look, becomes SMALLER. See? (She runs her finger down the quotients column - 3, 10, 7 - then up the dividends column 21, 30, 9). It always becomes smaller because we are dividing, grouping … It is a repeated subtraction.



I myself was able to interpret the gesture to mean that say, 3 was less than 9, 10 less than 30 etc. The teacher later told me that she had mentioned subtraction in the hope that the pupils would associate subtraction and division in that, as she stated, they both ‘made smaller’. However, I suggest that the link between subtraction and division was not expressed clearly since it was not perceptually evident to what the teacher’s language referred. The repeated subtraction notation 9 -3 - 3 - 3 = 0 was not used nor did the situation imply anything ‘taken away’. The only ‘repeated’ things were the divisor 3 and the symbols ÷ and = present in each example. As the teacher
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moved her finger down and up the numbers, no obvious pattern of something getting smaller could be perceived. Although ‘groups’ of 3 were implied in the diagram, the kangaroo was shown jumping ‘up’ the number line; a more helpful representation for division as repeated subtraction would have been the kangaroo jumping ‘down’ i.e. right to left. In another exercise, the pupils worked out how many 5p coins were needed to buy stamps of 30p, 45p etc. The first example dealing with a 30p stamp was shown on the book as ‘30p ÷ 5p = 6’. The teacher encouraged the girls to use the same format for the other examples, and to use the ‘Tables’ to find the answers. The teacher talk included “we’re going to give it to the post office in 5 pence coins”, “we are grouping the 5 pence coins”. Although the teacher may have wished to infer that the five pence coins embodied a ‘group’ of five 1p values, no items had actually been grouped. One situation that offered potential to interpret division as formation of groups was a word problem as follows: “Mick has 20 cans to pack. 5 cans go in each box. How many boxes?” The language of the story sum and an adjacent picture showing the situation gave a sense of the action taking place. The classroom interaction proceeded as indicated below. I’m going to act it out (...) How many cans has he got? (makes a gesture indicating putting things together and putting them aside). Pupil: Twenty. Teacher: Twenty. Now they do not fit all in one box. He takes five of them and puts them in a box (Place hands close together and mimics putting something aside. This gesture is done four times as the teacher talks). [So] Five in one box, another five in a box, another five in a box, another five in a box. We want to know how many boxes we need. Annemarie? Annemarie: (Silent). Teacher: (Repeats above explanations and gestures). What is happening here? Annemarie: Grouping. [NOTE: here the pupil is prompted the teacher’s gesture, which she always used when uttering the word “grouping”]. Teacher: How many boxes do I need? Petra: Four. Teacher: Four. How did you work that out? Petra: Five, ten, fifteen, twenty (opens four fingers out in turn). Teacher: [So] we already know the answer. Now I would like to work it out with a ‘statement’ and a division (touches the ‘statement’ and notation ‘45 ÷ 5’ had been written on the board for a previous, but very different, story sum). Nadia: “Five cans equals one box; twenty cans equals how many?” Teacher: (Writes Nadia’s suggested ‘statement’ on the whiteboard as shown: 5 cans = 1 box 20 cans = ? What do I write here? (Touches the board underneath the ‘statement’) Teacher:
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Rita: Teacher: Rita: Teacher: Melissa: Teacher:



Five division by twenty. [Note: it was common practice in the classroom to use the expression division by instead of divided by]. You can’t divide five by twenty! Can you turn it the other way round? Twenty division by five. (Writes 20 ÷ 5 on the board). And how many boxes is that? Five, ten, fifteen, twenty (opens up fingers on one hand as she counts). Four. Four. Then I write my answer. (Completes equation on whiteboard as shown): 20 y 5 = 4 boxes



Annemarie and Melissa found the solution to the problem by counting up in fives; Annemarie appeared to be prompted by the teacher’s gesture, and Melissa by the notation. However, I felt that the various aspects of the packing situation were not focused on explicitly by the teacher in their relation to the division notation, in the sense of the original set to be acted on being represented by 20, the size of the group represented by the 5, the relation between the action of packing and the division sign, and the quotient being the already-known solution, four. Perhaps the teacher could have linked more specifically the idea of the repeated formation of groups with ‘dividing’ by writing out the notation as she referred to the various aspects of the situation, as she had done for multiplication. I felt that the writing of the ‘statement’ and subsequent manipulation of the notation per se hindered the setting up a link between the action/picture of grouping and the division notation. Through these and other examples, I concluded that the various reference contexts utilised for division were not supportive enough to enable the pupils to link the division notation with the formation of equal groupings. Rather, when asked for an explanation, they ‘fell back’ on possibly more familiar ideas such as the procedure and the action of sharing, or drew on their knowledge of repeated addition as n + n + n … to suggest that repeated subtraction meant x – x – x – x … CONCLUSION The Grade 3 pupils appeared to appreciate multiplication as repeated addition, but not division as repeated subtraction. Assuming that clarity of meaning as expressed in the classroom had some bearing on the pupils’ ability to offer appropriate explanations, I attempted to qualify what had rendered meaning ‘clear’. I considered that the objects utilised together with any accompanying language constituted a reference context, and concluded that a supportive reference context was one wherein there appeared to be a ‘proximity’ between the two. In such instances, it was evident to which aspect of the object the language referred. I considered that it was this proximity that rendered meaning clear. On closer examination of the classroom data, I found that while proximity was evident in the multiplication situations, this was not the case for division. I was able to apply this view of clarity to other data I collected, a view that
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may be useful to explore further as part of reflections on the teaching of new mathematical vocabulary. REFERENCES Chapman, A. P. (2003). Language Practices in School Mathematics: A Social Semiotic Approach. Lewiston: Mellen Studies in Education. Hewitt, D. (2001). ‘Arbitrary and necessary: Part 2 Assisting memory’. For the Learning of Mathematics 21(1), 44-51. Mercer, N. (2000, first published 1995). The Guided Construction of Knowledge. Clevedon: Multilingual Matters. Merttens, R., & Kirkby, D. (1999). Abacus (Mathematics Scheme). Oxford: Ginn. Steinbring, H. (1997). ‘Epistemological investigation of classroom interaction in elementary mathematics teaching’. Educational Studies in Mathematics 32, 49-92. Steinbring, H. (2002). What makes a sign a mathematical sign? - An epistemological perspective on mathematical interaction. Unpublished paper presented to the Discussion Group on Semiotics in Mathematics Education at the 26th PME International Conference, England, University of East Anglia, July 21-26, 2002. Steinbring, H. (2005). The Construction of New Mathematical Knowledge in Classroom Interaction. New York: Springer. Tobin, Y. (1990). Semiotics and Linguistics. Essex: Longman. Vygotsky, L. S. (1981). ‘The instrumental method in psychology’. In J. Wertsch, The Concept of Activity in Soviet Psychology. New York.: M.E. Sharpe. Wertsch, J. (1985). Vygotsky and the Social Formation of Mind. Massachusetts: Harvard University Press.
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“WHY SHOULD I IMPLEMENT WRITING IN MY CLASSES?” AN EMPIRICAL STUDY ON MATHEMATICAL WRITING Marei Fetzer J. W. Goethe-University Frankfurt/M., Germany An empirical study on mathematical writing in primary education serves as the basis for this article. Students wrote about their problem-solving process, they presented their approaches and negotiated alternative ways of proceeding. Here the focus is put on the emergence of interactional conditions that enable mathematical learning if students discuss alternative approaches based on their written works. Three dimensions are called in to describe how optimized learning conditions emerge within the interaction of the mathematics classroom: the aspect of participation, thematic development and the argumentative aspect. Their interplay provides an enhanced set of terms to approach the aspect of learning in the context of mathematical writing. INTRODUCTION “Why should I implement writing in my classes?” (D. Miller 1991, p.518). This question was asked 15 years ago by Diane Miller. In her article she gives an answer similar to those Morgan (1998), Pugalee (2005), Lesser (2000), Gallin and Ruf (Ruf/Gallin 2003) or the NCTM standards (2000) offer today: Writing should be an integral part of the mathematics classroom, because students as well as teachers benefit from this way of working. From a scientific point of view this empirical result is to be appreciated, but at the same time it is unsatisfying (see e. g. Borasi/Rose 1989, p.349). There remains the desire to understand and explain what happens if students write about mathematical concepts and individual problemsolving processes and if they read their work and discuss alternative approaches. How and why does writing contribute to mathematical learning? Where are the positive influences of writing to be situated within the process of learning? “How does writing improve learning?” (D. Miller 1991, p.516). To me, this is the essential topic to be dealt with. How do situations emerge that make learning possible? What interactional conditions enable mathematical learning? In this article I try to approach these questions. First I am going to give some information concerning the empirical study my work is based on. Afterwards I am going to introduce a set of terms. Finally I am going to present selected empirical results. THE EMPIRICAL STUDY In the empirical study, mathematic classes were observed within one course from the first to the third grade. Special emphasis was laid on writing lessons. In order to get hold of the process of writing on the one hand, and to approach aspects of reading,
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presenting and discussing on the basis of the written works on the other hand, my empirical study was designed in two phases: the writing phase and the publishing phase. Within the writing process students “externalize” (Bruner 1996) their problem-solving process in a written form. These written works serve as a basis for the subsequent whole-class publishing situation. In this phase several children present their way of proceeding when working on the given task on the board. Alternative approaches are discussed. During the publishing phase all students have their individual works at hand all the time. They might have a quick glance at it at any time. Most approaches to writing in mathematic classes focus on the products of students’ writing (see e. g. Selter 1994; Ruf/Gallin 2003; Pugalee 2005; Morgan 1998; Borasi/Rose 1989; Fetzer 2003b; Krummheuer/Fetzer 2005). It is assumed that mathematical learning takes place within the writing process. However, doing research on the publishing of the works and the discussion based on the written products is widely neglected. As a consequence my research activities concentrate on these latter aspects (amongst others). In this article whole-class publishing situations are the focus of interest. If the emphasis is put on interactional situations in the publishing phase it becomes evident that research cannot be restricted to the analysis of the students’ written products. Other aspects gain weight: How do students explain their proceeding? How do they put forward arguments? How do they refer to their own written work and the board? In order to reconstruct how processes of interaction emerge within the publishing phase, 32 mathematics writing classes were videotaped during a three year period. Afterwards transcripts showing verbal and nonverbal aspects as well as the current writings on the board were produced. Methodologically, processes of interaction are approached by an analysis of interaction. Thus the emerging interactional process can be reconstructed step by step. The interactional analysis is a method derived from conversational analysis (see Eberle 1997; ten Have 1999). In the context of my study I apply the method in the same manner as introduced by Krummheuer and Naujok (1999). TERMINOLOGICAL BASIS “How does writing improve learning?” (D. Miller 1991, p.516). How do situations emerge that enable mathematical learning? In order to approach these questions I now introduce a set of terms. In so doing I outline my theoretical framework. In addition I present terms I developed within my empirical study. To me referring to M. Miller (1986), learning is a matter of participating in interactional processes. Students learn mathematics by being part of and taking part in the ongoing argumentative processes of mathematics classes.
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In order to understand interactional processes in class, I refer to three aspects: The participative aspect, thematic development and argumentation. These aspects have been developed empirically (see Fetzer 2006a; Krummheuer/Fetzer 2005). They help to capture interactional processes in the mathematics classroom. Each of these dimensions is explained in the following. Participation Participation is understood as the students’ or teacher’s participation in classroom interaction. Participating in this educational context can be distinguished as ‘taking part’ on the one hand and ‘being part of’ on the other hand. Taking part is an active form of participating, whereas being part of is a rather receptive one. However, a receptive participant of the classroom interaction may change her/his status of participation and take action (see also Fetzer 2006a). The following two examples, both taken from a whole-class publishing phase, are meant to explain some terms developed within the empirical study. Just before the first episode begins (transcript 1), Benno has explained on the board how he proceeded in working on the given task. When Benno calls Sonja’s name she asks: “How’d you get the twelve if you (incomprehensible) the two?” Thereupon Benno begins to explain his proceeding again. Person Aktivität Benno SonjaSonja Wie kummsch n da(nn) auf die zwölf 
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